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From the Publisher
As I come near the end of my tenure with the Authority
after a period of nearly seven years of close association with
the industry, my mind goes back to the day I joined the interim
Authority, namely August 1, 1996.
From a small room in a guest house belonging to New
India, which otherwise has been sanctified by its occupation
by Shri R. N. Malhothra and the members of his committee,
we moved to Jeevan Bharati, and from there we have come
to Parisrama Bhavanam in Hyderabad.
This long journey has not been without incidents,
achievements and problems. The Authority in its infancy,
and before its recognition as a statutory body, kept itself busy
by learning the systems prevalent in various countries,
becoming a member of the International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) and benefitted immensely from
the exposure it had to such international bodies.
We laboured hard on the making of an IRDA Bill in 1997
and failed at the goal post only to keep our hopes going.
Such hopes and aspirations we finally realised in October,
1999, when the Lok Sabha passed the Bill, and subsequently,
the Rajya Sabha.
The Act was assented to on December 29,1999, and the
establishment of the Authority came about on April 19, 2000.
We had, therefore, taken nearly 39 months since the
establishment of the interim body to usher in a system of delinking ownership from supervision.
We had promised the country that the first clutch of new
registrations would be issued by December, 2000, and I must
admire and appreciate the long hours of work which a small
band of officers of this organisation had put in to do the
ground work necessary to see to it that the promise made
was delivered, and delivered well in advance of time.
We also felt that if regulation and a regulator had to be
effective, there must be an openness and transparency in all
our dealings. That is the reason why the IRDA has always
been open to suggestions from the different interests that
composed the insurance community.
It has always encouraged public debate on issues which
concern regulation and administration of companies. These
debates and discussions have brought to us a fund of
knowledge and perceptions which we have used in the
framing of regulations and, possibly, have set a role which
has not been matched by any other supervisory body since
then. All these have enabled us in the Authority to get closer
and closer to the large number of insureds who ultimately
depend on the success of regulation to keep their insurance
savings safe.
We had introduced the concept of selling and distribution
of insurance products. We had advocated the necessity for
insurers to accept and realise the rights of the policyholders.
We have also canvassed for the system of Appointed Actuaries
for the first time in India to give that profession a foothold
which it really deserves. All these have been achievements
and there are encouraging signs to indicate that the insurance
industry in this country is run on proper lines.
I had occasions when some of our great hopes have been
dashed to the ground, some of our expectations have been
belied, and where we have met some sort of reverses. Let me
assure you that these have not been in the establishment
and running of the insurers’ businesses, but in the treatment
meted out to the regulator’s office.

To my mind the regulator, if he has to be effective and earn
the respect of the industry which he supervises, must be
professionally competent and fiercely independent.
Independent not only as regards his functional areas, but
independent financially to run this office. There have been
some dark clouds with regard to these areas which, I am sure
when I leave this office, will get settled and welcome rains
will pour.
Seven years is a long time to spend at a desk. Possibly the
longest tenure I have had over a job. Length of service and
commitment to a single job over a long period has its
advantages as well as disadvantages. Advantages are that you
become familiar with the job, the players are known to you.
Their behaviour and conduct grow familiar over the period of
time and you have sufficient time to set standards for others
to follow.
The disadvantages of the tenure come in the shape of a
complacency which sets in and a problem of the same thing
being repeated. Let me assure you my dear readers, that I
have not been bored for even a single day in trying to carry
out a task which was assigned to me on August 1, 1996.
When I will offer my position to my successor on June 9,
2003, I would only like to feel that I leave him a system which
is worthy of the organisation and which has earned it a name,
prosperity and encouragement, and also an industry which is
populated by large players in the shape of the nationalised
industry and by small players who have a role to play, a role
which each of them should carry out with great distinction. I
am sure that this industry, which is one of the best service
industries in the world, will cover itself with glory, and that
the Indian insurance industry will match its skills efficiently
and care for the consumer as the industry outside India does.
I have learnt a lot in these seven years from a variety of
people placed in different walks of life. From a consumer to a
banker to an insurer to an actuary, and to my own officers
who have guided me all along. To all of them I should say a
big thank you.

N. RANGACHARY
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Changeover...
Change is upon us at the IRDA, as its first Chairman, Mr. N. Rangachary, prepares to lay down office on June 9,
the day before he turns 65.
And a tremendous change it is, for he has been associated with the IRDA almost since inception when it was yet to
be born and anointed with powers properly. Indeed part of his job was to win acceptance for the very concept of an
independent regulator and a liberalised industry and then give life to it, which he did over seven and a half years.
Today as he prepares to leave the still fledgling Authority, it has earned a name as a fair and transparent body that
means business and also understands it.
We present you an interview with him in which he looks at the past and the prospects of the industry and the
regulator. Elsewhere in this issue we have fond and funny tributes to the outgoing Chairman, his tenure and effect
on people!
To theirs I would like to add my own. It is rare that one gets to work with someone who expects independent thought
and action, and subtly but powerfully encourages dissent in order to make the best ideas emerge. This has been his
approach to the Journal as well, and thus it has been shaped. Ask him and he would enlighten patiently. Challenge
him and he would argue his case thoroughly and even amusedly, conceding valid points promptly. And all this
without being affronted or intolerant. By his focused attitude to work and his respect for professionalism, he challenged
people to put forth their best, and they enjoyed it!
Corporate governance is this issue’s focus. With the introduction of the Companies Bill in mid-May in Parliament,
the proposed measures to ensure good corporate governance have been made public. We bring you Mr. Ashvin Parekh
elaborating on the required corporate governance structure in the Indian insurance industry while Mr. G. V. Rao
ponders questions of leadership and knowledge that should back corporate governance up and make it a reality in
the public sector general insurance companies. These, he argues, are sick companies today, and should be looking
seriously for ways out of their situation. Mr. R. Anand, our most regular column writer who occupies the Brass Tacks
slot, has looked at the provisions of the relevant section of the Bill and identifies issues that will rear their heads
before the insurance industry once this becomes law.
Our issue focus in the July issue of IRDA Journal will be information technology. As the cynics say, sadly but truly,
this is another important area that the industry will ignore except in patches. And those patches will be islands of
prosperity and profitability. The impact of a company’s, specially an insurance company’s, response to the call of
technology will have more far reaching repercussions than any other single development.
We begin a new series with this issue to demystify regulations. Regulations are as effective as their enforcement.
And the more the target of the benefits of the regulations – in this case the consumer of insurance – knows about
them, the better will be their enforcement and effectiveness through sheer general awareness.
It is with this in mind that we bring you the background and logic behind the IRDA (Protection of Policyholders’
Interests) Regulations, 2002, along with details of the provisions. Other regulations will follow in due course. Please
do write in with your doubts and questions on any of them, anytime.
Our Mindshare section deals with the current obsession of the general insurance industry – detariffing. We bring
you an overview of what’s happening in the industry following the discussion of the Justice Rangarajan Committee’s
report on detariffing of the Own Damage portion of the Motor business by the general insurance CEOs, and a
proposed road map by Mr. K.N.Bhandari towards that goal.

K. Nitya Kalyani

INTERVIEW

Retiring from an organisation that one gave birth to and nurtured into a robust
infancy is bound to make one reflective. Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA,
who retires on June 9, did just that. He talked to
IRDA Journal about how it all started and went, and where he sees
the industry and the regulator going in the future. Excerpts:
Q: What is the state of the industry
today as you are on the verge of
leaving the IRDA?

Q: But profitability of operations is
a question and investment
incomes are dwindling…

The industry is on a growth path.
When new companies entered the
market in the year 2000, the
expectation was that of tardy growth
as they had to compete with the
public sector units who were very
strong, and whose reach, formidable.

All over the world underwriting
profits are under severe strain since
rates are low. Profit from pure
insurance business has always been
a problem, but what has added to the
situation now is the fall in
investment returns. The market has
now come to a serious situation.
Coupled with this is the fact that
leading insurers are facing problems
outside India because of wrong
policies of investment and short
provisioning.

Both life and non-life sectors have
achieved a ten per cent market share
in two to three years which was
expected to happen in five years. But
new companies have done excellently
well using their parentage and
connections
and
devoting
organisational skills to this market.
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Q: What gameplan would you
suggest to the industry today?

The public sector companies are
inherently strong. They have
adequate capital base. They only
have to plan their work on risk
management and risk appraisal.
These core skills are missing today.
The private sector has entered at a
critical juncture when the market
was hardening and profitability
definitions were changing.
There has to be an identification of
market conditions. The regulator has
a significant role to play to see that
the players don’t come to grief.
Q: What can the regulator do?
These problems can somewhat be
solved by freeing price controls.
Q: Companies themselves are not
clear on that. Is the market
ready, are the companies ready?
Somehow we have to prepare for it.
Competition and tariff don’t go
together. The market should make a
realistic appraisal to see where we
stand on pricing and profitability and
they should do this on a systematic
basis.
In the life business also pricing is an
issue. The guaranteed returns they
were offering landed them in trouble
and rates had to be reduced and
products withdrawn. If returns are
going down, they may have to increase

INTERVIEW

premium. They cannot destabilise
themselves.

over 30 years ago and it has not
become homogenous yet.

The other alternative is to cut down
on management expenses. I see some
kind of a duel between the thickly
populated public sector units and the
thinly populated private sector ones
regarding management expenses
problems.

Q: How can the industry strengthen
itself?

Q: Public sector companies say
nothing much can be done about
management expenses. That 80
per cent of it is fixed costs?
I would only be happy if that 80 per
cent was spent on people bringing in
the business. But it is being spent
mainly on administration. The earlier
they look at it the better.
Q: What can the regulator do about
this?
First the market will compel you to
look at it. If expenses are fixed,
productivity has to be increased.
There are also other issues, of solvency,
market efficiency and market conduct.
If things are not going the right way,
the regulator steps in and sees how it
can be corrected. Very soon the
regulator will have to get involved.
Q: But aren’t management expenses
and such issues internal to a
company?
Nothing is an internal matter of a
company if it affects consumer interest
and he is made to pay a price that is
larger than necessary and warranted.
Q: Would a merger of the four general
insurance PSUs cut costs and give
them momentum in the market?
Mergers won’t solve basic problems.
More relevant than size is the ability
to communicate within the
organisation and carry out its purpose
through every one of its units. The LIC
was able to organise itself better.
General companies were not that
efficient. Each company brought
together an amalgam of various
cultures and practices. But that was

Better service standards. Companies
can sustain themselves in the
market in the medium term by the
manner in which they respond to the
market demand, introduce new
products, make available services to
larger numbers and finally the
profile they have of investments. If
they gain this acceptability it will
bring a little more credibility.
Q: Where do you see the challenges
for new companies?
They are smaller companies and
started with Rs. 100 crores capital.
Some of them have increased it to
enlarge business and maintain
solvency and they are busy growing.
Six or seven years hence they will
reach a growth plateau when there
will be release of capital. That is
when they have to be careful what
kind of attitude they will adopt with
regard to development of business.
Will they work further in the market
or will they use their funds to go into
mergers and acquisitions...
Q: But there is a feeling that with
the need for regular capital
infusion and solvency margining
requirements, there could be
mergers and acquisitions or
changes in control in the Indian
market sooner?
Not very soon. All the people who
came in were assessed. The new
companies’
promoters
have
tremendous experience of 100 plus
years. The foreign partners came in
with a low 26 per cent equity and are
bringing in capital to grow. For many
of them it’s a kind of a homecoming,
so no one is likely to exit the market.
All the Indian promoters were vetted
too at the time of registration. They
have substantial plans. We saw their
five and 10 year investment profiles.
And they were capable of staying

long and bringing in Rs. 500 to 600
crores capital over that time. Now
with the quicker growth they will be
further enthused to stay.
The rose is beginning to bloom!
Q: Why has there not been much
interest among reinsurers to
enter the country?
Premium rates within country are
unrealistic in parts. There is a lot of
cross subsidisation. This situation
doesn’t make reinsurers happy. It is
they who are doing risk assessment
themselves and laying down rates for
direct business. If you want the
market to grow, direct insurers have
to go back to school.
Q: Insurers say that doing rural and
social sector business is easy, but
the price is high. How does one
develop this market?
No company, old or new, has applied
itself seriously to tackle this. If you
sit in a city and do business it will
cost money.
The e-choupal model of the ITC
group, which has been licenced as a
broker, seems to be working. They
have appointed a local man or a
farmer as agent. That sort of
approach should cut down cost.
Insurance buying depends on
capacity to pay premium. Rural areas
are not poor. That there are rich
pockets has been shown by FMCGs.
We want to advance awareness and
education in those areas. We just
finished our first campaign and are
going to start the second one reaching
out through the regional print media.
The authority is willing to spend on
it – it is our development function.
We establish the credibility of the
industry and the gap will close.
The business is there. The approach
has to be created, and we have to find
people to go and tap this business.
Companies are now planning to go
into small towns and this will tackle
the problem.
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qualified, anyone can apply for a
license and expect reasonably to get it.
We decided to put them to the
severest tests in terms of credibility,

the regulator. What are they?
Now there are teething problems like
ethical standards and market
conduct in a growing market which
has a fair number of players. These
problems will be faced both by the
old and the new companies. The
regulator does not like some of these
practices. But they are endemic. We
have to penalise people who breach
rules.
To set this in motion we have revived
the life and general insurance
councils and given them powers to
oversee market conduct and create
a code of conduct for self regulation.
Some improvements are seen.

Co-operative societies coming into
insurance will help spread rural and
social sector business. There are two
problems there. One is double
regulation and the other is that the
Insurance Act says that same
regimen, of Rs. 100 crores capital and
solvency norms, has to apply. That
may not be cost effective. But some
of these specialised areas may be best
for co-operatives to handle. We can
give leeway in their capital norms to
develop the market, and the
regulator has to consider easing the
norms.
Q: The IRDA has been noted for its
transparency. How was this
achieved and how easy or
difficult was the process?
It was not difficult at all. In the initial
years on this job I was moving around
interacting with various sections of
the society. I had started with the
idea of limiting the number of
applicants. Then, in one of the
meetings I sensed it would lead to
some sort of monopoly and cornering
of licenses by non-serious parties and
selling them for a premium. So I
decided that we should have stiff
norms and easily understandable
regulations and, provided they
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past performance and financial
soundness. That is how we started
two things.
The first was to verify with the home
regulator the credibility of the foreign
partner. This has now become an
accepted
practice
by
the
International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) and
has become some sort of a norm.
Before a regulator in any country
grants a license they refer to the
home regulator and regulators have
agreed that they will not keep back
information.
The second measure many people
were unhappy with. And that was we
asked for a clearance from the
Income Tax department. It was
important as it gave us an idea of the
level of compliance of the applicants.
Whether they were filing returns, how
they were at discharging liabilities…

The second challenge is that the
regulator has to assimilate public
and private sector companies who
have different standards of
performance. This can also be seen
as large domestic companies Vs a
clutch of small new companies.
Another matter to resolve is that we
are moving from a regimented
system to a market system. Here the
public sector units feel restricted by
their internal systems and say that
they cannot complete.
There has to be an interchange
between the regulator, the public
sector companies and their owner, to
bring about a release of the public
sector companies from constraints so
that they can develop and grow.
Then, with the growth of
underwriting skills in the market we
will very soon not have much
difference between practices in the
public and private sectors and each
company will be judged on the basis
of service.

Some of our regulations have been
looked into with interest and found
to be comparable with the best in the
world. We set out to create a situation
where no question arises of the
credibility of the authority.

The third challenge in front of the
regulator is that we are moving from
a tariffed market to a fully market
responsive system. This will create
some upset in the market in the
initial stages, which has to be
managed.

Q: You have said that there are
interesting challenges ahead for

K. Nitya Kalyani

FAREWELL

Ranga-The Phenomenon
Vinod Sahgal

How do you describe a phenomenon? In
several words – most of them very flattering
and, in substance, complimentary.
Prodigy, Extraordinary, Wonder,
Genius, Marvel, Miracle, Exemplar,
Sensation … all these describe him perfectly
considering that insurance was Greek to him
when he took on the role of the ‘Insurance
Regulator-to-be.’
He was ‘Ranga’ to those who knew him
well, ‘Mr. Rangachary’ to those who knew
him somewhat and ‘Sir’ to all the other
legions - don’t ask me which category I fell
into since he normally called me by many
different names too (some not printable)!!
I first met him when, as part of the CII
insurance committee, we had him as our
chief-guest for the 1st Insurance Summit in
1997, when he was all of seven days old as
the regulator.
The theme of the conference was
‘Vision 2000’ and Mr. Rangachary was put
on the block when he was asked when, in
his opinion, the insurance industry would
be privatised.
Like a true blooded magician he rolled
his eyes skywards (we were convinced that
he had a ‘hotline’ to the Almighty) and came
out with a short ‘in 2000.’ At that time we
were rather looking forward to his saying
nice-to-hear-things like ‘soon,’ ‘next budget’
or some such, but he came out of his
‘samadhi’ and just repeated, ‘2000.’
Since then I have had the good fortune
of spending much quality time with him
and was the first to remind him of his
prediction some years later when the IRA/
IRDA Bill that was certain to happen in
1999 actually waited for his predicted year
2000 to materialise.
‘Ranga’ (I can now dare to call him that
since I found out that he is a few weeks
younger to me!!) has also defied the
mathematics of the 24/7/365 ration that all
of us mortals have been doled out by the
same Almighty who is the rationing officer
for all of us.
How he has managed to pack in so much
in the same allotted 24 hours per day I can
never fathom, but pack it in he has done most
admirably and that too with a tiny army of
IRDA members and staff – all of whom have
been galvanised into being supermen and
superwomen.
What a track record!
■

27 regulations

■

27 insurance licences

■

9 lakh+ agents

■

Over 13,000 categorised surveyors

■

23 TPAs

■

60+ Brokers

On top of that a relocation of the IRDA
to Hyderabad – something that seemed
impractical to many and mission impossible
to some – but here again this was done in
the most orderly fashion with no disruption
of work. The Insurance (Amendment) Act,
2002, which set in motion the licensing of
brokers, corporate agents and the
co-operatives was actually announced on
the last working day of the IRDA in Delhi!
At first to many of us it seemed like
Mr. Chandra Babu Naidu was taking home
a reluctant debutante. But in no time at all
the IRDA became a landmark no different
from the Charminar!
What then has been the secret of his
fantastic success story? We can only guess.
But, if I can have a go – it is his ability to
make the people around him believe in
themselves and to rediscover their hidden
talents and abilities which they themselves
may not have known that they possessed.
Equally relevant is his logical focussing
on the objective, the tracking and
sequencing of the flight path to the goal,
having a consultative approach of involving
the affected parties and then secluding
himself for the final decision-making
process.
How many examples of the ‘open door’
policy there are – licensing of insurance
companies – many, many months spent with
chambers of commerce, insurers, trade
unions, ‘old fogeys’ and ‘young turks’,
actuaries, agents, brokers, surveyors, TPAs
etc., etc., etc. No wonder then that Mr. ‘R’ is
also known as ‘Mr. Transparency.’
To all of us whom he consulted, he gave
the facility to disagree – something that he
got in plentiful doses – but all this without
ever spoiling the friendships created over so
many months.
This process is not unlike the first moon
landing mission when Apollo was consulting
Houston till the last 10,000 feet, but when it
became apparent that the original
calculations would have crashed the vehicle,
Apollo ‘switched off ’ Houston and landed
manually.
It is this secret ingredient that endears
him to all those around him since there
comes a time when he switches off and
then takes the responsibility for the final

decision on himself. What a wonderful team
leader – gifts all the bouquets to his
colleagues but reserves all the brickbats for
himself.
Lest he get a swollen head with all the
nice things that will be written and spoken
by so many of us, let me add that he is
human and has a few frailties too.
■

Food, what’s that? To start with, he
has made life difficult for all those who
had hoped to use his presence as an
excuse to lay out a fancy meal. Till date
no one has seen him eat – we are
convinced that he lives on love and fresh
air!!!

■

Power of concentration: His ability
to give an impression that he is dozing
off in the middle of a serious
presentation – when actually he is
absorbing everything that is uttered and
is even able to replay the proceedings
almost verbatim.

■

Wisden, Who needs it? Cricket is his
passion and, with him around, we do
not need the Harsh Bhogles, Ravi
Shastris or the Gavaskars. Mandira
Bedi is an exception that even
Mr. ‘R’ has allowed!
Most of us who prepare for formal
discussions with him have an unwritten
code to bone up on the latest cricket scores
before entering the hallowed portals of
the IRDA!

■

Stone Walling Tactics: When he was
too polite to say no, a stalling weapon
even more potent than a discussion on
cricket scores, was his ‘kind’ offer of a
cup of coffee – that took ages to
materialise!!
However that was not a problem since
regulars like me knew that it was superb
cuppa well worth waiting for. The worry
was that if you were parked in the ‘VIP’
lounge you were never sure whether he
had forgotten about you!
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WORKING
WITH A VISIONARY
K. Subrahmanyam
■

Multi Lingual Talent: The ability to
speak fluent Tamil in 15 languages –
sorry I meant to say, to speak 15
languages in fluent Tamil! Many of us
didn’t have the heart to tell him that over
the period of time spent in his presence
we had little option but to pick up Tamil
on the trot!!
That’s how we got ‘advance’ notice of
most regulations before they hit the
press!

■

Designer Wardrobe Collection: Mr.’R’
is reputed to have the largest collection
of white safari suits that would confound
the likes of Sidhu of the cricketing
‘Sidhuism’ fame who has all colour
combinations but never could manage a
white on white.
It is rumoured that some of us have seen
him in a dark suit (borrowed perhaps)
and a necktie which we wonder whether
he knows to knot or not!

■

Sparkling Sense of Humour: Beneath
the starched white safari suit there lies
a sparkling sense of humour (I am
depending on this being true!) and he
uses this talent amicably to convey
the most tedious topics to the most
unwilling audiences.

■

Retirement Blues: I understand (but
cannot believe) that the young
Mr. ‘R’ is to retire shortly. I wonder how
this can be as I doubt whether he can
even spell the word!! Surely he must
know that cowboys never hang up their
boots – they just ride into the sunset to
be remembered as the Hero # 1.

The old order must give way to new and
so too with the IRDA. With the close of the
month of June, 2003, we will see a total
whitewash of the ‘seniors’ as even Mr.
R.C.Sharma will become a ‘gentleman of
leisure.’
All said and done, retire we all must,
but do we have to make it so difficult for
successors by leaving behind a gigantic pair
of boots for them to fill? The grapevine is
full of gossip as to who will succeed Mr.
Rangachary (we all have a ‘khushboo’ as to
who it is), but one thing is amply clear, he
will have to have size 12, or larger, feet!!

The author is Managing Director,
Jardine Lloyd Thompson Insurance
Consultants Ltd.
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Great men are born, not made. I first
met Mr. Rangachary almost immediately
after he joined the Insurance Regulatory
Authority (IRA) on August 1, 1996. I was
submitting my paper on Pension Business
as a member of the Working Group
constituted in May, 1996, by the IRA (which
was without a Chairman from inception in
January 1996, but was headed by Mr. K. C.
Mittal and Mr. N. M. Govardhan, who
subsequently became chairmen of GIC and
LIC respectively).
He was looking through my paper and
speaking on the telephone, doing more than
two jobs at a time. For a person like me
doing even one job at a time is difficult!
Added to this, we were a little afraid of him
for sometime anyway because he had just
retired as Chairman, Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT). A Taxman!
Subsequently, the Government of India
appointed him Chairman, Insurance
Regulatory and Development Authority
(IRDA) in 2000.
The man has tremendous patience to
listen to others – which is a great ability.
But finally, he would have his last word and
that would have a tremendous effect on
those concerned. And of course, he wins
hearts with ease because of this habit. Quite
unassuming and accessible to everyone, he
gives great respect to the smallest man who
steps into his office.
His weakness in life was and is cricket,
a game which he loves the most. When we
went to Melbourne, he really enjoyed the
visit to the Melbourne cricket stadium,
visiting the pitch, and even purchasing
cufflinks and cricket memorabilia!
Sometimes his discussions with CEOs and
others centred around cricket. He used to
discuss cricket at length with the High
Commissioners of Australia and England.
His knowledge of cricket is superb. The
Regulator was a great cricketer too!
He is a different bureaucrat and civil
servant. He is a professional – a Chartered
Accountant (a gold medalist!), a Cost
Accountant, a Company Secretary and an
honorary Fellow of the Actuarial Society of
India – and his professionalism is his big
asset. He still works as paper setter and
examiner for the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) and for the UK
institute too.
His knowledge of accounts is excellent.
This could be the reason, I think, he picked
up knowledge of insurance very fast. His
understanding of insurance terms was
clearer than that of insurance professionals.

I have heard him explaining insurance to
many people in a simple and vivid manner
and even eminent people like Mr. Harold
Skipper, Professor of Insurance at the
University of Atlanta, Georgia, and one of
the greatest living experts on insurance,
were taken aback at his knowledge of
insurance, which is (usually) not the domain
of insurance regulators.
Mr. Rangachary strongly feels that a
professional should behave like a
professional and not like a businessman. He
was also (rightly) awarded as Insurance
Man of the year (in 1999/2000) in the US
for his contributions to the insurance world.
He is a man with vision. He is a great
worker for the interests of the public
institution – the IRDA. His concern is for
the common people and, for their benefit,
he even bends the rules. He does not believe
in formal meetings or discussions, but
makes decisions after informal talks.
Decisions were fast, and in the interest of
the insurance market.
I still remember he took just 30 minutes
to grant a licence to an agents’ training
institution to the utter surprise of the
applicant. In cases of complaints of
individual policyholders, he took keen
interest to redress them by calling the
officials concerned on the telephone.
It would be difficult to find any negative
aspect of his character. His words (not so
easy to understand) and deeds are far
reaching. And so is his memory! He would
surprise us all the time by recalling any
section of the Income Tax Act or the
Insurance Act!
His fantastic memory was at its best
with names. He would remember people’s
first names and use them spontaneously –
even foreigners’ names which are not so easy
to pronounce. Anyone would be pleased to
hear his first name used with such affection.
He is also highly resourceful and
humorous. Many a time he would quip
wittily and make us laugh heartily.
A man who could not be forgotten by
anyone so easily is still remembered in his
past organisations – the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO), the shipping
industry, the CBDT, and of course, North
Block.
I wish him a very happy life (I won’t say
retired life, as his knowledge is still required
to be made use of).
Vazhga Valamudan!

The author is an Actuary and Executive
Director, IRDA.
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Rules for the Road

Motor insurance is the fatal attraction of the Indian insurance industry. In spite of the
bad pun, this is the portfolio that brings in the cashflow, and causes the worst
outflows too.
It probably should be the first priority of the non-life industry to tackle this loss making
business. And it has been the concern of the IRDA as well.
The Ansari Committee, which had vetted the revised Motor tariff that later came into
effect from July 2002, underlined the need for better risk profiling for equitable rating of
Motor insurance.
The market saw some turmoil in the following months when insurance companies sought
to manage their portfolios by refusing Third Party (TP) liability cover and loading premiums
in excess of what was allowed.
While maintaining that the Tariff was statutory and had to be followed, a decision that
was reflected in many court rulings where consumers had filed petitions, the IRDA set in
motion the process of detariffing the Own Damage (OD) portion of Motor insurance.
In December, 2002, it appointed a committee under the chairmanship of Justice
T. N. C. Rangarajan, a retired judge of the Andhra Pradesh High Court, to go into the issue
and suggest ways and means to detariff OD business and also look into the feasibility of
isolating the Third Party liability (TP) business into a pool common to all insurers.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Justice Rangarajan Committee has
recommended that the IRDA:
■ Quarantine the Third Party (TP)
liability insurance business.
■ Request the Government of India to
review the statutory liability for Third
Party liability for motor vehicle
accidents.
■ Set up an independent data bank and
compel the companies to supply the data
to the bank, and draw on the bank data
to justify proposed tariffs.
■ De-tariff the Own Damage (OD)
business of Motor portfolio under a
competitive premium setting model.

The Committee submitted its report in April, 2003, and this was placed for discussion by
the CEOs of all general insurance companies at a meeting in Hyderabad
on May 6, 2003.
Detariffing – of all businesses – is something that the industry has to work towards
within a definite timeframe. The timeline, road map and sequencing were debated by the
insurers. Detariffing and a target date were acceptable to all CEOs and various points of
view emerged on the schedule and sequence.
Some felt that the earlier it is done the better, and were agreeable to detariffing OD first
and then other classes of business. Others felt that even if a later date is set, all classes of
business should be detariffed in one go to avoid cross subsidy and underquoting. Others felt
that the Fire and Engineering business should not be detariffed for a while now as they were
the only profitable lines of business.
Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA, after hearing all the views announced that the
Motor OD business would be detariffed from April 1, 2005, and said that the Tariff Advisory
Committee (TAC) would be entrusted with the job of detailing what needs to be done for
achieving this.
A few of the observations and recommendations of the Justice Rangarajan Committee
follow on the next page.

DISSENT NOTES
Three members of the Justice Rangarajan
Committee have dissented with its report.
The main points they make are:
The Ministry of Surface Transport (MoST)
does not favour quarantining of TP liability
or of detariffing of OD portfolio of Motor
insurance because:
■ Adequate data does not exist for proving
that TP insurance is a losing proposition
and even if it were, setting the tariff on
actuarial data would not be able to rectify
the problem.
■ Restructuring the TP business as a
separate business is unworkable and
would lead to a monopolistic situation.
■ MoST is reviewing the provisions of the

Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, dealing with
third party insurance and it is not possible
to put a time frame on finishing this or to
be certain of its outcome.
■ Separate insurance company for TP
insurance may not find any takers.
■ The present system of setting a floor tariff
and capping the loading is better than
setting only a floor tariff as it would lead
to the exploitation of motor vehicle
owners.
Mr. Ajit Narain, CEO, IFFCO-Tokio
General Insurance Company has said that
the work of building up the required database
has to be taken up immediately and a
minimum data size has to be created for it to
be meaningful. It is only after this that a
competitive premium setting model can be

built up which will be fair to insurers and
insureds and so detariffing should be
deferred until then. He also advocates a
structured compensation for TP liability
rather than unlimited liability.
Mr. Manubhai Shah, Chairman
Emeritus, Consumer Education and
Research Centre (CERC), Ahmedabad, has
said that there is no reason to limit the TP
liability on the ground that the premium
income does not justify the volume of
claims.
As for OD detariffing, he says that a
benchmark premium can be evolved with
companies being allowed to charge 15 to 25
per cent lower or higher premium
depending upon the facts of individual
cases.

Journal,
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Justice Rangarajan Committee Report Extracts
On shoring up Motor premia
…The maximum possible premia is not
collected. The risk has to be spread over the
owners of all the motor vehicles. If we make
a rough estimate of all the vehicles on road
and multiply it by even the minimum
tariff for third party insurance, the
total inflow comes to more than
Rs. 7,000 crores.
Even if we take half that figure, it is more
than the General Insurance Public Sector
Association (GIPSA) figure of only Rs. 1,108
crores premium collected by the four
nationalised companies in 2001.… There
could be a pilot study at petrol bunks to verify
the extent of such vehicles plying without
insurance. It could also be a point for
marketing enterprise of the companies.

On pricing TP liability
The question of increasing the premia for
TP is ruled out not only because there is no
statistical justification for it but also because
freedom of pricing is inconsistent with a
mandatory insurance system. But the tariff
has to be based on reliable data, as otherwise
it would be driving companies into
insolvency.

Where money leaks away
A study “Illegalities in Automobile
Insurance” by Project Large of the National
Law School of India University has shown
how the system could be manipulated to
make false and untenable claims. Insurance
companies have to tackle the issue of leakage
on their own. Perhaps the IRDA or all the
companies together could set up special
investigating units or even out-source fraud
investigation.

A TP pool?
Since insurance of third party liability
is compulsory with an administered tariff,
and the perception of the industry that it is
a loss making venture, there is another
suggestion that a pool may be formed to
administer it. But the idea of a pool is no
solution to the problem of losses. It would
serve no purpose other than to create a
further tier in the bureaucratic machinery.
On the other hand a single line of
business, meaning establishing a separate
insurer for the TP liability business, would
be a more practical proposition.

On the lack of data
Unless clear data is available as to the
number of vehicles insured and the premia
collected and a fair assessment of the liability
incurred, there cannot be a proper actuarial

10
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assessment of the risk involved. The lack of
data also affects the rating of the TP
premium. Commercial vehicles have the
benefit of lesser income tax liability as the
premia paid is a deductible expense for
income tax purposes. This actually means
that the Central Government is subsidising
the premia by the relevant rate of income
tax applicable to their income.
It is the owners of cars and two-wheelers
who maintain them for personal but essential
use that have to bear the burden themselves.
They cannot also have any income tax rebate.
With sufficient data it may be possible to
ascertain the kinds of vehicles which are
accident prone and the economic profile of
the victims to find out if the liability is really
as unlimited as projected. Rating decisions
can then be made with conviction.

■

Could there be a card or sticker fixed on
the windshield giving the particulars of
the company which is responsible for TP
liability?

■

Should fuel be restricted to vehicles with
the sticker so that all vehicles are certain
to be insured?

■

Could there be a nodal point for claims to
be processed efficiently without
ambulance chasers and litigation?

■

Could there be a TP claims administrator
as mooted for Mediclaim policies?

■

There should also be a meaningful
collection of data and ongoing studies to
evaluate the risk properly.

■

A re-look at the administration of the
system is every much required.

Dealing with TP losses better

OD subsidising TP?

On the material which was available to
the committee it appears that there is no
convincing proof that these three factors
(unlimited TP liability, not all vehicles being
insured and maladministration of claim
settlement leading to a drain on resources)
make the TP cover unviable. It is possible
for the insurance companies to extend cover
to more vehicles and augment the resources,
estimate the liability more accurately with
proper assessment based on regularly
recorded claim experience and also contain
frauds. Therefore the projected unviability
of the TP cover cannot be taken as
justification for detariffing the own damage
cover as a means of cross subsidy.

The question of detariffing OD appears
to have been projected as an answer to the
problem of TP liability. It is inequitable as it
would load the cost of the compulsory
insurance on to owners who want to have
their own damage insured. It is opposed to
the general principle of insurance of
spreading the risk equitably. It may even be
against the provisions of 4(2)(e) of the
Competition Act, 2002. Private owners may
have to pay more for the greater risk of other
vehicles while commercial vehicles may pass
on the extra cost to the consumers leading
to inflation.

The way forward for TP cover
(It is)..clearly demonstrated that the
present working of the system of TP cover as
a safety net is unsatisfactory and inadequate,
both in funding and settlement of claims.
There has to be a system overhaul. The
Ministry of Surface Transport has
undertaken a review of the system. There are
very good models of successful mechanisms,
such as the European Commission’s
directives and the green card system, to
emulate. Possibly the following areas of
concern may be addressed.
■

As a matter of social security, should
indemnification and guarantee for
compensation be provided even for those
who could take care of themselves?

■

Is it possible to limit the indemnification
of compensation under TP liability to
those incapable of insuring themselves?

■

Should TP insurance be given separately
without combining it with OD policies?

The committee on Reforms on the
Insurance Sector, 1994, was of the view that
“There is no case for non-motor business to
cross subsidise the motor sector. In fact, it is
necessary to examine whether in the light of
claims experience there is scope for rate
reduction in other classes of business.” This
view should equally apply to TP and OD
business. Therefore, TP has to be
quarantined in the accounts of the insurance
companies even if the compulsory TP is not
to be taken over by a separate single line
business. Any suggestion for detariffing must
therefore be considered independent of the
TP liability.

Regulation
Detariffing requires safeguards for
uninsurable vehicle owners. There should be
a mechanism for an appeal to an insurance
pool which would consider proposals rejected
by the companies and grant insurance on
premium loaded according to the risk
perception. Such a mechanism exists in
Malaysia and can be usefully copied.

FOLLOW THROUGH

Detariffing-the Way Ahead
K.N. Bhandari

Section 64 UC (1) of the Insurance Act

from tariffs or regulatory control.

states as under about tariffs and the
Tariff Advisory Committee (TAC) :

Following the liberalisation of the
Indian market, there is a growing
demand to abolish the tariff system. The
proponents of free markets have been
arguing that liberalisation and the tariff
system do not go hand in hand, and that
both rates and terms/ conditions should
be left to be driven by market forces.

“The Advisory Committee may, from
time to time and to the extent it deems
expedient, control and regulate the
rates, advantages, terms and conditions
that may be offered by insurers in
respect of any risk or of any class or
category of risks, the rates, advantages,
terms and conditions of which, in its
opinion, it is proper to control and
regulate, and any such rates,
advantages, terms and conditions shall
be binding on all insurers.”
In terms of the aforesaid provision,
both rates as well as terms and
conditions of non-life insurance
business are governed by tariffs
prescribed by the TAC. The entire
segment of Fire, Engineering and Motor
businesses which account for
approximately 75 per cent of the total
portfolio of all non-life insurance
companies is covered by tariffs at
present.
This is a unique feature of the Indian
non-life insurance market as no other
market of significance worldwide
prescribes tariffs at all. Some markets
do have a system of minimum guide
rates. The terms and
conditions of
insurance
contracts are
also generally
free

It is true that benefits of
liberalisation will not accrue to the
consumers unless there is competition
in the pricing of non-life insurance
products. A free but competitive market
may generate wider options at more
competitive rates. Moreover, the
integration of the Indian market with
global insurance and reinsurance
markets can get accelerated if pricing,
rates and terms of the policies are left
to the best judgement of the insurance
companies.
It is conceded that migration from a
tariff regime to a non-tariff one is indeed
inevitable. This will happen sooner or
later. If so, then we need to draw the
road map and prepare the action plan
for a smooth transition to a detariffed
market. The sequence and speed of
change must be carefully worked out to
avoid confusion and chaos. The Indian
market has been a fairly stable one for
decades and every effort should be made
to ensure that it continues to remain
stable and healthy.
The existing tariff prescriptions
suffer from various deficiencies,
inadequacies and distortions, such as:
■

■

There is no scientific basis for the
tariff rates as prescribed. The rates
were fixed many years ago on the
basis of rates prevalent in the UK
market and were largely influenced
by the re-insurers who were willing
to support the Indian market only at
those rates.
No database has been created which
can form the basis of scientific rating
and, in absence of required data, it is
not possible to determine the risk
exposure for actuarial calculation of
warranted premium rates. Rates have
been revised a few times in the past

■

■

on the basis of overall experience of
insurance companies on the entire
portfolio or to respond to international
rate changes.
On considerations of assumed social
commitment of the public sector
companies to promote products for the
rural market and economically
backward sections of the society,
several new products were introduced
at uneconomic and non-viable rates.
As a result the surplus from the other
portfolios was invariably utilised to
subsidise rural and social products.
The rating methodology in the Motor
department did not allow automatic
adjustment in the pricing from time
to time. The Motor premium
remained stagnant for a long period
despite increased burden of claims. All
attempts by the four nationalised
insurance companies for upward
revision of motor rates were thwarted
by the powerful and influential lobby
of transporters. The huge deficit in the
Motor portfolio for long has been
subsidised by equally huge surplus in
fire portfolio. This cross subsidisation
amongst various products continues
unabated even now.

For better appreciation of the issues,
we also need to be clear whether the
existing tariff structure is binding or it
only provides guide rates. This is
important because the tariffs provide
that the rates prescribed therein are
minimum. The implication of such a
provision is obvious that while insurers
are precluded from charging rates lower
than those prescribed in the tariff, they
do have the freedom to charge higher
rates. The chaos in the recent past
created by the insistence of public sector
companies to charge higher than the
tariff rates and the persistent refusal
by the IRDA to permit them to do so is
a case in point. If the TAC feels that the
rates prescribed in the tariffs are final
and non-negotiable, it must amend the
tariff provisions to make its intentions
explicit.
It must be recognised that
detariffing does not mean that insurers
have unfettered freedom to charge any
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rate they like. It only means that the
insurance company will, in a detariffed
market, charge the rates on merits for
each risk separately. Moreover,
detariffing has two dimensions, firstly
abolition of tariff rates and, secondly,
abolition of tariff terms and conditions.
These need not be clubbed together.
Merit rating of each risk may be a
desirable goal but tinkering with or
freeing altogether the terms and
conditions may create more problems
than solving any, given the present state
and maturity of the Indian market. The
terms and conditions, clauses and
warranties, being currently prescribed
by the tariff are largely borrowed from
the UK market. These have been
subjected to judicial scrutiny and
interpretation for many years and each
term therein carries a definite meaning.

■

Migration from a tariff
regime to a non-tariff one
is indeed inevitable. We
need to draw the road
map and prepare the
action plan for a smooth
transition to a
detariffed market.

If each contract of insurance is
different from the other, in the event of
any dispute, it has to be interpreted
afresh by a court of law. This may lead
to the possibility of consumers being
taken for a ride by the insurers. It is
therefore felt that the terms and
conditions of the contracts and the
wording of clauses and warranties
should continue to be governed by the
tariff as the market is not yet mature
enough. The Indian market does not
have sufficiently qualified and
experienced underwriters to design
separate covers for each risk and rate
it entirely on its merit.
In order to ensure that there is a
smooth transition from a tariff regime
to a non-tariff one, considerable
preparatory ground work is required to
be done to condition the market. The
important prerequisites are:
■

12

Risk-wise data must be available to
enable underwriters in insurance
companies to decide the rate of each
risk on its merit. In the absence of
such data, detariffing can degenerate
into unscientific and uneconomic
rating of risks, jeopardising the
financial viability of insurance
companies.
For creating a databank, the foremost
thing to do is to standardise the data
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required so that insurance companies
can modify their software to comply
with the requirements. Unless the
industry produces uniform data, it
will not be possible to collate and
compare the same for any meaningful
conclusions. Such standardised data
formats must be frozen for a
minimum period of three years. The
TAC in its present form is best suited
to undertake this task.
Data must be collected and analysed
by an institution or body independent
of insurance companies and the
findings must be made public.
Insurers must be convinced that the
data provided by them will remain
confidential from the competitors and

the consumer must be convinced
about the integrity of the published
data so that they can judge the
fairness and transparency of the
rating system. The general insurance
industry should promote and fund
such an institution.
■

■

The provisioning system for
outstanding claims must be tightened
to remove any doubts about the true
liabilities of the insurers and
eliminate any possibility of under or
over-provisioning of the liability by
the insurance companies.
The compulsory cession of 20 per cent
of all non-life business underwritten
in India by the General Insurance
Corporation of India (GIC) must be
done away with before withdrawing
the tariff regime. There cannot be any
justification to saddle GIC with
business which does not carry rates

■

■

acceptable to it.
The intermediaries market has just
been opened up. It is yet to find its
feet. In the absence of knowledgeable,
skilled
and
professional
intermediaries, detariffing can be an
unmitigated disaster. We need time to
build up broking institutions as also
an informed agency force. Even a
three year time frame may not be
adequate for the purpose.
The existing ‘file and use’ system must
be modified to provide that each
product of the insurer is supported by
the appointed actuary’s certificate
stating whether the rate proposed to
be charged is fair and reasonable or
not and the extent of subsidy being
provided for.

It is also essential to build up a
consensus amongst insurers about the
sequence and the speed of transition
from a tariff to a non-tariff regime. A
clear road map and action plan should
be prepared for gradual phasing out of
tariffs over a period of three years. The
market or the consumer should not be
taken by surprise by the new regime.
The insurance companies should be
put on notice so that they do their
homework and put their house in order.
Underwriting skills cannot be developed
overnight and we must allow sufficient
time to the insurance companies,
particularly in the public sector, to
prepare their officers so that the stability
of the market is not endangered.
‘Gradualism’ is recommended also for
the reason that following the withdrawal
of the tariff regime, prices would decline,
at least in the short term. In the long run,
the market will perhaps stabilise at much
higher rates than those prevailing at
present. The IRDA must make sure that
it has the necessary resources and
expertise to monitor the pricing of
products and solvency margins of the
companies to safeguard the interests of
the policyholders. Building up early
warning systems also needs time. We,
therefore, need not act in haste.
The author is retired CMD, The New
India Assurance Company Limited.

VANTAGE POINT

At Our Own Pace . . .
K. Nitya Kalyani

Anecdotes are the most interesting
part of belonging to an organisation.
War stories, don’t-attribute-it-to-me
stories, too funny not to share stories…
all abound in the workplace and are an
important bond between generations of
colleagues. They sketch an unforgiving
picture of the organisation.
In the mid-eighties when I joined
New India, which strode the general
insurance industry like a colossus – and
still does for all practical purposes – I
was delighted to find a set of senior
officers who could laugh at themselves.
And very well too.
New India was the first of the
companies to embark on automation a
few years earlier, and had by that time
graduated to its more sophisticated
version – computerisation. Which
meant that PCs were being bought for
the accounts departments in regional
offices and divisional offices.
The computerisation story is
interesting, but the automation
anecdote more so.
This happened before my time –
when an automated salary roll system
had just been installed. The story goes
that a union delegation turned up one
fine October day. In the heydays of
public sector union activism and
ascendancy, this usually spelt trouble
and quite some discomfort for the object
of their visit, in this case the Regional
Manager (RM). Once summoned in,
seated and small talk attempted with
growing dread, the demand came. When
are you going to release the bonus?
Exemplary performances and
promises of the other three companies
were cited belligerently, and the
pressure was on the RM!
He summoned the accounts chief
and posed the same question praying
for The Right Answer. Pat it came – we
need extra time to do it Sir, since we
have to use the new automated system
to calculate the bonuses!

Amusing as it may be, the anecdote
underlines the tragedy of the public
sector insurance industry. It resisted

computerisation for a long time, only to
find that avoiding it did not bring it the
benefits it sought – more recruitment
and hence more union membership –
and that it did create many
disadvantages that it could have done
without and which is killing it now.
These include the lack of control over
the business which has a huge
geographical spread, lack of loss
experience data that will free it of the
oppression of the tariff and the all but
loss of the first mover advantage, and
decades of monopoly.

Which LIC has displayed to a larger
extent. As far back as in the first half of
the 90s it started putting in place a wide
area network that has served it well.
Quietly facing the fact that competition
would be here sooner or later, it
computerised
the
mammoth
organisation, cutting down maturity
claims settlement delays almost
completely and offering customers a
decent interface to pay premiums
anywhere and verify policy and payment
information. They have now to find their
second wind to go on with it.

When computerisation happened it
was not without the stamp of the unions
either. Leaving aside rents extracted
like machine operating allowance,
including for officers, the unions
stipulated the front-office should not be
computerised. So the PCs were installed
in the accounts department. After the
policies were issued by manually typing
them after the mandatory few weeks, a
flimsy carbon copy of it would find its
way to the data entry operator who
would key in, again, the details of the
insured, premium, risks etc for creating
an underwriting database!

For optimum IT implementation
and usage is a moving target.

When slowly the database did get
built up, the companies unfortunately
got locked up into unfavourable
arrangements with software providers
and, to this day, live with this legacy,
facing hurdles in moving to a new
generation of information technology
systems and processes, when they
should be using India’s software talent
to soar to the skies.
Given their spread and market
share, given their sheer balance sheet
size (no matter they are making losses
now), IT would have been the growth
engine to rev them up and give them
the momentum to take off. It would have
cut back the management expenses that
are killing them now and would have
helped analyse and grow the premium
base along suitable lines.
But then, there should be vision and
implementation skills – both necessary
but not sufficient. There should be
motivation and there should be
a sense of purpose.

Private companies that were
registered in the last couple of years
should be on a much better footing. But
they too have been, it is believed, more
or less pressed into adopting legacy
packages from parent companies, where
the systems need to be considerably
modified for Indian business, not to
speak of updating for current
requirements. This has spawned a
specialised industry providing new
front-end systems, and another, building
the middleware so that the old and the
new can talk to each other.
But they have advantages. The
motivation and the inclination, and also
the fact that they are IT-enabled from
scratch (indeed some foreign aspirants
to insurance licences ran software
development centres for the insurance
industry abroad and provided
IT-enabled services too while they
waited for the insurance sector in India
to open up).
Operations and management using
IT as a powerful tool is only the first
step. Marketing is where it all counts
and the Internet would be the next
frontier that the insurance companies
should attack. Enabling regulations
have been made by the IRDA for
electronic payment. It is creating the
mechanisms for IT-aided marketing
and e-selling, popularising these new
avenues and taking care of security
issues that should occupy the minds of
the industry in the short term.
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Revision in Surveyor Limits
T

he IRDA has revised, with effect from
June 1, the surveyor limits in the case of
Marine Cargo and Miscellaneous
businesses. There is no change in the
values of work allotted to surveyors in
Motor, Marine Hull and Loss of Profit
businesses.
In 2002, the IRDA had split the
licensing of surveyors into three
categories – “A”, “B” and “C” – and had
indicated the financial limits up to which
each individual category of surveyor
would carry out the survey.
Following a large number of
representations from surveyors for
rationalisation of the structure it has been
decided to re-fix the limits of the value of
survey to be undertaken by different
category of surveyors as follows.
In respect of Marine Cargo and
miscellaneous the following are the
changes:
Category “C”: The existing limit of
Rs. 1 lakh will be
enhanced to Rs. 3 lakhs.
Category “B”:
The present limit of
Rs. 3 lakhs will be
enhanced to Rs. 7.5 lakhs.
Category “A”:
Surveyors in this category
will be permitted to
undertake survey in
respect of claims over
Rs. 3 lakhs.
In the Fire portfolio the following are the
enhancements:
Category “C”: The existing limit of
Rs. 10 lakhs would be
reduced to Rs. 5 lakhs.
Category “B”: The existing limit of
Rs. 25 lakhs would be
reduced to Rs. 20 lakhs.
Category “A”: For surveyors in this
category the limit is
reduced
to
above
Rs. 5 lakhs instead of
Rs. 10 lakhs.
For Engineering business surveys the
following changes are being made:
Category “C”: The existing limit of
Rs. 5 lakhs is being
reduced to Rs. 2 lakhs.
Category “B”:
Rs. 10 lakhs will be
reduced to Rs. 7.5 lakhs.
Category “A”: The limit will be above
Rs. 2 lakhs as against
Rs. 5 lakhs.
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LICENCED BROKERS
C.T. Singhi

Aastha Ins. Services Pvt. Ltd.
Khatau House, 7/C, Bhagoji Keer Marg
Mahim (West), Mumbai-400 016

S. Govil

Reliable Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd
307, Jaipur Tower, M.I. Road, Jaipur
Ph: (0141) 2363936/ 5062066

Ph: (022) 24449012
P.K. Kulkarni
S.L. Kataria

KPMG Risk Management Services Pvt. Ltd.
305, Surya Kiran, 19, K.G. Marg
New Delhi-110 001

J.B. Boda Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
Maker Bhavan No. 1, Sir Vithaldas Thackersey Marg
Mumbai-400 020

Ph: (011) 223311765/ 23311766/ 23311767

Ph: (022) 56314949/ 56314917

Manoj Bhatia

Raghavan Krishnan

Premium Ins. Brokers
602, 6th Floor, Naurang House, K.G. Marg
Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001

Foresight Ins. Management Services Pvt. Ltd.
No. 4063, 19th Main, 5th Cross, HAL Second Stage
Bangalore-560008

Ph: (011) 23322740/ 23322721/ 51510181/

Ph: (080) 5273388

51510182
E.M. Krishnamurthy
K.G. Ralli

Galaxy Risk Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
Flat No.8, Harkishan Building, Bank Road
Civil Lines, Ludhiana
Ph: (0161) 2440889/ 2442906

R.S. Srivastava

Vulcan Int. Insurance Brokers Ltd.
29/30, II Floor, SNS Plaza, 41 Kurama Krupa Road
Bangalore-560001.
Ph: (080) 2258673/ 2258681

Raghav Jhawar

JK Insurance & Risk Managers Ltd.
4th Floor, JK House, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi

Megatop Insurance Services Ltd.
C/o ITC Limited, 31, Sarojini Devi Road
Secunderabad-500 003

Ph: (011) 23311112/ 5

Ph: (040) 27801024/ 27806921

Power to intervene in
sub-judice claims cases
The IRDA can intervene in cases of pending claims and issue directions
to an insurer under Section 64UM of the Insurance Act, 1938, to settle
a claim even if a case relating to the claim is pending before the courts.
These directions can be issued subject to the cases being withdrawn
by the insured.
The IRDA in a notice has said that it has received legal opinion to this
effect from the Additional Solicitor General of India through his letter
dated April 30, 2003. The letter states that the IRDA, under Section
14 of the IRDA Act, 1999, has the powers as outlined above.

IN THE AIR

Research to Save Lives
The IRDA is to set up two institutes, one
to do research work in the area of road
and vehicle safety testing and rating, and
the other on Motor insurance data.
This came about after a serious study,
financed by the Financial Institutions
Reform and Expansion (FIRE) Program of
USAID, to examine the weakness in the
existing Motor insurance area. The Fire
Program is also expected to help the IRDA
in the setting up of the institutes and to
monitor the performance of the different
aspects and segments.
Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA,
told a gathering of general insurance
company chief executives on May, 6, in
Hyderabad that the institutes, which
would be common user facilities to benefit
the industry, would come up in Chennai
and be funded by the IRDA.
The Tamil Nadu Government has
granted about 50 acres of land off Chennai
for developing a state-of-the-art vehicle
safety testing centre. An announcement to
this effect was made in the State Assembly
in the first week of May.
The centre will be part of the Road
Safety Research Institute (RSRI), and the
Institute of Motor Data and Insurance
Research (IMDIR) will also be housed
there.
The projects follow IRDA’s thinking
that these two were vital areas for research
that would serve the insurance industry
as a common user facility.
The RSRI – envisaged as a centre for
strategic research and information on road
safety in India – has been outlined by Mr.
Chris Evans of Consumer Research
Associates, the UK, in the feasibility report
that he was retained to prepare. Mr. Evans
has worked with the consumer movement
in the UK in the area of vehicle safety
for several decades.
In this report it is proposed that the
RSRI would undertake generic research,
with significant emphasis being given to
promoting its findings. Research would be
based on data obtained from police and
enforcement authorities, hospitals and the
insurance industry. Typical research
programmes would cover topics like
seatbelt usage and pedestrian-related and
alcohol-related accidents.

The end-users of the research outputs
from the RSRI would include policy
makers,
law
makers,
vehicle
manufacturers and the public at large.
As for the benefits of this institute,
says Mr. Evans, “Accidents will be
reduced, there will be fewer lives lost and
costs will be reduced.” Major beneficiaries,
he says, will include the insurance
industry as payouts would be less because
accidents would be reduced.
The pressing reason for research work
in this area is that India with a population
of 50 million vehicles and over 85,000
vehicle related deaths each year, while the
US, for instance, with 220 million vehicles
has 42,000 deaths a year. This works out
to a risk to the population from fatal
collisions in India of 10 times higher than
that for the US.
Apart from the human tragedy, which

“Accidents will be
reduced, there will be
fewer lives lost and costs
will be reduced,” says
Mr. Chris Evans of
Consumer Research
Associates, the UK.

be headed by the same person. The IMDIR
would work in the areas of data collection
from various agencies like the police,
judiciary, vehicle manufacturers, vehicle
financiers, road transport authorities,
hospitals and insurance companies both
for its own use and for the use of the RSRI.
IMDIR would collect, mine, analyse,
store and disseminate data, information
and trends relating to motor vehicle
insurance and accidents in India, including
aspects like vehicle and road safety and
operational systems and enforcement
recommendations for improving them.
The direct benefit to the insurance
industry would be to serve as an input for
Motor tariffs or guide rates as the case
may be. With the detariffing of Motor
insurance business being imminent, this
data would throw up trends in loss
experience related to homogenous sets of
users in terms of usage patterns, health
and other personal data so that rates can
be quoted that reflect the risk profile of
the insured more equitably.
The IMDIR – which will be a central,
online database – also plans to create
a real-time information centre for road
accidents in the country on vehicles
and people involved etc, and thus to aid
victim rescue, emergency recovery and
rehabilitation work.

has been estimated at one to three per cent
of the GDP by the World Bank, costs of
road accidents are also spiralling. This is
in keeping with economic developments
like higher car ownership, higher value
and more powerful, cars.
All of this has not just led to increased
loss of life but loss of property, loss of
valued employees to industry, increase in
medical costs, loss of earnings, trauma
caused by accidents and significant losses
to insurance companies too.
At India’s GDP in 2001-02 of
Rs. 1,265,429 crores, the current cost of
crashes at two per cent of the GDP could
cost Rs. 25,308 crores.
It is proposed that the RSRI and IMDIR
would come under the same umbrella and
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What Regulations Say...
–Protecting Policyholders
Consumer protection has been one of
the most important objectives of the
IRDA. This may appear out of the realm
of one who is basically the regulator of
an industry, but it is not really so. To
put it cynically, it is actually
enlightened self-interest.
The regulator exists to regulate
develop and monitor the industry. The
industry exists to do business with the
consumer and make money by doing so.
Isn’t it logical that it is only the
consumers’ satisfaction, delight and
protection that will lead to the healthy
growth, prosperity and longevity of the
industry? And that ensuring this is a
legitimate role for the regulator who has
to make sure that a healthy balance is
struck between the regulated and the
customers of the regulated in the larger
interest of the society?
It is in this spirit that the Insurance
Regulatory and Development Authority

What the regulation says about
Point of sale material and brochures
Often brochures or prospectuses are given to customers
with product information. A clause in the PPIR requires the
insurance company to give the prospective customer a
prospectus which clearly
• States the scope of benefits
• States the extent of insurance cover
• Explains the warranties, exceptions and conditions of
the insurance cover explicitly
• States whether the product is participating (with profits)
or non-participating (without profits) in the case of a
life insurance product
• Spells out clearly the allowable rider or riders on the
product along with their scope of benefits and
• Ensures that in no case the premium on all riders –
except those related to health related or critical illness
riders in the case of term or group products – together
exceeds 30 per cent of the premium of the main product
• The premium on health and critical illness related riders
can go up to 100 per cent of the premium of the main
policy
• Any benefit arising under each of the riders should not
exceed the sum assured under the basic product
• The nature of the rider will be the same as that of the
main policy with regard to whether it is participating
or non-participating
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(Protection of Policyholders’ Interests)
Regulations, 2002, were made.
And not so clinically either. Recalls
Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA:
“We were deluged by complaints from
customers who were getting indifferent,
and even shabby, treatment from
insurers.” They were not being given
surveyors’ reports, they were being sold
products that they found later did not
suit them, and claims settlement and
rejection – which of course had to stick
to the terms of the contract – were
arbitrary and uncaring many a time.
More often it was a case of casual
treatment of claims and claimants who
could do little against mighty
corporates.
A case in point he recalls with
unhappiness:
There was this letter from a widow
in Calcutta whose claim on her
husband’s life insurance policy was
If these relate to the physical process of the sale, there
are also set rules by which intermediaries should behave
while making a sale. They should act according to the code
of conduct prescribed by the IRDA, the life insurance or
general insurance council as the case may be, and their
own professional organisations.
Proposal Forms
• Except for marine insurance there should be a written
proposal before grant of cover. It is the duty of an insurer
to furnish to the insured free of charge, within 30 days
of the acceptance of a proposal, a copy of the proposal
form.
• Insurers are encouraged to issue forms and documents
in regional languages to suit the customer.
• While filling the proposal form, the prospect should
take care that all material information is disclosed, as
failure to do so could go against his interests when a
claim arises. Life insurance proposal forms should
prominently state the requirements of Section 45 of
the Act which speaks of disclosure of material facts.
• Where a proposal form is not used, the insurer shall
record the information obtained orally or in writing,
and confirm it within a period of 15 days with the
proposer and incorporate the information in its cover
note or policy. The onus of proof is with the insurer in
respect of any information not so recorded, where the
insurer claims that the proposer suppressed any

rejected. The reason: he had taken
medical leave but his proposal had not
‘disclosed properly’ any health
problems.
The IRDA took the matter up with
the insurance company and asked them
to review the case. It was found that the
medical leave was actually a half-day
casual leave on medical grounds and
was availed in order to go to the railway
station to receive some family visitor.
On these grounds the company
refused to pay a widow about Rs. 29,000
– the sum assured of the policy – which
she was obviously in dire need of and,
moreover, was entitled to and what had
been contracted and paid for.
This kind of thing hit home hard for
the team at the IRDA which was making
regulations for the insurance industry.
It was decided that many simple but farreaching measures that would
safeguard the customer should be
material information or provided misleading or false
information on any matter material to the grant of a cover.
• Wherever nomination facilities are possible and
allowed, the insurer should draw the attention of the
proposer to it and encourage him or her to avail it.
• Insurers should communicate decisions on proposals in
writing within 15 days of their receipt.
Grievance redressal procedure
Every insurer should have proper procedures and an
effective mechanism to address complaints and grievances
of policyholders efficiently and with speed. These measures
and information about the Insurance Ombudsman system
should be conveyed to the policyholder along with the policy
document and as may be found necessary.
Matters to be stated in a life insurance policy
A life insurance policy shall clearly state:
(a) the name of the plan governing the policy, its terms
and conditions;
(b) whether it is participating in profits or not;
(c) the basis of participation in profits such as cash bonus,
deferred bonus, simple or compound reversionary
bonus;
(d) the benefits payable and the contingencies upon which
these are payable and the other terms and conditions
of the insurance contract;
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codified in a regulation that would be
binding on all insurance companies.
“We did it to create a confidence in
the system,” Mr. Rangachary
sums it up.
The scope of these regulations
(referred to as PPIR hitherto) extend to
things like specifying a timeframe for
settling or rejecting a claim – so that
the insured is not left hanging for an
indeterminate period of time following
up with the insurance company – and
also compensation for delayed claims
beyond 30 days, both for life policies.
The first of the points that the PPIR
makes starts with the logic of the
business process itself. The point of sale.
One of the many generic complaints
about insurance products, and in fact
many financial products, is that the
consumer just does not understand
what he is buying. He is not always told,
(e) the details of the riders attaching to the main policy;
(f) the date of commencement of risk and the date of
maturity or date(s) on which the benefits are payable;
(g) the premiums payable, periodicity of payment, grace
period allowed for payment of the premium, the date
of the last instalment of premium, the implication of
discontinuing the payment of an instalment(s) of
premium and also the provisions of a guaranteed
surrender value;
(h) the age at entry and whether the same has been
admitted;
(i) the policy requirements for (a) conversion of the policy
into a paid up policy, (b) surrender (c) non-forfeiture
and (d) revival of lapsed policies;
(j) contingencies excluded from the scope of the cover,
both in respect of the main policy and the riders;
(k) the provisions for nomination, assignment, and loans
on security of the policy and a statement that the rate
of interest payable on such loan amount shall be as
prescribed by the insurer at the time of taking the loan;
(l) any special clauses or conditions, such as, first
pregnancy clause, suicide clause etc.; and
(m) the address of the insurer to which all communications
in respect of the policy shall be sent;
(n) the documents that are normally required to be
submitted by a claimant in support of a
claim under the policy;

he does not know what to ask, and he
mostly ends up with a product that
he did not want.
Sometimes it is the nature of the
product, but it could equally be, and is,
an unsatisfactory level of information
from the seller’s side.
Hence the reason for various
conditions at the point of sale. At this
stage, when the insurer or his
representative is talking to a prospective
customer, disclosure about the product
is an important concern. The regulations
say that the insurer or his agent or any
other intermediary should provide
dispassionately all material information
about the insurance product being sold
so that the prospect can decide which is
the best cover for his or her needs.
An added precaution is that if the
proposal and other connected papers are
not filled in by the prospect, a certificate
needs to be incorporated at the end of
Free Look in period
The PPIR provides the life insurance policyholder an
opportunity to change his mind about a policy he has
purchased, within 15 days of receiving the policy document,
if he disagrees to any of the terms and conditions of the
policy. He will be entitled to a proportionate refund of the
premium less expenses of the insurer on medical
examination and stamp duty charges.
In respect of a unit linked policy, the insurer will also
be entitled to repurchase the unit at the price of the units
on the date of cancellation.
In respect of a cover, where premium charged is
dependent on age, the insurer shall ensure that the age is
admitted as far as possible before issuance of the policy
document. In case where age has not been admitted by the
time the policy is issued, the insurer shall make efforts to
obtain proof of age and admit the same as soon as possible.
Matters to be stated in a general insurance policy
A general insurance policy shall clearly state:
(a) the name(s) and address(es) of the insured and of
any bank(s) or any other person having financial
interest in the subject matter of insurance;
(b) full description of the property or interest insured;
(c) the location or locations of the property or interest
insured under the policy and, where appropriate, with
respective insured values;

proposal form from the prospect that the
contents of the form and documents have
been fully explained to the customer and
that he has fully understood the
significance of the proposed contract.
The above precautions and
requirements take care of an oft
repeated complaint against insurance
companies: that they were not
adequately informed.
The regulations go into details about
what should and should not be done at
each stage of interaction with the
customer. Some of these, relating to the
stage till the issue of the policy, are
listed in the box below.
What the PPIR provides when it
comes to claims handling and other
servicing aspects of the policy will be
outlined in the second part of this article
in the next issue of the IRDA Journal.

K.N.K.
(d)
(e)
(f)
(h)
(i)

period of insurance;
sums insured;
perils covered and not covered;
any franchise or deductible applicable;
premium payable and where the premium is
provisional subject to adjustment, the basis of
adjustment of premium;
(j) policy terms, conditions and warranties;
(k) action to be taken by the insured upon occurrence of a
contingency likely to give rise to a claim under the policy;
(l) the obligations of the insured in relation to the subject
matter of insurance upon occurrence of an event giving
rise to a claim and the rights of the insurer in the
circumstances;
(m) any special conditions attaching to the policy;
(n) provision for cancellation of the policy on grounds of
mis-representation, fraud, non-disclosure of material
facts or non-cooperation of the insured;
(o) the address of the insurer to which all communications
in respect of the insurance contract should be sent;
(p) the details of the riders attaching to the main policy;
(q) proforma of any communication the insurer may seek
from the policyholders to service the policy.
Insurers should keep customers informed periodically
on the requirements for lodging a claim and the procedures
to be followed by him to enable the insurer to
settle a claim early.
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Handling a Difficult Claimant
C. P. Udayachandran

E avesdrop

on a conversation among
insurance practitioners and you are sure
to hear at least a few of them strongly
disapproving, or complaining about, the
general attitude of insureds.
“The disposition of any insured hardens
when questions seeking clarifications on the
claims are put to them,” observes Mohan
Gidwani, a claims surveyor. “Extracting
sensitive information from the insured is
always a disagreeable process. Often it
turns them hostile, leaving the claims
assessor and insurer with no option but to
view claims harshly.”
The insureds, on the other hand, have
a different version. “The surveyors and
insurers always seek information with
only the objective of seeing how things can
be turned against us,” says a bitter Suresh.
A medium scale entrepreneur, he has a
different tale to tell. “They call for more
and more information with the sole object
of reducing the pay out or, even worse, to
deny benefits.”
There is no doubt that it has become
far too common between insurers and
insureds to believe that the other side is
abusing the claims investigation process.
Suffice it to say that it has grown to such
an extent that there is an air of mutual
mistrust when it comes to the finalisation
of a claim.
From the side of the insurers, there is
too common a belief that insureds are
conspiring and hiding critical information
in an effort to perpetrate insurance fraud.
On the other hand, it is generally held by
insureds that insurers are merely
attempting to create evidence to support
a denial, or are trying to frame charges of
suppression of information material to the
claim. These suspicions are heightened on
both sides when the stake involved is
substantial.
Unfortunately for insurers, suppression
of material facts as a defence for denying
benefits or coverage is an over-used
argument before the judicial forums. Very
often, this is primarily because of the lack
of specific detail when raising the issue
during the claims assessment process.
Many a time, the insurance
professional, be it a surveyor or the claims
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manager, tends to forget the rudiments
when dealing with a claimant.
The key to open commerce is in the
attempt to identify the ‘why’ behind the
perceived lack of co-operation. Are they
concerned about the impact of the
investigation on an ongoing claim situation?
Are they suspicious about the insurer’s
motivation? After you can determine the
‘why,’ you are better positioned to make your
claims handling smoother.
If, however, you are within the proper
scope of the co-operation requirement,
address the issue with the seriousness it
deserves. When dealing with such a
situation, discussing the requirement with
the insured frankly and identifying the
specific potential impact the lack of cooperation will have on the processing of
the claim is critical for any subsequent
attempt to enforce the provision.

The uncooperative insured
is a myth. The fraud
perpetrator is usually a
most cooperative and
easy-to-deal-with
insured.

There is a chance that forums of justice
might respond favourably to a clearly
described and specific failure on the part
of the insured to provide critical
information for determination of a claim.
However, there is hardly any chance that
they will respond to a generalised and
vague defence that the insured has not
parted with relevant or necessary
information to finalise the claim.

A professional claims manager can
overcome the first problem easily by
treating the insured with courtesy,
intelligence and respect. A sensible,
professional, explanation of the insurance
policy contract and the obligations of each
party to the contract can be conveyed in
simple, easy to understand language.
Claims handling is a service. Once the
insured understands the claims
professional is present to perform a
service, cooperation follows.
If, on the other hand the insured wants
to hide something from the professional
claims handler, a professional can get the
required information with skill and good
grace. A trained interviewer can cause the
most reluctant witness to confide in him
or her. An experienced investigator can
search out facts and documents from
public records that will assist the
investigation without the cooperation of
the insured.
Courtesy, knowledge, experience, and
training make the uncooperative insured
rare. When nothing else works, the
professional can point out the lack of
cooperation in a professional written
communication quoting the appropriate
policy language that explains the mutual
obligations of both parties to the insurance
contract.
The truth is that the difficult person
can be killed with kindness. The trick for
the claims professional is not to fall into
the trap of anger so that information can
be gained. The object is to see that the
insured and the claims manager work as
a team to resolve a claim.

The problem is a lack of professionalism
in the claims process. The uncooperative
insured is a myth. The fraud perpetrator
is usually a most cooperative and easy-todeal-with insured.

And now, the final word: If the
insurance industry does not employ
professionalism in claims; if claims
professionals cannot read, understand and
explain policy wordings to insureds in
common language; if adjusters fail to
understand construction, values of
personal property, and investigative
techniques, lawyers will thrive on
litigation and their practice will grow to
the disadvantage of the insurers!

An insured is uncooperative in the
claims process for only two reasons - he
was not been dealt with professionally or
he has something to hide!

The author is Deputy Manager,
United India Insurance Co. Ltd.,
Ernakulam Regional Office.
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Report Card:LIFE
Life premiums
decline in 2002-03
The year 2002-03 had 13 companies
vying with each other for capturing a share
of the huge life insurance market. While
12 of these players are new entrants,
having received registration certificates over
the last two and a half years, LIC was
the public sector monolith with over forty
years experience. The new entrants coped
with the challenges of setting up operations,
building up the agent force and spreading
to the rural and semi-urban areas. In
addition, the industry as a whole also faced
a regime of declining interest rates and
shrinking avenues for investment in the
face of the overall slowdown in the
economy.
Against such a background the industry
witnessed an overall decline of 18.60 per cent
in the new business premium from
Rs.15,139.93 crores in the year 2001-02 to
Rs.12,324.83 crores in the year 2002-03.
Interestingly, the number of new policies
issued during the period witnessed an
increase of eight per cent over the previous
year. Overall the decline in the new business
ensued from LIC, which recorded a negative
growth of 23.58 per cent.
Of course, the growth in new business
figures of the private insurers has to be
viewed against the fact that the year
2001-02 was a full twelve month period of
operations for only a handful of insurers and
as such the growth in premium income in
the year 2002-03 is not truly comparable with
that in the previous year. However the
performance of the private players was
certainly commendable in that they captured
eight per cent of the new business as against
two per cent in the year 2001-02. Of the
private players ICICI Prudential took the
lead with approximately three per cent of the
market. As against this ING Vysya, MetLife,
Aviva and AMP Sanmar have yet to make
an impact in terms of market share. Here is
an analysis:
INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS
Individual regular business
The year 2002-03 witnessed a threefold increase in the new business
underwritten by the 12 private players. As
against a premium income of Rs.15,470 lakhs
in the year 2001-02, a business of
Rs.47,271.65 lakhs was underwritten in the
year 2002-03. Among the private players
the endowment business with premium

income of Rs.16,110.78 lakhs continued to
attract maximum business, followed by
unit-linked products at Rs.14,936.34 lakhs
as against this in the previous year the
premium underwritten for the unit-linked
products was Rs.2,214.90 lakhs.
Accordingly, whole life, money back and
term policies with premiums underwritten
of Rs. 5,165.87 lakhs, Rs. 7,336.14 lakhs
and Rs. 2,537.74 lakhs, respectively, fell
behind the unit-linked products in terms
of new premiums underwritten.
In respect of rural business, the
premium underwritten grew from three fold
from Rs.222.22 lakhs in the previous year
to Rs.679.78 lakhs, with the favoured
products being term and endowment
policies. Compared to the previous year,
there was a deviation from the previous year,
in that the money back products witnessed
a slow down in percentage terms, although
in absolute terms the premium grew
approximately four fold as against the
previous year.
In respect of LIC the individual regular
new business witnessed a decline of 8.17
per cent as against the previous year. While
endowment, money back, and riders
witnessed a decline as against the previous
year, whole life policies and unit-linked
policies showed an increase in the premium
underwritten of 1.27 and 10 times
respectively.
The premium underwritten by LIC in
the rural sector under this segment,
witnessed a decline of 11.56 per cent. While
premium underwritten in the whole life
segment witnessed an upward trend, the
declines were witnessed in endowment,
money back and term products. However,
the number of policies underwritten
exhibited a rise of 18 per cent at 45,23,457
as against 37,01,444 in the previous year.
Single premium business
The single premium new business
premium for the private insurers witnessed
a 260 per cent growth with new business
premium underwritten at Rs.29,754.34
lakhs as against Rs.8,271.51 lakhs in the
previous year. The maximum growth was
recorded in the unit linked products with
the premium income exhibiting an increase
of 13.91 times at Rs.13,559.8 lakhs. In
addition, whole life products and others
exhibited a growth of about 430 per cent
each with premium underwritten at
Rs.4,914.22 lakhs and Rs.993.43 lakhs
respectively. Term products did not find

New Business Underwritten
for the month of April, 2003
(Rs. in lakhs)

Insurer

Premium

Allianz Bajaj
Individual
Group
ING Vysya
Individual
Group
AMP Sanmar
Individual
Group
SBI Life
Individual
Group
Tata AIG
Individual
Group
HDFC Standard
Individual
Group
ICICIPrudential
Individual
Group
Birla Sunlife
Individual
Group
Aviva
Individual
Group
Om Kotak
Individual
Group
Max New York
Individual
Group
Met Life
Individual
Group

No.of
Policies/
Schemes

107.12
0

2,378
0

122.48

1,925

23.34
0

713
0

14.93
73.88

239
–

588.38

7,225

802.17
55.51

11,434
2

1729
0

13,990
0

730.7
110.8

2,816
5

91.03
0

2,228
0

94.6
324.04

591
1

273.63
27.16

3,766
–

54.44
0

666
0

Total - Private
Individual
Group
LIC
Individual
Group

4,631.82
946.70

47,971
14

13,650.92
17,187.21

–
355

Grand Total
Individual
Group

18,282.74
18,133.91

5,10,436*
369

* Does not include LIC.
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much favour with the insured with total
underwritten premium at Rs.373.28 lakhs
as against Rs.262.94 lakhs.
As regards the rural business
underwritten, the premium income doubled
at Rs.87.65 lakhs in the year 2002-03, as
against Rs.44.4 lakhs in the previous year
– with the number of policies growing to
35,269 as against 6,210 in the previous year.
The favoured product continued to be
endowment policies (67 per cent of premium
underwritten) as in the previous year.
Single premium unit-linked products too
made a beginning in the rural sector –
although at a negligible Rs.1.95 lakhs.
In respect of LIC the comparisons of the
two-year figures throw up some interesting
facts. The premium underwritten declined
from Rs.5,36,485.49 lakhs to Rs.3,00,921.77
lakhs, ie, a decline of 44 per cent, with a
similar decline being reflected in the
number of policies underwritten As against
premium of Rs.11,910.72 lakhs under
money back in the financial year 2001-02,
the premium income for the year 2002-03
was a mere Rs.2.32 lakhs. Similarly, the
whole life premium income also declined to
Rs.77.19 lakhs as against Rs.1,409.67 lakhs
in the previous year – interestingly, the
number of policies increased from 22 to 176
in the year 2002-03. The premium in respect
of endowment policies however reflected an
over four-fold increase at Rs.69,917.94 lakhs
as against Rs.13,677.19 lakhs in the
previous year.
The performance of LIC in the rural
segment exhibited a decline of 43 per cent,
although interestingly, the business in the
endowment segment grew from Rs.914.53
lakhs in the previous year to Rs.2,572.48
lakhs in the year 2002-03, i.e., an increase
of 181 per cent. No business was
underwritten in the money back and unit
linked products.
Individual Pension Business
The business underwritten by the
private players in the individual pension
category increased from Rs.2,918 lakhs in
the year 2001-02 to Rs.81,448.69 lakhs
during the financial year under reporting,
ie, an increase of about 27 times. The
number of policies exhibited an increase of
88 per cent at 45,595 policies.
Interestingly, the pension business of
LIC reveals a divergent trend – both the
number of policies and premium income
have declined by 68 per cent from 7,58,790
to 2,41,034 in the year 2002-03, and from
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Rs.2,56,135.38 lakhs to Rs.32775.64 lakhs,
ie, 87 per cent, respectively.
The decline in this segment in the rural
sector for LIC is stupendous at Rs.824.99
lakhs as against Rs.10,790.74 lakhs in the
previous year, with the number of policies
underwritten declining to 6,686 as against
43,313 in the year 2001-02.
GROUP BUSINESS
Group Insurance Business
The group business underwritten by the
private players too exhibited a quantum
jump in the year 2002-03 as against the year
2001-02 – facilitated, at least partially by
the fact that the said year was a full year of
operation for eleven of the twelve players,
and at least some of them had stabilised
their operations. The number of lives
covered by the private insurers jumped from
4,27,273 in the previous year to 8,05,503
lives in the year 2002-03, i.e., an increase of
89 per cent, with a corresponding increase
in premium to Rs.3,299.8 lakhs as against
Rs.692.14 lakhs in the previous year. A major
chunk of business, at 94 per cent, has come
from term policies.
In the social sector, the number of lives
covered by the private insurers has gone up
to 1,67,982 (including individual business)
as against 37,760 lives in the previous year,
and correspondingly, the premium
underwritten has increased to Rs.419.47
lakhs as against Rs.21.16 lakhs in the
previous year.
LIC too has recorded commendable
growth in the group business, with the
premium underwritten increasing by 60 per
cent to Rs.3,366.43 lakhs in the financial
year 2002-03 as against Rs.2,114.29 lakhs
in the previous year, and the number of lives
covered increasing to 13,67,344 (15 per cent)
as against 11,90,977 in the year 2001-02. In
addition, under the Janashree Bima Yojana,
6,36,744 lives were also covered in the social
sector at a premium of Rs.636.74 lakhs,
besides group insurance without subsidy of
Rs.9.11 lakhs.
Group Gratuity Business
The twelve private sector insurers
underwrote premium income of Rs.1,858.73
lakhs covering 6,040 lives during the
financial year 2002-03, as against Rs.50.39
lakhs covering 1,175 lives in the previous
year. It may be mentioned that during the
previous year only one insurer had launched
the product.
The private insurers did not cover any

lives in the social sector under this product.
Under its Group Gratuity and Leave
encashment schemes LIC underwrote a
premium income of Rs.64,055.86 laksh, a
quantum jump of 177 per cent as against
Rs.23,066 lakhs in the previous year. While
group gratuity business grew to Rs.51,997
lakh as against Rs.21,884.11 lakhs in 200102, the group leave encashment business
grew to Rs.12,058.82 lakhs as against
Rs.1,181.89 lakhs in the previous year. The
total lives covered too increase to 3,61,819
lives as against 2,11,034 lives in the year
2001-02.
The LIC too did not underwrite any
social sector business under the group
gratuity business.
Group Superannuation Business
The private insurers underwrote 2,371
lives with premium of Rs.1,030.31 lakhs as
against 885 lives with premium
underwritten of Rs.739.82 lakhs in the
previous year.
No social business was underwritten by
the private insurers in the segment during
the financial year.
LIC, under its group superannuation
scheme and the group annuity schemes
underwrote premium of Rs.97,143.04 lakhs
as against Rs.74,265.85 lakhs in the previous
year, i.e., a growth of 30.80 per cent. The
major contributor to the segment was group
superannuation with an increase of 302 per
cent, with lives covered totalling 83,260. No
business was underwritten under the
voluntary retirement scheme as against
Rs.9,303.23 lakhs in the previous year.
Provisional claims data
While it is early days for the private
insurers to be handling claims in the life
business, provisional data is available on the
same for the year 2002-03. The
accompanying table gives a synoptic view of
the claims handled by the life insurers
during the financial year 2002-03. In terms
of numbers the maximum claims were
received by Tata AIG, with Aviva, the latest
entrant in the industry, bringing up the rear.
In monetary terms, the claims received by
Tata AIG and Max New York were almost
the same at around Rs.330 lakhs each,
closely followed by ICICI Prudential at
Rs.315 lakhs.
In respect of LIC while the data on
similar lines is awaited, the insurer has
settled 89.32 per cent of its claims by due
date and 90.3 per cent of the death claims
within 30 days.
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RUNNING IT WELL
K. Nitya Kalyani

G ood

governance is one of those
blessings that you don’t recognise till
its absence hurts.
Presumptions of good management
in companies have led many industries
and markets in several countries
astray. In our own backyard is the
prime example. The insurance industry
in India in the 1950s was made up of a
myriad companies of various shapes
and sizes slackly regulated, and in
hindsight, many of them poorly
governed. The chaos that was
threatening to break loose in the
market had to be curbed, and the
Government of the day chose to do that
using the fashionable management tool
of that era of governments –
nationalisation.
The nationalised industry had rules
and regulations, and checks and
balances. But with its blindness to the
market and the customer, could never
capture the confidence of either.
What was lacking was leadership,
except sporadically. Simply because
leadership was never rewarded, and
indeed many say, no good deed went
unpunished.
In this, ironically, was proof that the
market ruled, because in response to
this lack of demand for leaders or
visionaries, the system did not produce
any – or those produced in spite of the
system, left to find their muse
elsewhere or waited largely unused, to
emerge when two dozen new companies
set up shop.
The employee as stakeholder took
precedence over all others, including
the owners and managers and
definitely the customers.
The private industry earlier had the
leadership, but not always the systems
and maybe the intent to ensure proper
conduct of business benefiting all
stakeholders. What let the customers
down was more often than not, the lack
of enforcement on the regulator’s part.
The peculiarity with the insurance

industry is that failure to meet best
practices affects the customer in hardhitting ways. The individual loses
security against death or financial
losses that he pays for, and businesses
lose foundations on which they could
have based their business.
It has to be a combination of selfinterest and taking care of the interests
of the other stakeholders that will take
the owners and managements of a
company far. If the right balance is not
struck, if dynamism is lacking, or if
sufficient momentum is not built up, the
entire structure and machinery of the
company suffers. And with it, the
stakeholders.
This is why with the codified
systems in the public sector we still face
a situation where the public sector
general insurers are making losses and
don’t have their until now comfortable
investment incomes to prop up the
bottomlines
to
the
extent
they did before.
If boards members had been active
and knowledgeable, they could have
seen investment incomes crashing and
asked hard questions of the
management about what they planned
to do. But then, boards were appointed
along very different lines, indifferent to
the needs of the business, and it was
more a privilege than a responsibility
to be on a board.
Today, with the four non-life public
sector companies owned directly by the
Government, the chances of domain

knowledge on the part of outside
directors on the board dwindles. At
least earlier the General Insurance
Corporation of India (GIC), the holding
company, was running the show and
knew what the business was all about.
In the case of LIC too, it could be a
case of dwindling investment incomes
catching up with it. The corporation has
phased out most of its high guaranteed
return products, which it would have
done earlier with just the right advice
from domain experts. But there are
other challenges it will face in the
future, including keeping its vast
marketing machinery going in the face
of competition.
A more important challenge, and
one that would be critical to its success,
would be to bring the lapsation rates,
which are supposedly around 30 per
cent for the industry, down to
manageable levels, to build a marketing
force and to evolve a remuneration
system that will serve these ends.
For the private industry the issues
are plenty enough, specially given they
have to spend most of their resources
and energies garnering good quality
market share. But they still have the
advantage of creating good systems
from scratch.
In time, their strengths and
weaknesses will also show through, and
quickly. One thing is sure, at the back
of their minds, one hopes, is the caution
that chinks in the armour can be fatal.
And in the case of the insurance
industry, the fatality can be contagious.
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Codes for the Aspiring

Corporate Governance in the Insurance Industry

Ashvin Parekh

In

this article I will try to set out
corporate governance codes for insurance
companies which aspire to the highest
standards of ethical conduct, doing what
they say and reporting performance with
accuracy and transparency.
These companies strive to maintain
full compliance with the laws, rules and
regulations that govern the company
business. The provisions of governance
concern all the stakeholders, namely
shareholders, executives, analysts and
policyholders.
We will also see some measures
companies take to deal with potential
acquisition threats and their
significance.

control of the insurance company.
Boards should set out clearly who has
authority to enter the company into
contractual obligations. These
obligations should be regularly reported
to ensure that the management is
sufficiently accountable to the board.
Internal control procedure
The board shall establish internal
control procedures that are, in its
opinion, necessary and sufficient for the
purpose of identifying key operational
risks. Internal controls should cover at
least the following areas.
■

❖ controls for underwriting risks

Categories of Governance
Provisions

❖ valuation of technical provisions

The aspects have been classified
under four categories, namely, effective
management, protection, voting and
delay. The provisions under each of
these could be as below.
Management

Protection

Voting

Bylaws
Blank
and charter cheque
Cumulative Classified
voting
board
Secret Ballot Special
meeting
Supermajority Written
consent
Limitations of Unequal
Poison
directors’
voting
pills
liability
Severance
Business
combination
laws
Pension
parachutes
Silver
parachutes
Anti-greenmail

and
management, and

liquidity

❖ reinsurance, including the credit

status of reinsurers
■

Monitoring the adequacy of its
capital resources and the ability to
demonstrate at all times compliance
with its margin of solvency
requirement.

■

Oversight of market conduct
activities where the company
concerned is dealing directly with the
general public.

■

Oversight
of
divisions
of
responsibilities between the board
and/ or members of the board and
third party service providers.

■

Oversight of custody of other
arrangements put in place to
safeguard the assets of the company.

■

Appointment of a risk reporting as
well as money-laundering reporting
manager/ officer.

■

An oversight of compliances issues
at each board meeting.

Management

Risk Assessment

Directors’ Duties

Boards of insurance companies
should ensure that there is an adequate
procedure with regard to identification,
quantification and mitigation of risks
including the following:

Boards should ensure that
collectively they have sufficient
expertise to understand the important
issues in relation to the operations and
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❖ investment

Delay

Directors’ duties Compensation
plans
Internal control
Contracts
procedure
Risk assessment
Golden
parachutes
Market conduct Indemnification
Fair practice
and price

Prudential oversight in respect of
insurance matters, including
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■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Underwriting risk
Credit risk
Market risk
Liquidity risk
Legal risk
Business risk
Crime risk
Disaster risk
Information technology risk
Regulatory risk
Reputation risk
Systems and operations risk

Market Conduct
The insurance company must be
able to demonstrate that it has in place
procedures for dealing with customer
complaints. A performance schedule
with time schedules must be evolved to
examine and settle these. Likewise, it
should have proper procedures for
ensuring that there is no mis-selling of
products by its intermediaries or sales
staff. The board should adopt a goal of
improving customer awareness and
knowledge.
Fair Practice and Price
The board must evolve proper
controls to ensure that there are fair
practices with regard to the protection
of policyholders’ values. Sound
procedure should be adopted to classify
assets procured for specific classes of life
insurance products and strict
monitoring of preservation of values.
Transparency with regard to any crosssubsidisation of values or pricing of
products should be observed and
reported.

Protection
This aspect comes to the fore when
you take into account the trend towards
consolidation among various insurance
companies worldwide. This is a
phenomenon that will enter the Indian
market sooner or later. It could be by
reason of mergers and acquisitions
(M & A) involving the parent companies,
or could originate with the Indian joint
ventures themselves given the market
conditions, the state of the investment
markets and the moving targets of
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Indemnification
Director Indemnification uses the
bylaws, charter, or both, to indemnify
officers and directors from certain legal
expenses and judgements resulting
from lawsuits pertaining to their
conduct. The cost of such protection can
be used as a market measure of the
quality of corporate governance.
Limitations on Directors’ Liability

capital and solvency requirements.
Compensation Plans
Compensation plans with changesin-control provisions allow participants
in incentive bonus plans to cash out
options or accelerate the payout of
bonuses should there be a change in
control. The details may be a written
part of the compensation agreement, or
discretion may be given to the
compensation committee.
Contracts
Director indemnification contracts
are contracts between the company and
particular officers and directors
indemnifying them from certain legal
expenses and judgements resulting
from lawsuits pertaining to their
conduct.
Golden Parachutes

These are charter amendments that
limit directors’ personal liability to the
extent allowed by state law. They often
eliminate personal liability for breaches
of the duty of care, but not for breaches
of the duty of loyalty or for acts of
intentional misconduct or knowing
violation of the law.
Severance
Executive severance agreements
assure high-level executives of their
positions or some compensation and are
not contingent upon a change in control
(unlike golden or silver parachutes).

provisions prevent such arrangements
to discourage accumulation of large
blocks of shares because one source of
exit for the stake is closed.

Voting
The following aspects are what are
at the disposal of the shareholder – or
are not – in an M&A situation. Adoption
of some of these which protect a
company’s
stability,
decrease
shareholders’
control
over
developments.
Bylaw and Charter
Bylaw and charter amendment
limitations limit shareholders’ ability
to amend the governing documents of
the corporation. This might take the
form of a supermajority vote
requirement for charter or bylaw
amendments, total elimination of the
ability of shareholders to amend the
bylaws, or the ability of directors
(beyond the provisions of state law) to
amend the bylaws without shareholder
approval.

Pension Parachutes

Cumulative Voting

Pension parachutes prevent an
acquirer from using surplus cash in the
pension fund of the target to finance an
acquisition. Surplus funds are required
to remain the property of the pension
fund and to be used for plan
participants’ benefits.

Cumulative voting allows a
shareholder to allocate his total votes
in any manner desired, where the total
number of votes is the product of the
number of shares owned and the
number of directors to be elected.
Allowing them to concentrate their
practice helps minority shareholders to
elect directors. Cumulative voting and
secret ballot (see below) are the only two
provisions whose presence is coded as
an increase in shareholder rights, with
an additional point to the Governance
Index if the provision is absent.

Golden parachutes are severance
agreements that provide cash and noncash compensation to senior executives
upon an event such as termination,
demotion, or resignation following a
change in control. They do not require
shareholder approval.

Silver Parachute

While the net impact on managerial
entrenchment and shareholder wealth
is ambiguous, the more important effect
is the clear decrease in shareholder
rights. In this case, the ‘right’ is the
ability of a controlling shareholder to
fire the management without incurring
an additional cost. Golden parachutes
are highly correlated with all the other
takeover defenses.

Greenmail

Silver parachutes are similar to
golden parachutes in that they provide
severance payments upon a change in
corporate control, but differ in that a
large number of a firm’s employees are
eligible for these benefits.

This refers to a transaction between
a large shareholder and a company in
which the shareholder agrees to sell his
stock back to the company or to a
specified shareholder, usually at a
premium, in exchange for the promise
not to seek control of the company for a
specified period of time. Anti-greenmail

Secret Ballot
Under a secret ballot (also called
confidential voting), either an
independent third party or employees
sworn to secrecy are used to count proxy
votes, and the management usually
agrees not to look at individual proxy
cards. This can help eliminate potential
conflicts of interest for fiduciaries voting
shares on behalf of others, and can
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The following are some takeover
prevention strategies that companies
put in place. Their disclosure, or level

Delay

Business combination laws impose
a moratorium on certain kinds of
transactions (e.g., asset sales, mergers)
between a large shareholder and the
firm, unless the transaction is approved
by the Board of Directors. Depending on
the country, this moratorium ranges
between two and five years after the
shareholder ’s stake passes a prespecified (minority) threshold.

Boards should ensure that
collectively they have
sufficient expertise to
understand the important
issues in relation to the
operations and control of
the insurance company.

Classified board is one in which the
directors are placed into different
classes and serve overlapping terms.
Since only part of the board can be
replaced each year, an outsider who

Classified Board

Blank cheque is stock over which the
board of directors has broad authority
to determine voting, dividend,
conversion and other rights. While it
can be used to enable a company to meet
changing financial needs, its most
important use is to prevent takeover by
placing this stock with friendly
investors. Because of this role, blank
cheque is a crucial part of delay strategy.

Blank Cheque

of disclosure, is a question that has to
be resolved.

Special meeting limitations either
increase the level of shareholder
support required to call a special
meeting beyond that specified under the
provisions of the statute or eliminate/
limit the ability to call one entirely. Such
provisions add extra time to proxy
fights, since bidders must wait until the
regularly scheduled annual meeting to
replace board members or dismantle
takeover defences.

Special Meeting

gains control of a corporation may have
to wait a few years before being able to
gain control of the board. This slow
replacement makes it a crucial
component of the delay group of
provisions.

~

Business Combination Laws

Unequal voting rights limit the
voting rights of some shareholders and
expand those of others. Under timephased voting, shareholders who have
held the stock for a given period of time
are given more votes per share than
recent purchasers. Another variety is
the substantial shareholder provision,
which limits the voting power of
shareholders who have exceeded a
certain threshold of ownership.

Unequal Voting

Supermajority requirements for
approval of mergers are charter
provisions that establish voting
requirements for mergers or other
business combinations that are higher
than the threshold requirements of state
law. They are typically 66.7, 75, or 85 per
cent, and often exceed attendance at the
annual meeting. In practice, these
provisions are similar to control-share
acquisition laws. These laws require a
majority of disinterested shareholders to
vote on whether a newly qualifying large
shareholder has voting rights.

Supermajority

reduce pressure by management on
shareholder-employees or shareholderpartners. Cumulative voting (see above)
and secret ballots are the only two
provisions whose presence is coded as
an increase in shareholder rights, with
an additional point to the governance
index if the provision is absent.
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The author is Executive Director of
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. The views
expressed here are his own and not
necessarily those of his organisation.

Several provisions collectively
determine the quality of governance in
an insurance company. The relevant
information must be collected and
communicated, to ensure that all
stakeholders receive relevant, timely
accurate
and
comprehensive
information on the company’s activities.
The extent of disclosure should be
impaired under the pretext of being
detrimental to the company’s
competitive position.

Conclusion

Poison pills provide their holders
with special rights in the case of a
triggering event such as a hostile
takeover bid. If a deal is approved by
the board of directors, the poison pill can
be revoked, but if the deal is not
approved and the bidder proceeds, the
pill is triggered. Typical poison pills give
the holders of the target’s stock other
than the bidder the right to purchase
stock in the target or the bidder ’s
company at a steep discount, making the
target unattractive or diluting the
acquirer’s voting power. Poison pills are
a crucial component of the “delay”
strategy at the core of modern defensive
tactics.

Poison Pills

Limitations on action by written
consent can take the form of the
establishment of majority thresholds
beyond the level of state law, the
requirement of unanimous consent, or
the elimination of the right to take
action by written consent. Such
requirements add extra time to many
proxy fights, since bidders must wait
until the regularly scheduled annual
meeting to replace board members or
dismantle takeover defences. This delay
is especially potent when combined with
limitations for calling special meetings
(see above).

Written Consent
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Accountable Boards
G.V. Rao

The Way Forward for General Insurers

Before analysing the current financial

What is Corporate Governance?

performance of the general insurance
industry and the role its corporate
governance systems are expected to play
in influencing it, it is useful to get a view
of what corporate governance is all
about, and what role it is expected to
perform in enhancing corporate
performance.

Corporate governance deals with the
question of performance accountability
of an enterprise. Accountability is
integrally related to setting strategies
for operations and establishing
accountability for execution of these
strategies. The two decision-making
structures within an enterprise are the
Board and the Management. Corporate
governance is a set of relationships
among the shareholders, Board,
management and other stakeholders;
and it also sets up a structure for laying
down corporate objectives and provides
the means to achieve them.

Though a lot has been said and
written about corporate governance
since the Cadbury Committee report
was published in 1992, it is only now,
after the investor-hurting collapses
have taken place in the US in 2001, that
good corporate governance and its
implications have come to the fore. The
Government of India, in August 2002,
set up a committee under the
Chairmanship of Naresh Chandra,
which has made its recommendations
on Corporate Audit and Governance.
The Importance of Corporate
Governance
The demand for reforms in corporate
governance is not new. The Cadbury
Committee report in 1992 in the UK and
the recommendations of National
Association of Directors in the US in
1995 had addressed some of these
concerns earlier.
The East Asian crisis in 1997-98
demonstrated that financially healthy
companies too could collapse due to
crony capitalism, poor board
management, inadequate accounting
and auditing standards, and sharp stock
market practices. These crises caused
but ripples in the otherwise placid
waters of the corporate world. Only a
tidal wave in the proportion of what
happened to Enron and others in the
US in 2001 shook up the corporate world
around the globe and made all countries
look deeper within their spheres to reexamine if their existing laws and
institutions needed revision to ensure
that what happened in the US, the
citadel of capitalism, did not happen in
their countries.

Corporate governance deals
with the question of
performance accountability
of an enterprise.
Accountability is integrally
related to setting strategies
for operations and
establishing accountability
for execution of these
strategies.

and informed intelligentsia. The role of
independent statutory auditors and the
independent oversight of management
by the Board are the two major aspects
of corporate governance under the
agency theory.
The second theory is based on the
stewardship principle in which the
directors perform their roles as trustees
to enhance the value of tangible and
intangible corporate assets without
necessarily taking the views of the stock
market or the shareholder into account.
The trusteeship model demands, unlike
the agency model, the evolutionary
development of the corporation around
its core skills and activities, because it
is these skills and activities, rather than
mere financial performance, which are
believed to be the essence of the
corporation.
The third theory that is increasingly
attracting attention in many markets
is the stakeholder principle in which the
directors are responsible for relations
with all stakeholders such as customers,
employees, suppliers, credit-providers
like banks, local societies and the
government. The Board is expected to

Theories of Corporate Governance
There are three corporate
governance theories proffered, based on
the relationships desired to be built with
the stakeholders for examining what
corporate governance means. One is the
agency theory in which the shareholders
are the principals and the management
their agents. There are agency problems
involved if the objectives pursued by the
two are misaligned. The directors
through their vigilant and independent
oversight on managerial efficiency
ensure that management performs
according to the sole interests of the
shareholders and none else. In addition,
the Board ensures financial and nonfinancial disclosures for corporate
transparency among analysts, investors
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develop policies to address the concerns
of all these stakeholders; but they are
accountable to their shareholders for
results.
The directors’ role gets redefined
under this theory. With such array of
different stakeholders to satisfy, it
becomes difficult to build a clear
yardstick for judging their performance
or that of management. The criticism is
that with so many diversified target
groups who will press their individual
interests to the fore, the Boards may
not feel accountable to anyone, and the
principles of corporate governance
would thus lose their focus. But
increasingly the stakeholder approach
is gaining ground as more equitable in
achieving the objectives of the
enterprise in the beneficial interests of
the stakeholders. The public sector units
in India come under the stakeholder
theory of corporate governance.

and ensuring that the responses of the
managements are satisfactory both in
theory and in actual achievement.
Corporate Governance
Norms in Banks
In the banking sector, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) has endorsed
Dr. A S Ganguly’s recommendations on
the roles and responsibilities of
directors, for adoption by the boards of
individual banks, for overseeing the risk
profile of the enterprise, ensuring
expert management and maximising
the interest of its stakeholders.
Further, every director, before he
takes office, is asked to ensure that his
responsibilities are well-defined and to
familiarise himself about the
functioning of the enterprise in the
areas of:

The four public sector
units produced a premium
income of about
Rs.12,000 crores in
2001-02 and operating
losses of Rs. 2,064 crores.
Investment income made
that a profit of
Rs. 36 crores.

Unless the management and the
Board understand clearly the focus of
the enterprise, if it is the profit-based
interest of the shareholder or the
socially-oriented stakeholder interest
that has primacy, corporate governance
system can get a short shrift. In the US,
individual enterprise and skill is
admired, and profit maximisation in the
short-term is the goal. In Europe and
Japan the interests of the society are
considered as equally important.
Critical issues in Corporate
Governance
The critical issues that need
addressing in corporate governance are:
standards of audit and accounting,
disclosure and transparency, standards
of company direction, maximising longterm corporate market valuation, laying
down corporate values, codes of conduct
and behaviour, approving corporate
strategies and strategic objectives;
special monitoring of risk exposures and
holding management to strict
accountability for financial and nonfinancial performance achievement
parameters. The question arises
whether the Boards are at present
examining these issues in critical terms
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Delegation of powers
Strategic plan of the enterprise
Organisational structure
Financial and other controls and
systems
Economic features of the market and
competitive environment
They also have to undergo needbased training programmes/
seminars/ workshops specially
designed to acquaint the Directors
with market challenges and
developments facing the industry
and to make them more sensitive to
their role as a director. In fact, the
RBI has offered its institutional

facilities for such orientation
purposes.
Corporate Governance in the
General Insurance Industry
There is every justification and need
that similar corporate governance
norms should be implemented in the
general insurance industry in India as
well. The public sector insurance units
have cut their links with the General
Insurance Corporation of India (GIC),
as the holding company, and are now
looking to the Government for guidance
and direction. This situation is
untenable as the Government does not
have the insurance know-how or
expertise.
The Board of Directors of each public
sector insurer has the responsibility for
effective and efficient corporate
governance. But how many external
directors are knowledgeable about the
challenges and problems facing the
industry? How vast is their
understanding of the company’s current
performance and of the major issues
that are holding it back from making
better progress? How deep is their
commitment to hold managements
responsible for initiating new strategies
and monitoring their implementation?
How keen are they to learn about the
competitive environment? How aware
are they of the global developments
affecting the domestic insurance
scenario?
Unless the Directors are reasonably
well-versed in these intricacies of
insurance business, it would be difficult
for them to efficiently discharge the
responsibilities assumed on their
appointment as Directors. Otherwise,
they will, more often, tend to ratify the
decisions of management.
What are the major challenges
facing the public sector insurers? The
pronounced loss-making trend in Motor
business is a serious issue. These losses
are reducing shareholder value by
whittling down the net worth of
companies. The cost of doing business
is high at 30 per cent due to overstaffing,
low productivity and an outdated

ISSUE FOCUS

organisational
structure
and
antiquated work procedures that have
remained unchanged in the last three
decades. The investment incomes,
which in the past had offset
underwriting losses, are shrinking due
to poor stock market conditions.
Unhealthy competition from the private
sector is intensifying. New distribution
channels in the shape of brokers and
corporate agents are adding new
competitive pressures to defend existing
businesses.
Public Sector Performance
The four public sector units
produced a premium income of about
Rs.12,000 crores in 2001-2002. The
management costs at 31 per cent and
the claims ratio at 95 per cent on earned
premium has pushed the combined ratio
to 126 per cent resulting in operating
losses at Rs. 2,064 crores. The
investment and other income amounted
to about Rs. 2,100 crores producing a
meagre profit of Rs. 36 crores before tax.
Three years ago, they had produced a
profit before tax of Rs. 1,000 crores. This
rapid deterioration in profits coupled
with two insurers producing net losses
wiping out a net worth of Rs. 335 crores
is indeed a matter of great concern to
all interested parties and to the
Government, the only investor.

followed? How is monitoring of financial
results done? How are other
stakeholders’ interests looked after?
What redressal mechanisms are in
place to deal with customers’
complaints? How does the compulsory
transaction of Motor TP business at
coercive rates affect the profitability of
insurers? Is the market ready for tariffs
to be dismantled? What training and
development programmes are in place
to improve the quality of the available
human resources? There are a host of
other concerns as well that need to be
examined in detail, decisions made and
strategies developed to tackle the
emerging scenario.
Role of Directors
The Government, as the sole
investor, expects its nominated directors
on the Boards of insurers to be

The Government as the
sole investor must draw up
suitable training schemes,
in consultation with the
IRDA, to raise the
governing standards at the
Board level.

Issues that Need Attention
To what extent are the Boards of
Directors of these units responsible for
the rapidly deteriorating situation?
More importantly, what are the
remedial measures they are currently
taking and propose to take in future to
arrest the negative trends? Will the
industry become sick? Will the net
worth of insurers deplete faster than at
present? What steps are in progress to
reduce the very high cost of doing
business? How are the units meeting
competitive pressures from the private
sector players and the new distribution
channels? How are the global
developments - post-9/11 scenario - in
reinsurance markets affecting the
capacity and rating issues of insurers?
What business strategies are currently

accountable to it for protection of its
interests and investments. It is,
therefore, imperative that the Directors
are thoroughly briefed and are made
fully aware of the current and future
market trends and its imperfections and
growth potential to discharge their
responsibilities effectively.
There is an urgent need to conduct
regular and periodic informational
programmes/workshops by independent
institutions to make the external
Directors aware of not only their basic
obligations to the Government but also
of how to discharge them through an
enlightened and stricter oversight of
managements, who are ultimately

responsible for achieving the short-term
and long-term corporate objectives. The
responsibility to initiate measures to
revitalise the selection and quality
criteria of the external directors rests
with the Government as the sole
investor. It must draw up suitable
training schemes, in consultation with
the IRDA, to raise the governing
standards at the Board level.
Conclusion
If the present trend of drift and
neglect continue unattended, the public
sector units will end up faster as losing
concerns, with hopes of any future
recovery getting dimmer and dimmer.
There is an urgent need for the
Government to rethink its selection and
training procedures of nominated
directors so as to better supervise
managements and hold them to stricter
accountability of protection of the
entrusted assets and ensure reasonable
returns on the capital employed in the
interests of all stakeholders.
As the Government cannot do much
beyond the proper selection of the
external directors and the selection of
the chief executive to manage the
enterprise, it has to concentrate on
performing these tasks more
purposefully with the goal of ensuring
proper accountability for results than
at present.
Is there any hope that this will
happen soon? If not, the public sector
units will be easy targets for strategic
partners from the private enterprise. It
is also high time that other stakeholders
like the customers and employees show
keener interest in the affairs of the units
to bring enough pressure to bear on the
authorities so that what has been
achieved in the past three decades in
the nationalised sector is not frittered
away in a span of five years or less. Is
anyone listening to the alarm bells?

The author is retired CMD, The
Oriental Insurance Company Limited.
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±ÉMÉ¦ÉMÉ ºÉÉiÉ ºÉÉ±É ºÉä =tÉäMÉ ºÉä +ÊiÉ ÊxÉEò]õ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉnù VÉ¤ÉÊEò ¨Éé +{ÉxÉä
EòÉªÉÇEòÉ±É EòÒ ºÉ¨ÉÉÎ{iÉ {É®ú {É½ÖÆþSÉ SÉÖEòÉ ½ÚÆþ* ¨Éä®úÉ ¨ÉÎºiÉ¹Eò =ºÉ {É½þ±Éä ÊnùxÉ EòÒ
iÉ®ú¡ò VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ VÉ¤É +MÉºiÉ 1996 EòÉä ¨ÉèxÉå +ÆiÉÊ®ú¨É |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ EòÉ EòÉªÉÇ¦ÉÉ®ú OÉ½þhÉ
ÊEòªÉÉ lÉÉ*
xªÉÚ <ÆÊb÷ªÉÉ Eäò MÉäº]õ ½þÉ=ºÉ Eäò BEò UôÉä]äõ ºÉä Eò¨É®äú ºÉä VÉÉä +xªÉlÉÉ {ÉÊ´ÉjÉ ÊEòªÉÉ
MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ =ºÉEäò ÊxÉ´ÉÉºÉÒ ¸ÉÒ +É®ú. BxÉ. ¨É±½þÉjä ÉÉ iÉlÉÉ =xÉEòÒ ºÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ Eäò ºÉnùºªÉÉå ºÉä
½þ¨É {ÉÊ®ú¸É¨É ¦É´ÉxÉ, ½èþnù®úÉ¤ÉÉnù +É MÉªÉä*
+{ÉxÉÒ ¶Éè¶É´É +´ÉºlÉÉ ¨Éå |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ EòÒ ªÉ½þ ªÉÉjÉÉ Ê¤ÉxÉÉ PÉ]õxÉÉ+Éå, ={É±ÉÎ¤vÉªÉÉå
iÉlÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ+Éä Eäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ xÉ½þÒ ½þÉä ºÉEòiÉÒ lÉÒ +Éè®ú <ºÉºÉä {É½þ±Éä EòÒ ªÉ½þ ÊxÉEòÉªÉ
BEò Ê´ÉPÉÉªÉÒ ÊxÉEòÉªÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¨ÉÉxªÉiÉÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ Eò®úiÉÒ <ºÉxÉä +{ÉxÉä +É{ÉEòÉä nÚùºÉ®äú näù¶ÉÉå
¨Éä SÉ±ÉÉªÉä VÉÉ ®ú½þÒ |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉä ¨Éå ´ªÉºiÉ ®úJÉÉ ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ ªÉ½þ <Æ]õ®úxÉä¶ÉxÉ±É
BºÉÉäÊºÉªÉä¶ÉxÉ +Éì¡ò <Æ¶ªÉÉä®úå ºÉ ºÉÖ{É®ú´ÉÉ<VÉ (+É<ÇB+É<ÇBºÉ) +Éè®ú BäºÉÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ+Éå EòÉ
ºÉnùºªÉ ¤ÉxÉxÉä ºÉä <ºÉä ¤Ébä÷ {Éè¨ÉÉxÉä {É®ú +ÆiÉ®úÉ¹Ç ]ÅõÒªÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ+Éå EòÉ +xÉÖ¦É´É ½Öþ+É*
´É¹ÉÇ 1997 ¨Éå ½þ¨ÉxÉä +É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB Ê¤É±É EòÉä ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ¨Éä EòÉ¡òÒ ¨Éä½þxÉiÉ EòÒ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ
+ÆÊiÉ¨É ÊxÉ¶ÉÉxÉ SÉÚEò VÉÉxÉä ºÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ =¨¨ÉÒnùÉå EòÉä vÉCEòÉ ±ÉMÉÉ* ªÉä =¨¨ÉÒnåù iÉlÉÉ <SUôÉªÉå
+xiÉiÉ +C]Úõ¤É®ú 1999 ¨Éå {ÉÚ®úÒ ½ÖþªÉÒ VÉ¤É ±ÉÉäEòºÉ¦ÉÉ xÉä Ê¤É±É {ÉÉÊ®úiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ +Éè®ú
=ºÉEäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ ®úÉVªÉºÉ¦ÉÉ xÉä ¦ÉÒ ªÉ½þ Ê¤É±É {ÉÉÊ®úiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ +Éè®ú ½þ¨Éå ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ ½ÖþªÉÒ*
29 ÊnùºÉ¨¤É®ú 1999 EòÉä +ÊvÉÊxÉªÉ¨É EòÉä ¨ÉÆVÉÚ®úÒ Ê¨É±ÉÒ +Éè®ú |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ EòÒ
ºlÉÉ{ÉxÉÉ 19 +|Éè±É 2000 EòÉä EòÒ MÉªÉÒ* <ºÉEäò +xÉÖºÉÉ®ú +ÆiÉÊ®ú¨É ÊxÉEòÉªÉ ¤ÉxÉxÉä Eäò
¤ÉÉnù ½þ¨Éå ªÉ½þ {ÉÚ®úÉ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä 29 ¨É½þÒxÉä ±ÉMÉä* BäºÉÒ |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä VÉÉä º´ÉÉÊ¨Éi´É
iÉlÉÉ {ÉªÉÇ´ÉäIÉhÉ EòÉä +±ÉMÉ +±ÉMÉ Eò®ú ºÉEòiÉÒ ½èþ*
½þ¨ÉxÉå näù¶É ºÉä ´ÉSÉxÉ ¦É®úÉ lÉÉ ÊEò {É½þ±Éä {ÉÆVÉÒEò®úhÉ ÊnùºÉ¨¤É®ú 2000 ¨Éå |ÉÉ{iÉ ½þÉä
VÉÉªÉåMÉä +Éè®ú ¨Éé |É¶ÉÆºÉÉ iÉlÉÉ +É¦ÉÉ®ú |ÉEò]õ Eò®úiÉÉ ½ÚÆþ VÉÉä ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ ¨Éå UôÉä]äõ ºÉä +ÊvÉEòÉÊ®úªÉÉå
Eäò ºÉ¨ÉÚ½þ xÉä ±ÉÆ¤Éä PÉÆ]äõ iÉEò EòÉ¨É Eò®úEäò Eò®ú ÊnùJÉÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ªÉ½þ lÉÉ +{ÉxÉä ´ÉSÉxÉ EòÉä {ÉÚ®úÉ
Eò®úxÉÉ iÉlÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉä {É½þ±Éä {ÉÚ®úÉ Eò®ú ÊnùJÉÉxÉÉ*
½þ¨É ªÉ½þ ¦ÉÒ ¨É½þºÉÚºÉ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ ÊEò ªÉÊnù Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉ ´É Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò EòÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É¶ÉÉ±ÉÒ
½þÉxä ÉÉ ½èþ* VÉ°ü®úÒ ½èþ ÊEò ºÉ¦ÉÒ ±ÉäxÉ - näùxÉ ¨Éå JÉÖ±ÉÉ{ÉxÉ iÉlÉÉ {ÉÉ®únùÌ¶ÉiÉÉ ½þÉxä ÉÒ SÉÉÊ½þªÉä*
ªÉ½þÒ EòÉ®úhÉ ½èþ ÊEò +É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB ºÉnùÉ ºÉÖZÉÉ´ÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä JÉÖ±ÉÉ ®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ªÉ½þ
ºÉ¦ÉÒ |ÉÉ{iÉ ½þÉiä Éä ½éþ =xÉ Ê½þiÉÉå Eäò uùÉ®úÉ VÉÉä näù¶É ¨Éå ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉÖnùÉªÉ ¤ÉxÉÉiÉä ½èþ*
BäºÉä ¨ÉÖqùÉå {É®ú ºÉÉ´ÉÇVÉÊxÉEò ´ÉÉnù-Ê´É´ÉÉnù EòÉä Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò uùÉ®úÉ ºÉnùÉ |ÉÉäiºÉÉÊ½þiÉ
ÊEòªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ VÉÉä EÆò{ÉxÉÒ Eäò |É¶ÉÉºÉxÉ iÉlÉÉ Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉ ºÉä VÉÖb÷ä ¨ÉÖqùä ½éþ* ªÉ½þ ´ÉÉnù-Ê´É´ÉÉnù
iÉlÉÉ SÉSÉÉÇ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú Ê±ÉªÉä YÉÉxÉ EòÉ ¦ÉÆb÷É®ú ½éþ iÉlÉÉ oùÎ¹]õEòÉähÉ ±ÉÉiÉä ½éþ ÊVÉx½åþ ½þ¨ÉxÉä
Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ¨Éä |ÉªÉÉäMÉ ÊEòªÉÉ ½èþ VÉÉä ÊEòºÉÒ +xªÉ {ÉªÉÇ´ÉäIÉEò ÊxÉEòÉªÉ xÉä +¦ÉÒ iÉEò
xÉ½þÒ +{ÉxÉÉªÉÉ lÉÉ*
<ºÉ ºÉ¤ÉxÉä |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ ¨Éå ½þ¨Éå <ºÉ ªÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò ½þ¨É ¤Éb÷Ò ºÉÆJªÉÉ ¨Éå
¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉEòiÉÉÇ Eäò ÊxÉEò]õ {É½ÖÆþSÉ ºÉEåò iÉlÉÉ Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò EòÉä ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ ¨Éå ½èþ ÊEò ½þ¨É
¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ ¤ÉSÉiÉÉå EòÉä EèòºÉä ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ®úJÉ ºÉEòiÉä ½éþ*
½þ¨ÉxÉä ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ =i{ÉÉnùÉå Eäò Ê´ÉiÉ®úhÉ iÉlÉÉ Ê¤ÉGòÒ EòÒ +´ÉvÉÉ®úhÉÉ EòÉä |ÉÉ®Æú¦É ÊEòªÉÉ*
½þ¨ÉxÉä ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉvÉÉ®úEòÉå Eäò Ê½þiÉÉå EòÒ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ EòÉä º´ÉÒEòÉ®ú Eò®úxÉä EòÒ ´ÉEòÉ±ÉiÉ EòÒ*
½þ¨ÉxÉä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éä {É½þ±ÉÒ ¤ÉÉ®ú ÊxÉªÉÖHò ¤ÉÓ¨ÉÉEòEò EòÒ |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ EòÉä |ÉSÉÊ±ÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ* <ºÉºÉä
<ºÉ {Éä¶Éä EòÉä BEò +ÉvÉÉ®ú Ê¨É±ÉÉ ÊVÉºÉEäò Ê±ÉªÉä ªÉ½þ {ÉÉjÉ lÉÉ ªÉ½þ ºÉ¦ÉÒ |ÉÉ{iÉ Eò®ú Ê±ÉªÉÉ
MÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú +¤É BäºÉä =iºÉÉ½þvÉÇEò ÊSÉx½þ ÊnùJÉÉ<Ç näù ®ú½äþ ½éþ VÉÉä ¤ÉiÉÉiÉä ½èþ ÊEò ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éå ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ
=tÉäMÉ `öÒEò {É]õ®úÒ {É®ú SÉ±É ®ú½þÉ ½èþ*
¨ÉèxÉå BäºÉä ¨ÉÉèEòä ¦ÉÒ näùJÉä ½èþ VÉ¤É ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤Éb÷Ò =¨¨ÉÒnåù Ê¤É±ÉEÖò±É VÉ¨ÉÒxÉ {É®ú ÊMÉ®ú {Éb÷Ò,
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ EÖòUô +{ÉäIÉÉBÆ ºÉ¨ÉÉ{iÉ ½þÉiä ÉÒ ÊnùJÉÒ ÊVÉºÉEäò EòÉ®úhÉ ½þ¨Éå {ÉÒUäô VÉÉxÉÉ {Éb÷É* ¨Éé
+É{ÉEòÉä ªÉ½þ Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ näùxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½ÚþÆ* ªÉ½þ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ =tÉäMÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ SÉ±ÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉÉå
Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä xÉ½þÒ lÉÉ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ªÉ½þ =ºÉ ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú ¨Éå lÉÉ VÉÉä Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉEò EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉ Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä
+ÉiÉÒ lÉÒ*

¨Éä®úä ¨ÉÎºiÉ¹EòÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò ªÉÊnù |É¦ÉÉ´É¶ÉÉ±ÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉÉ ½èþ iÉlÉÉ =ºÉä =ºÉ =tÉäMÉ
ÊVÉºÉEòÉ ´É½þ {ÉªÉÇ´ÉäIÉhÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ |ÉÉ{iÉ Eò®úxÉÒ ½èþ* ´É½þ {Éä¶Éä´É®úÉxÉÉ °ü{É ºÉä |ÉÊiÉº{ÉvÉÉÇi¨ÉEò
½þÉxä ÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þªÉä iÉlÉÉ |É¤É±É º´ÉiÉÆjÉ ½þÉxä ÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þªÉä* º´ÉiÉÆjÉiÉÉ xÉ EòÉªÉÇ¶ÉÒ±É IÉäjÉÉå ¨Éå ´É®úxÉÂ
Ê´ÉkÉÒªÉ °ü{É ºÉä º´ÉiÉÆjÉ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ªÉ½þ EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉ SÉ±ÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉ ºÉEäò* <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ EòÉä ±ÉäEò®ú SÉÉ®úÉå
+Éä®ú EòÉ±Éä ¤ÉÉnù±É ÊPÉ®äú ½éþ* ¨ÉÖZÉä Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ ½èþ VÉ¤É ¨Éé ªÉ½þ EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉ UôÉbä ÷ nÚùÆMÉÉ iÉÉä ¶ÉÉÆiÉ ½þÉä
VÉÉªÉåMÉä iÉlÉÉ ¤É®úºÉÉiÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¤É®úºÉåMÉä*
BEò {Énù {É®ú ºÉÉiÉ ºÉÉ±É ´ªÉiÉÒiÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ¤Éb÷É ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ½èþ* ºÉÆ¦É´ÉiÉ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ±É¨¤ÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
VÉÉä ¨ÉèxÉä ÊEòºÉÒ BEò {Énù {É®ú +{ÉxÉä EèòÊ®úªÉ®ú ¨Éå MÉÖVÉÉ®úÉ* BEò ½þÒ EÖòºÉÔ {É®ú <iÉxÉä ±ÉÆ¤Éä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úxÉä EòÒ EÖòUô +SUôÉ<ÇªÉÉÆ ½éþ iÉÉä ¤ÉÖ®úÉ<ÇªÉÉÆ ¦ÉÒ* +SUôÉ<ÇªÉÉÆ ªÉ½þ ½èþ ÊEò +É{É =ºÉ EòÉªÉÇ
ºÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ +SUôÒ iÉ®ú½þ +¦ªÉºlÉ ½þÉä VÉÉiÉä ½éþ* ºÉ¦ÉÒ ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉªÉÉå EòÉä +É{É VÉÉxÉ VÉÉiÉä ½éþ*
=xÉEòÉ ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú, +ÉSÉ®úhÉ VÉÉxÉxÉä EòÉ +Éè®ú +É{ÉEäò {ÉÉºÉ {ÉªÉÉÇ{iÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ BäºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉEò
ÊxÉvÉÉÇÊ®úiÉ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä ÊVÉxÉ {É®ú nÚùºÉ®úÉå EòÉä SÉ±ÉxÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ*
±ÉÆ¤Éä EòÉªÉÇEòÉ±É EòÒ ¤ÉÖ®úÉ<ªÉÉå Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå BEò ½þÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ EòÉä ¤ÉÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ®ú nùÉä½þ®úÉxÉä EòÒ
+ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä +ÉiÉÉ ½èþ* ¨Éä®äú {ªÉÉ®äú {ÉÉ`öEòÉå ¨Éå +É{ÉEòÉä ªÉ½þ Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ Ênù±ÉÉxÉÉ
SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½ÚÆþ ÊEò +{ÉxÉä EòÉªÉÇEòÉ±É 1 +MÉºiÉ 1996 ºÉä ¨Éé BEò ¦ÉÒ ÊnùxÉ +{ÉxÉä EòÉªÉÇ
ÊxÉ¹{ÉÉnùxÉ ºÉä xÉ½þÒ >ð¤ÉÉ*
VÉ¤É ¨Éé +{ÉxÉÒ VÉMÉ½þ +{ÉxÉä ºÉCºÉèºÉ®ú EòÉä 9 VÉÚxÉ 2003 EòÉä nÚùÆMÉÉ* ¨Éé ÊºÉ¡Çò BEò
¤ÉÉiÉ EòÉ +xÉÖ¦É´É Eò°ÆüMÉÉ, ¨Éé =ºÉEäò Ê±ÉªÉä BEò |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ UôÉäbä÷ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ ½ÚÆþ VÉÉä ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ Eäò
Ê±ÉªÉä ={ÉªÉÉäMÉÒ ½èþ iÉlÉÉ ÊVÉºÉxÉä xÉÉ¨É Eò¨ÉÉªÉÉ ½èþ, ºÉ¨{ÉzÉiÉÉ Eò¨ÉÉ<Ç ½èþ iÉlÉÉ |ÉÉäiºÉÉ½þxÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ
ÊEòªÉÉ ½èþ* +Éè®ú BäºÉä =tÉäMÉ VÉÉä ¤Ébä÷ =tÊ¨ÉªÉÉå ºÉä ¦É®úÉ {Éb÷É ½èþ* BäºÉÒ +ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå
ÊVÉºÉºÉä ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ =tÉäMÉ ¤ÉxÉiÉÉ ½èþ iÉlÉÉ UôÉ]ä õä =tÊ¨ÉªÉÉå ºÉä ÊVÉxÉEòÉä BEò ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉxÉÒ ½èþ*
BEò BäºÉÒ ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ VÉÉä ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä ¤Éb÷Ò Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹`öiÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉxÉÒ ½èþ* ¨ÉÖZÉä ªÉ½þ Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ
½èþ ªÉ½þ =tÉäMÉ VÉÉä nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÉ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¤Éä½þiÉ®úÒxÉ =tÉäMÉ ½èþ ´É½þ MÉÉè®ú´É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä +ÉªÉäMÉÉ*
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Hw$N> Vmo bmoJ H$h|Jo
ye´eskeÀjeW kesÀ ceO³e Yeer mecePeoejer keÀer keÀceer nw pees henues mes yeepeej
ceW nw, ye´eskeÀj keÀer YetefcekeÀe keÌ³ee nesieer~ ³en ûeenkeÀ keÀes Yeer vener
helee~ ye´eskeÀjeW keÀes Deheveer efmLeefle yeÆe osves Jeeues, ítì osves Jeeues
G®®es opex kesÀ SpeWìeW meer vener yeveeveer ®eeefn³es~
efce. heerìj pes. JewueWìeFve, meerF&Dees,
S®eSmeyeermeer FbM³eesjWme ye´eskeÀme&, Yeejle~

”

c³etefvekeÀ jer ¬eÀemeneseEu[ie kesÀ Üej yebo nw~ ³en mece³e nw
Deuee³ebpe keÀer lejn heeræ{er heefjJele&ve keÀe~
Sce Sce Jeejyeie& FvJesmìceWì hej SkeÀ meceer#ee

DeefOekeÀ Dee³eg kesÀ efue³es megj#ee Òeoeve keÀjvee peesefKece Yeje nw
³en peesefKece mejkeÀej kesÀ heeme ®euee pee³esiee, J³eefkeÌleiele ªhe
mes ye®ele efveJesMe keÀjves neWies pees henues keÀYeer vener Lee~
keÀesheexjsì mesJeeefveJe=efle kesÀ ³etjesHe ceW efiej peeves hej SkeÀ
DeLe&Meeðeer veslee

he³e&Jes#ekeÀ ÒeCeeueer ceW jepeveweflekeÀ nmle#eshe keÀce keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
peªjer nw SkeÀ mJeleb$e J³eJemLee keÀe³ece keÀer pee³es~ Deepe efJeefve³eecekeÀ
mJeleb$ee hej Jeeo efJeJeeo Gmeer ÒekeÀej nw pewmee oes oMekeÀeW hetJe&
kesÀvêer³e yeQkeÀes keÀe Lee~
Þeer Sve. jbiee®eejer, ®ew³ejcewve, DeeF&Deej[erS

peye yeQkeÀ FbM³eesjWme kesÀ peefj³es J³eeheej yeæ{ jne nw~ nceW efJeefve³eecekeÀ
Üeje DeefOekeÀ nmle#eshe keÀer peªjle nw keÌ³eeWefkeÀ p³eeoelej Glheeo
mesyeer kesÀ DeefOekeÀej #es$e ceW Dee jns nQ~
Þeer Deej. ke=À<Ceecete|le, ceneÒeyebOekeÀ, SmeyeerDeeF& ueeFHeÀ
FbM³eesjWme keÀ. efue.

³en ogëKele efJe<e³e nw efkeÀ mew×ebeflekeÀ ªhe mes yeæ[s oeef³elJe
keÀe keÀejCe DemeeOeejCe neefve Devegheele nw, peyeefkeÀ oeJee
mecePeewlee nesves ceW uebyee mece³e ueielee nw~ FmekeÀes Yeer SkeÀ
keÀejkeÀ kesÀ ªhe ceW uesvee ®eeefn³es peyeefkeÀ Deye Fme hej
y³eepe ueielee nw leLee oeJes keÀer ueeiele Yeer osveer nesleer nw~
Deleë ³en vener keÀne pee mekeÀlee keÀer neefve keÀer Iees<eCee
kesÀJeue DemeeOeejCe oeJeeW kesÀ keÀejCe nw~
v³ee³eeOeerMe ìer. Sve. meer jbiejepeve

OZ{hV

_hm{dnXm go _wH$m~bm
DeeF&Deej[erS ceW veewkeÀjer Òeehle keÀjves kesÀ yeeo megpeve
ef¬eÀmeceme keÀer ígefÆ³eeW hej henueer yeej 21 efomebyej keÀes
Deheves Iej pee jner Leer~ Gmeves nwojeyeeo mes yeQieueesj kesÀ
efue³es ì^sve hekeÀæ[er leLee Jen ³en mees®ekeÀj meesves ®eueer ie³eer
Leer efkeÀ meYeer ueesie GmekesÀ meeLe ígÆer yeveeves FkeÀÇe nes
®egkesÀ neWies~
Deieueer peevekeÀejer Gmes nw Jen ³en efkeÀ Gmeves Oeeleg
keÀer jieæ[ keÀer DeeJeepe megveer leLee ì^sve SkeÀoce ªkeÀ
ie³eer~ SkeÀoce DebOesjs ceW leLee efkeÀmeer Yeer mLeeve kesÀ ceO³e
ceW vener~ kegÀí efceveìeW ceW ner meYeer ves Deheveer Me³³eeDeeW mes
veer®es Glejvee ÒeejbYe keÀj efo³ee Deewj kegÀí mece³e yeeo
meYeer Deheves meeceeve kesÀ meeLe veer®es Keæ[s Les~ DecegkeÀ leLee
[js ng³es Jen ³en cenmetme keÀj mekeÀles keÀer GvekeÀe meJeejer
keÀe ef[yyee heìjer mes Glej ie³ee nw Deewj Deieuee efJe®eej
Lee keÌ³ee ³eefo nce hegue hej nQ~ yeenj SkeÀoce ieghe DebOesje
Lee leLee keÀesF& Yeer efoKeeF& vener os jne Lee~ GmekesÀ yeeo
GvnesveW megveer ietBpes leLee ef®euueenìW~ megpeve Yeei³eMeeueer
jner keÌ ³ eeW e f k eÀ GmekeÀe ef [ yyee meg j ef # ele Lee Gve
DeYeei³eMeeefue³eeW kesÀ heerís efpevnW ogIe&ìvee keÀe keÀeshe Fbpeve
kesÀ Deeme heeme Pesuevee heæ[e~
JeneB keÀesF& yemleer efoKeeF& vener heæ[leer Leer hej JeneB
Fleveer jesMeveer Yeer vener Leer efkeÀ Jes Fme yeele keÀe Denmeeme
keÀj mekesÀ Jes keÀneB hej nw~ HeÀmì& S[, ÒeefMeef#ele ye®eeJe
keÀe³e&keÀlee&, cese[f keÀue heefj®eeuekeÀ meYeer Ssmes Meyo Les efpevekesÀ
meheves efue³es pee mekeÀles Les~
DeYeei³eMeeefue³eeW kesÀ efue³es Oeerjs Oeerjs ceoo Dee³eer
Deewj kegÀí kesÀ efue³es
FmekeÀer yengle osj nes
ie³eer, Fmemes henues
keÀer Jes peeve heeles Jes
keÀneB Demene³e Keæ[s
nQ Deew j kew À mes
Demheleeue ceW pee
mekeÀles nQ ~ keg À ue
21 ueesie ceejs ie³es
leLee meew mes Thej
peKceer ng³es~
Fme #eCe keÀer
efJeMes<eleë Yeer Leer Jen
Leer ceeveJelee yeesOe
Fme [j mes yeenj
efvekeÀueves keÀe leLee
ceoo keÀjves keÀe, pees
megjef#ele ef[yyeeW ceW Les

Jes Gve ef[yyeeW keÀer lejHeÀ ie³es peneB ueesie hejsMeeveer ceW Les
leLee mJeb³emesJekeÀeW keÀe Yeer SkeÀ oue lew³eej nes ie³ee leLee
kegÀí ueesie veslee kesÀ ªhe ceW De®eevekeÀ meeceves Dee³es~
ye®eeJe ceW henues ye®®eeW, mleyOe hegª<e leLee ceefnueeSB
Deewj kegÀí heefjefmLeefle³eeW ceW ce=le Mejerj~ kegÀí mesue HeÀesve
yepe G"s Deewj ef®eefkeÀlmekeÀ yeguee³es ie³es~ meYeer kegÀí Gme
peien hej efyevee efkeÀmeer ³eespevee kesÀ lJeefjle ªhe mes ieef"le
ngDee~
Fmeer ÒekeÀej keÀer J³eLee peye Yeer osKeves keÀes efceueer
peye SkeÀ Iebìs kesÀ yeeo jsuJes keÀce&®eejer leLee Dev³e mJeb³e
mesJee Ieìvee mLeue mLeue hej hengB®es~ Iee³eueeW keÀes efvekeÀì
kesÀ DemheleeueeW ceW ues peeves keÀer ueæ[eF& Deewj ³en meeHeÀ
vener Lee efkeÀ efvekeÀì ceW keÀewve mee Demheleeue nw Deewj keÀewve
mee jemlee efvekeÀìlece yeæ[er meæ[keÀ keÀer Deesj ues
pee mekeÀlee nw~
Deewj Jes met®evee ceW meyemes p³eeoe keÌ³ee vener Òeehle keÀj
hee jns Les Jes Lee HeQÀmeer GhemkeÀjeW keÀe Òe³eesie pees efyeukegÀue
keÀece ceW vener Dee jne Lee~
jele kesÀ keÀF& Ye³eevekeÀ IebìeW kesÀ yeeo megpeve Iej ®eueer
ie³eer~ GmekeÀe yeæ[e mJeeiele yeQieueesj mìsMeve hej efkeÀ³ee
ie³ee SkeÀ efove ogëKeo hejsMeeveer kesÀ yeeo Jen yengle De®íe
ef¬eÀmeceme yevee jner Leer~
Òees. DeeF& Jeer cegjueerke=À<Cee leLee GvekeÀe oue pees
keÀe³e& keÀj jne nw Jen Ssmes neomeeW kesÀ mece³e De®íe
efve³eb$eCe leLee mecem³eeDeeW keÀes DeefOekeÀ peefìue nesves mes
ye®eevee nw~
GvekesÀ efue³es ®eerpeeW keÀes keÀce oo&veekeÀ yeveevee nw pees
GmeceW Meeefceue nQ~
Òees. leLee DeO³e#e meWìj Dee@HeÀ mhee³ejue FvHeÀescexMeve
ìskeÌveesuee@peer ( meer Sme DeeF& ìer) peJeenj ueeue vesnª
ìskeÌveesuee@peer efJeéeefJeÐeeue³e (pes Sve ìer ³et) DeebOe´ ÒeosMe
ves SkeÀ hee³eueì efJeheoe ÒeyebOe met®evee ÒeCeeueer lew³eej keÀer
nw pees oef#eCe ceO³e jsueJes efveCe&³e meceLe&ve ÒeCeeueer keÀe
SkeÀ Yeeie nw~ met®evee ÒeewÐeesefiekeÀer keÀe Òe³eesie keÀjles ng³es
leLee efJeefYevve #es$eeW keÀer mewìsueeFì Fcespe keÀes mecePeles
ng³es Fme ceeceues ces jsue ueeFve kesÀ oesveeW Deewj Oejleer hej
peeB®e keÀjles ng³es oue ves Yetieesue met®evee ÒeCeeueer leLee
iueesyeue mLeerefle³e ÒeCeeueer keÀes jsuJes ªì hej ueiee³ee nw~
Fme YetYeeie ceeveef®e$e keÀe efve<keÀ<e& nceW ceoo keÀjlee nw efkeÀ
ogIe&ìvee mLeue keÀes hen®eevee pee³es~ ³en nceejs efue³es
DeeheelekeÀeueerve met®eer met®evee (pewmes efvekeÀìlece yemleer,
ef®eefkeÀlmeeue³e, hegefueme leLee Dev³e SpeWmeer megefJeOee³eW
pewmes ìsueerkeÌce³egefvekesÀMeve, ³eelee³eele megefJeOee Deeefo)~

³en jenle keÀe³e&keÀlee&DeeW kesÀ heeme mejuelee mes GheueyOe
neWies~ kegÀí ner efceveìeW ceW pewmes ner ceeveJe efvee|cele Fme
ÒekeÀej keÀer Deeheoe meeceves Dee³es Fme ÒekeÀej kesÀ DeebkeÀ[s
he=ÿYetefce ceW Òeehle keÀjles ng³es kebÀì^esue ªce pees yevee³ee
pee³esiee jsuJes Üeje Fme ÒeCeeueer kesÀ Debie kesÀ ªhe ceW
kebÀh³etìj hej ceeGme kesÀ SkeÀ keÌueerkeÀ keÀjves hej ogIe&ìvee
meeFì keÀer mLeueeke=Àefle keÀe helee ueie pee³esiee efpememes
"erkeÀ ÒekeÀej mes jenle ðeesle Òeehle nes mekesÀ~ Fmemes
ÒeYeeJeMeeueer {bie mes mLeue hej efvekeÀemeer nes mekesÀieer leLee
ì^wefHeÀkeÀ keÀes Yeer DeeJeM³ekeÀleevegmeej ceesæ[e pee mekesÀiee~
hee³eueì heefj³eespevee ceW efmekeÀvojeyeeo leLee Yeesveieerj
kesÀ ceO³e 140 efkeÀ.ceer. ceeie& keÀer ceehe keÀer ie³eer nw~
meeLe ner nwojeyeeo - ®ewvvew kesÀ ceO³e nJeeF& ceeie& keÀer íesìer
ceehe Yeer keÀer ie³eer nw~ ³en FueskeÌì^e@efvekeÀ keÀeheexjsMeve Dee@HeÀ
Fbef[³ee kesÀ meeLe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw pees Yeejleer³e efJeceeveheÊeve
ÒeeefOekeÀjCe kesÀ meeLe Jee³eg³eeve Deeheoe ÒeyebOe heefj³eespevee
hej keÀece keÀj jne nw~ Yetleue keÀer efJeefYevve efJeMes<elee³eW
pewmes peue ðeesle, Jeve keÀes ef®eefvnle efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw efpememes
ye®eeJe Òeef¬eÀ³ee keÀes yeæ[s FueekesÀ ceW heæ[s ceueyes ceW keÀe³ee&evf Jele
efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ~
Fme DeO³e³eve ceW efJeefYevve ieCevee³eW pewmes Demheleeue
ceW efyemlejeW keÀer mebK³ee pees efkeÀ SkeÀ efveef½ele heefjmeercee ceW
GheueyOe nw~ efvekeÀìlece meæ[keÀ mes otjer leLee eEuekeÀ
ìsueerkeÌce³egevf ekesÀMeve megeJf eOee³eW leLee mìesj met®evee³eW, mLeeveer³e
ÒeMeemeve pewmes ìsueerHeÀesve mebK³ee, mLeeveer³e mlej, jepemJe
leLee hegefueme DeefOekeÀejer efpevemes DeeheelekeÀeue ceW mebhejdkeÀ
mLeeefhele efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ~
meerSmeeF&ìer, Deheves hee³eueì ÒeespeskeÌì ceW kegÀí megOeej
keÀjkesÀ leLee ceev³elee Òeehle keÀj mes Ssmeer efJeefOe JeeefCeefp³ekeÀ
keÀejesyeeefj³eeW keÀes GheueyOe keÀjJee osieer pees Fme heefj³eespevee
keÀes hetjer lejn mes ueeiet keÀjvee ®eenles nQ~
nceW hetjs osMe ceW keÌ³ee ®eeefn³es? SkeÀ peeB®e hejKeer
jenle leLee meceglLeeve ³eespevee efpemes peceerve hej ueeiet
efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ leLee SkeÀ ÒeYeeJeMeeueer efve³eb$eCe keÀ#e
efpemekesÀ heeme Jen meYeer met®evee³esb nes pees DeeheelekeÀeue kesÀ
mece³e "erkeÀ ÒekeÀej mes ueeiet keÀer pee mekesÀ~
FmekesÀ efJehejerle nce DeepekeÀue keÀj keÌ³ee jns nQ,
ìsueerefJepeve hej ogIe&ìvee ceW cejles ng³es uee®eej ueesieeW keÀer
lemJeerjW osKeles nQ Deewj GmeceW jenle keÀe³e&keÀlee&DeeW keÀer
keÀefce³eeW keÀes osKeles nQ~
Yetleue leLee ÒeMeemeefvekeÀ DeebkeÀæ[es kesÀ efceueve kesÀ
yeeo leerJe´ leLee Òeke=Àefle ceoo Deeheoe kesÀ mece³e HeBÀmes
ueesieeW keÀes efceue mekesÀieer~ nce Ssmes mece³e ceW peye
heefjefmLeefle³eeB neLe mes yeenj nes pee³es Deeheoe keÀe Yeueer
ÒekeÀej ÒeyebOeve keÀj mekeWÀies~
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³en YetkebÀhe, yeeæ{ SJeB ®e¬eÀJeele kesÀ ªhe ceW neslee
nw Deewj nce peeve-ceeue keÀer #eefle SJeB efvejeMee keÀes
kegÀí ner mece³e ceW Yeguee osles nQ peyeefkeÀ Òeke=Àefle Dehevee
keÀeshe hegveë vener efoKeeleer nw~
Òeke=Àefle keÀe ÒekeÀeshe mebhetCe& efJeée hej heæ[lee nw hej
³en JeneB meyemes DeefOekeÀ Ye³eevekeÀ neslee nw peneB keÀer
Deee|LekeÀ J³eJemLee efheíæ[er ng³eer nw~
ÒekeÀeshe kesÀ he½eele ³eefo keÀesF& cegæ[keÀj heerís osKes
lees Jen ³en hee³esiee efkeÀ ³en osMe keÀer mece=ef× ³ee ÒekeÀeshe
keÀer hetJe& met®evee vener nw, pees ÒekeÀeshe keÀes keÀce keÀjleer nw
uesefkeÀve ³en mece³e hetJe& lew³eejer~ MeejerefjkeÀ Deewj
Deee|LekeÀ oesveeW ÒekeÀej keÀer hetJe& lew³eejer~ Fmemes nce ve
efmeHe&À ye®eeJe keÀe³e& keÀes ieefle Òeoeve keÀj mekeÀles nQ
yeefukeÀ vegkeÀmeeve keÀer YejheeF& Yeer keÀj mekeÀles nw~
ÒeejbYe mes ner ÒeejbYe keÀjves hej nce heeles nw efkeÀ
Yeejle ceW nceW ³en mheä Devegceeve vener nw efkeÀ osMe kesÀ
efkeÀme efnmmes ceW efkeÀme ÒekeÀej keÀer #eefle keÀes ueskeÀj nce
keÀcepeesj nw Deewj ³en Jen mLeeve nw peneB mes nceves
henuee keÀoce G"e³ee nw~
efJeée yeQkeÀ ves SkeÀ ve³ee Glheeo yeepeej ceW Gleeje
nw - Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ #eefle yeercee - pees YetkebÀhe SJeB letHeÀeve
kesÀ keÀejCe ng³eer #eefle keÀer YejheeF& keÀjlee nw~ Þeerceeve
jes[veer uesmìj pees efJeée yeQkeÀ yeercee keÀe³e&¬eÀce kesÀ cegK³e
nQ leLee efpevekeÀe oue Fme hej SkeÀ lekeÀveerkeÀer he$e
lew³eej keÀj jne nw leLee pees Deye lew³eej nw~ Yeejle
mejkeÀej mes Devegceesove Òeehle keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
DeeF&Deej[erS peve&ue mes yeele keÀer leLee keÀne efkeÀ ³en
hee@efuemeer Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ #eefle mes ng³es vegkeÀmeeve keÀes O³eeve
ceW jKekeÀj lew³eej keÀer ie³eer nw~
hee@efuemeer #eefle keÀer ªhe-jsKee lew³eej keÀjsieer, FmekesÀ
yeejs ceW ³eespevee lew³eej keÀjsieer leLee vegkeÀmeeve keÀe
cetu³eebkeÀve keÀjsieer leLee ³en Yeer le³e keÀjsieer keÀer efkeÀme
ÒekeÀej meceepe kesÀ keÀcepeesj mecegoe³e keÀes mene³elee
Òeoeve keÀer pee³es~
FmekeÀer Òeef¬eÀ³ee peesefKece keÀer ªhe-jsKee lew³eej
keÀjves mes ÒeejbYe nesieer~ jep³e mejkeÀejW pees men³eesie
32
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Òeehle keÀjvee ®eenleer nw GvnW meyemes henues Deheves peesefKece
keÀer ªhe-jsKee lew³eej keÀjveer nesieer leLee JeemleefJekeÀ
#eefle keÀe Devegceeve ueiee³ee pee mekesÀ~ jep³e mejkeÀej
Üeje vegkeÀmeeve keÀes menves keÀer #ecelee keÀe Devegceeve ueieves
mes vegkeÀmeeve kesÀ efue³es efJeÊeer³e lew³eejer kesÀ mlej keÀe helee
ueieeves ceW ceoo efceuesieer~

DeeF&Deej[erS ves megPeeJe efo³ee nw efkeÀ Òeerefce³ece
keÀer mebheefÊe keÀj kesÀ ªhe ceW Jemetueer DeefOekeÀ
megefJeOeepevekeÀ nw keÌ³eeWefkeÀ ³en efJeefYevve Deblejeue hej
FkeÀÇe efkeÀ³ee peelee nw leLee meeLe ner ³en Yeer megPeeJe
efo³ee efkeÀ Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ #eefle ceW Deeie mes ng³es vegkeÀmeeve
keÀes Yeer Meeefceue efkeÀ³ee pee³es~

GoenjCe kesÀ efue³es kesÀvê Je jep³e mejkeÀej IejeW keÀer
hegveë cejccele kesÀ efue³es hetCe&le³eeë efpeccesoej nw~ ³eefo
meYeer efpevekesÀ heeme cekeÀeve nw Jes yeercee keÀe Ke®e& G"e
mekeÀles nQ lees mejkeÀej keÀe ³en Yeej keÀce nes mekeÀlee nw
leLee mejkeÀej keÀe hewmee otmejs cenlJehetCe& keÀe³eeX ceW ueiee³ee
pee mekeÀlee nw pewmes meæ[keÀ SJeB hegueeW keÀe efvecee&Ce~

DeeF&Deej[erS kesÀ DeO³e#e Þeer Sve. jbiee®eejer kesÀ
Devegmeej - nce kesÀvê SJeB jep³e mejekeÀj keÀes ³en
megPeeJe osves keÀe efJe®eej keÀj jnW nw efkeÀ Jees efpevekesÀ
heeme mebheefÊe nw GvekesÀ efue³es Deefive yeercee Meeefceue
efkeÀ³ee pee³es~

efJeée yeQkeÀ keÀe MeesOe he$e henues oef#eCeer keÀesefj³ee
keÀes O³eeve ceW jKekeÀj lew³eej efkeÀ³ee peevee Lee hejbleg
Deye ³en hetCe&le³eeë Yeejleer³e nw~ meyemes yeæ[er yeele ³en
nw efkeÀ ³eneB efkeÀ yengle meejer peesefKece mecem³eeSB yeercee
kesÀ ceeO³ece mes meguePeeF& pee mekeÀleer nw~ Þeerceeve uesmìj
ves keÀne efkeÀ Yeejleer³e yeepeej ceW Fve peesefKeceeW keÀes
efueKeves keÀer #ecelee nw Je hegveë yeercee keÀer lejHeÀ Yeer
pee³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~
Dev³e osMeeW ceW Yeer Fme ÒekeÀej keÀe Òe³eesie efkeÀ³ee
ie³ee~ pewmes YetkebÀhe kesÀ Òeefle mebJesoveMeerue osMe legkeÀea ceW
peneB keÀer DeebleefjkeÀ #ecelee peesefKece keÀes G"eves kesÀ
uee³ekeÀ vener nw JeneB legkeÀea Deeheeleer yeercee keÀe³e&¬eÀce
keÀe ÒeejbYe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee efpemekesÀ Debleie&le kebÀheveer ves
Glheeo kesÀ ªhe ceW yeercee keÀe efJelejCe efkeÀ³ee hejbleg
peesefKece keÀes efueefKele ªhe ceW vener efue³ee ie³ee leLee
oeef³elJe keÀe kesÀvêer³e ªhe mes efveefOekeÀjCe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~
Þeerceeve uesmìj ves keÀne - Yeejle ceW FmekeÀe GÎsM³e
efveefOekeÀjCe kesÀ ceeie& keÀes {tB{vee nw~ efveefOekeÀjCe kesÀ ³es
kegÀí megPeeJe Fme ÒekeÀej nes mekeÀles nQ pewmes efkeÀ Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ
#eefle yeercee kesÀ efue³es Òeerefce³ece keÀe mebheefÊe keÀj kesÀ ªhe
ceW mebûen ³ee mebheefÊe kesÀ nmleeblejCe keÀer DeJeefOe ceW
DeefleefjkeÌle keÀj ³ee efHeÀj mebheefÊe kesÀ efiejJeer
nesves hej keÀj~

Þeerceeve uesmìj ves menceefle peleeles ng³es keÀne keÀe³e&¬eÀce keÀer meHeÀuelee kesÀ efue³es Fmes DeeJeM³ekeÀ
yevee³ee peevee DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw~ leLee Òeerefce³ece keÀes FkeÀÇe
keÀjvee nceejer ®egveewleer nw~ ³en efpeccesoejer mecetn yeercee
kesÀ Debleie&le jep³e mejkeÀej keÀes meeQheer pee mekeÀleer nw~
Gve #es$eeW kesÀ efue³es pees FmekeÀe Ke®e& Jenve vener keÀj
mekeÀles nQ~ SkeÀ jep³e mejkeÀej kesÀ efue³es Òeerefce³ece
ÒeefleJe<e& ueieYeie 60 keÀjesæ[ jnves keÀer Gcceero nw~
meeLe ner efJeée yeQkeÀ SkeÀ mebIe kesÀ efue³es DeekeÀefmcekeÀ
megefJeOee kesÀ ªhe ceW SkeÀ hegveë yeercee Òeerefce³ece ueeiet
keÀjves keÀe efJe®eej keÀj jne nw leeefkeÀ mebkeÀìhetCe& henues
Je<e& ceW mebYeeuee pee mekesÀ~ ³eeefve efkeÀ ³eefo mebIe kesÀ
heeme hegveë yeercee Òeerefce³ece kesÀ Yegieleeve kesÀ efue³es Oeve
keÀer keÀceer nes pee³es lees efJeée yeQkeÀ FmeceW efveJesMe keÀjsiee~
Fmeer Òeef¬eÀ³ee kesÀ SkeÀ Yeeie kesÀ ªhe ceW Yeejle kesÀ
®eej jep³eeW DeebOe´ ÒeosMe, iegpejele, cenejeä^ SJeB Gæ[ermee
ceW DeejSceSmeDeeF& pees SkeÀ JeweféekeÀ met®evee ÒeewÐeesefiekeÀ
kebÀheveer nw ves DeO³e³eve efkeÀ³ee~ FmekesÀ Debleie&le yeeæ{,
YetkebÀhe SJeB ®e¬eÀJeele kesÀ keÀejCe nesves Jeeues vegkeÀmeeve
keÀe efveOee&jCe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ FmekeÀe leelhe³e& vegkeÀmeeve
kesÀ he½eele efveJesMe Òeef¬eÀ³ee keÀe efveOee&jCe keÀjvee Lee~
³eefo ³en heefj³eespevee uebyes mece³e lekeÀ peejer jnleer nw
SJeB peve meeOeejCe Fmes Deheveelee nw lees YeefJe<³e ceW
Òeke=Àefle mes nesves Jeeues vegkeÀmeeve keÀes keÀce efkeÀ³ee pee
mekeÀlee nw~

Am_ AmX_r

gmoM{Z` VÏ`
Deej. osMeerkeÀve

neb u eeef k eÀ ces j s
peerJeve kesÀ ÒeejbYe mes ner
cesjs heeme kegÀí yeercee
hee@efueefme³ee nw hejbleg
efheíues 10 Je<eeX mes ceW
yeercee #es$e kesÀ efpeleves
keÀjerye ntB Glevee henues
keÀceer vener jne~ SkeÀ
ûeenkeÀ kesÀ veeles cewveW
efheíues 10 Je<eeX ceW pees peevekeÀeefj³eeB Òeehle keÀer nw Jen
ve efmeHe&À cesjs efue³es hejbleg Òel³eskeÀ yeercee ûeenkeÀ kesÀ efue³es
Ghe³eesieer nw~

efceuee leye cegPes meeJe&peefvekeÀ #es$e keÀer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW
kesÀ %eeve Je ªPeeve keÀes peeveves keÀe ceewkeÀe efceuee Deewj
ceQ keÀnvee ®eentbiee efkeÀ Jes efvecve mlej kesÀ Les~ mebhetCe&
GÐeesie oeJeeW kesÀ Gef®ele meebefK³ekeÀ DeeOeej kesÀ yeiewj
ceesìj Yeeæ[s kesÀ hegvee&JeueeskeÀve kesÀ he#e ceW Les~
Fme ÒekeÀej peye cewves ûeenkeÀeW efkeÀ mecem³eeDeeW kesÀ
efJe<e³e ceW DeO³e³eve efkeÀ³ee lees ³en hee³ee efkeÀ Fme #es$e
ceW ûeenkeÀeW kesÀ Òeefle F&ceeveoejer, heejoe|Melee, mheälee
SJeB oesmleevee J³eJenej keÀer keÀceer nw~

³en J³eJenej Mee³eo yeercee #es$e kesÀ jeä^er³ekeÀjCe
kesÀ HeÀuemJeªhe hewoe ngDee nes hej ceQ ³en vener keÀntbiee
keÀer jeä^er³ekeÀjCe ner SkeÀcee$e keÀejCe nw~ cegK³e
Fme #es$e ceW cesjer henueer efMekeÀe³ele Yeejleer³e peerJeve keÀe³e&keÀejer DeefOekeÀeefj³eeW SJeB ÒebyeOeve keÀer ueehejJeener,
yeercee efveiece keÀer neGeEmeie HeÀeFveWme mkeÀerce mes nw~ meb#eshe GvekesÀ DeefOekeÀejeW keÀer keÀceer, GvekeÀer heoesvveefle hej
ceW efMekeÀe³ele efveiece Üeje neGeEmeie $e+Ce hej Yeejer y³eepe jepeveereflekeÀ ÒeYeeJe, ³eefo efkeÀmeer oeJes keÀe efveheìeje
oj ueiee³es peeves keÀes ueskeÀj nw~
peuo efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw lees uesKee hejer#ee keÀer DeeheefÊe
ceeve uees efkeÀ Deehe neGeEmeie HeÀeFveWme ³eespevee ceW
1 ueeKe ªhe³es keÀe $e+Ce uesles nQ leLee ³en le³e neslee nw
efkeÀ Deehe 3,000 ªhe³es Òel³eskeÀ keÀer 32 De×&Jeee|<ekeÀ Fme ÒekeÀej peye cewves ûeenkeÀeW efkeÀ mecem³eeDeeW
efkeÀMles ®egkeÀeles nQ~ ceevee Deeheves 10 efkeÀMleeW keÀe
kesÀ efJe<e³e ceW DeO³e³eve efkeÀ³ee lees
Yegieleeve keÀj efo³ee leLee 22 efkeÀMleW ®egkeÀe³eer peeveer
Mes<e nQ~ Deehe 11JeeR efkeÀMle kegÀí nHeÌles keÀer osjer mes ³en hee³ee efkeÀ Fme #es$e ceW ûeenkeÀeW kesÀ Òeefle
F&ceeveoejer, heejoe|Melee, mheälee SJeB
®egkeÀeles nQ lees Jes Deehemes kegÀí vener keÀnles nQ hejbleg ³eefo
Deehe 12JeeR efkeÀMle 4 nHeÌles keÀer osjer mes ®egkeÀeles nQ lees
oesmleevee J³eJenej keÀer keÀceer nw~
Deehe hej y³eepe ueieeles nQ~ ³en y³eepe 12JeeR efkeÀMle
keÀer jeefMe hej vener neslee nw yeefukeÀ Mes<e 21 efkeÀMleeW
keÀer kegÀue jeefMe hej ueiee³ee peelee nw~
leLee kegÀí ceeceueeW ceW kesÀvêer³e keÀe³ee&ue³eeW keÀe nmle#eshe
peye ³en leL³e cesjer vepej ceW Dee³ee lees cew Fmes
leLee GÊejoeef³elJe keÀer keÀceer ÒecegKe keÀejCe nw pees
GheYeeskeÌlee ceb®e ceW ueskeÀj ie³ee~ efveiece ves ³en ye³eeve
efo³ee efkeÀ cewveW $e+Ce keÀer meejer MeleeX keÀes heæ{keÀj Gme yeerceeOeejkeÀeW keÀer mecem³eeDeeW keÀer DeveosKeer keÀjles nQ~
hej nmlee#ej efkeÀ³es nQ leLee ³en y³eepe Gmeer Mele& kesÀ ³eneB lekeÀ efkeÀ efvepeer kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ Deeieceve kesÀ he½eele
Debleie&le ueiee³ee ie³ee nw~ nceves ³en efme× efkeÀ³ee efkeÀ Fme ÒeeflemheOee& kesÀ ³egie ceW Yeer meeJe&peefvekeÀ #es$e keÀer
efveiece Üeje 3000 ÒeefleMele mes p³eeoe oj hej y³eepe keb À heef v e³eeW kes À J³eJenej ceW keÀes F &
heefjJele&ve vener ngDee nw~
ueiee³ee ie³ee Lee~ Kewj GheYeeskeÌlee ceb®e keÀe pees Yeer
ceQ Deewj ueeKeeW yeercee ûeenkeÀ yeercee GÐeesie mes
efveCe&³e jne nes ceQ ³en keÀnvee ®eentbiee efkeÀ efveiece keÀes
Deheves efve³eceeW ceW heefjJele&ve keÀjvee ®eeefn³es~ ceQ Fme keÌ³ee Dehes#ee jKeles nQ?
ceeceues ceW ³en yeleevee ®eenlee ntb efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ kesÀ efnleeW ■ yesnlej ûeenkeÀ mesJee
keÀer DeveosKeer keÀj efkeÀme ÒekeÀej efve³ece lew³eej efkeÀ³es ■ hee@efuemeer keÀer mheälee
peeles nQ~
■ SkeÀ yeerceekeÀlee& Üeje oeJes keÀe efveheìeje keÀjves ceW
ueieves Jeeuee mece³e
peye cegPes ceesìj Yeeæ[s keÀe hegvee&JeueeskeÀve keÀjves Jeeueer
meefceefle - Debmeejer meefceefle keÀer mesJee keÀjves keÀe ceewkeÀe ■ SkeÀ oeJes kesÀ efveheìejs kesÀ efue³es efkeÀve keÀeiepeeleeW

■

keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee heæ[leer nw Deewj keÌ³ee ³es met®evee
kebÀheveer mes ceeBieer pee mekeÀleer nw?
keÌ³ee ³en met®evee yeerceOeejkeÀeW keÀes henueer yeej ceW ner
Òeehle nesieer ³ee Gmes kebÀheveer kesÀ cenerveeW ®ekeÌkeÀj ueieeves
heæ[sieW?

meeLe ner
1. keÌ³ee DeeF&Deej[erS Üeje oeJeeW kesÀ efveheìejs ³ee
DemJeerke=Àefle kesÀ efue³es le³e keÀer ie³eer mece³e meercee
pees 30 efoveeW keÀer nw meYeer yeerceeOeejkeÀeW keÀes hee@efuemeer
kesÀ efveie&ce kesÀ mece³e peevekeÀejer oer peeleer nw~
2. hee@efuemeer kesÀ hegveë veJeerveerkeÀjCe kesÀ mece³e keÌ³ee ûeenkeÀeW
keÀes 15 efove henues metef®ele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw Je keÌ³ee
Gvemes J³eefkeÌleiele mebheke&À mLeeefhele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw
leeefkeÀ ûeenkeÀeW keÀer mecem³eeDeeW keÀes megvee pee mekesÀ?
3. keÌ³ee efkeÀmeer ces[erkeÌuesce hee@efuemeer ceW ûeenkeÀeW keÀes
DeheJeeoeW kes À ef J e<e³e ceW het C e& peevekeÀejer
oer peeleer nw?
4. ³eefo SkeÀ yeæ[e J³eeheej megefveef½ele nes pee³es lees yeercee
kebÀheveer yeerceeOeejkeÀeW mes yejeyej mebheke&À yeveekeÀj vener
jKeleer nw~ ceQ megPeeJe osvee ®eenlee ntB efkeÀ meYeer ³eespevee
SkeÀ ceO³emLe ³ee efJekeÀeme DeefOekeÀejer kesÀ meghego& keÀer
pee³es ®eens keÀceerMeve keÀe Yegieleeve nes ³ee ve nes~
ceesìj Jeenve ogIe&ìvee kesÀ ceeceues ceW ³en peªjer nw
efkeÀ hegefueme DeefOekeÀejer, ceeref[³ee Je ef®eefkeÀlmeeue³e mes
mebheke&À mLeeefhele efkeÀ³ee pee³es leeefkeÀ vepeoerkeÀer efjMlesoej
keÀes peuo ner yeercee keÀer jkeÀce keÀe Yegieleeve efkeÀ³ee pee
mekesÀ~ oeJeeW kesÀ peuo efveheìejs mes oeJes keÀer jkeÀce Ieìsieer
efpememes kebÀheveer keÀes ueeYe hengB®esiee~ Fme ueeYe keÀes O³eeve
ceW jKekeÀj Òeerefce³ece keÀer jkeÀce keÀce keÀer pee mekeÀleer nw
leLee keÀce Òeerefce³ece oj hej J³eeheej yeæ{siee~
Òee³eë meYeer meeJe&peefvekeÀ #es$e keÀer kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe
J³eJenej ³en neslee nw efkeÀ v³ee³eeue³e ner nj ceeceues keÀe
efveheìeje keÀjlee nw~ peerJeve keÀer nj heefjefmLeefle ceW oes
ÒekeÀej keÀer mebYeeJevee³es nesleer nQ■ Gve keÀejCeeW keÀes {tB{vee efpemekesÀ keÀejCe heefjefmLeefle
keÀe meecevee vener efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~
■ heefjefmLeefle keÀe nue {tB{vee~
uebyes mece³e mes meeJe&peefvekeÀ kebÀheefve³eeB henueer mebYeeJevee
hej ner peesj osleer nw~ ³eefo meeJe&peefvekeÀ #es$e keÀer kebÀheefve³eeW
keÀes ûeenkeÀeW kesÀ efnle kesÀ yeejs ceW mees®evee nw lees GvnW otmejer
mebYeeJevee keÀer lejHeÀ Deheves keÀoce yeæ{eves neWies~
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g§ajU H$s Zr{V
VÉxÉiÉÉ Eäò ºÉnùºªÉÉå iÉlÉÉ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ EÆò{ÉÊxÉªÉÉå Eäò OÉÉ½þEòÉå
Eäò uùÉ®úÉ +É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB EòÉä ÊxÉ®úxiÉ®ú {ÉjÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ ½þÉä ®ú½äþ ½éþ*
ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå |ÉÉªÉ BäºÉä |É¶xÉ {ÉÚUäô VÉÉiÉä ½éþ ÊEò ÊxÉVÉÒ IÉäjÉ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ
Eò¨{ÉÊxÉªÉÉå EòÒ ºÉÉJÉ CªÉÉ ½èþ? CªÉÉ ´Éä ±ÉÆ¤Éä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ iÉEò
¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éä EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ ®ú½äþMÉÒ iÉlÉÉ +{ÉxÉÒ näùªÉkÉÉ+Éå EòÉä {ÉÚ®úÉ
Eò®ú ºÉEäòMÉÒ!
|ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ BäºÉä Eònù¨É =`öÉ ®ú½þÒ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ºÉÉvÉÉ®úhÉ
VÉxÉiÉÉ EòÉä ªÉ½þ ¤ÉiÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉ ºÉEäò ÊEò EòÉä<Ç ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ
¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éä +É<Ç +É®ú b÷Ò B Eäò {ÉÆVÉÒEò®úhÉ Eäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ
xÉ½þÒ Eò®ú ºÉEòiÉÒ* {ÉÆVÉÒEò®úhÉ EòÒ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ ¤Éb÷Ò ±ÉÆ¤ÉÒ iÉlÉÉ

ºÉJiÉ ½èþ, <ºÉ¨Éå +É´ÉänùxÉEòiÉÉÇ EòÒ ºÉÉJÉ EòÉä <ºÉ iÉlªÉ EòÉä
ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä ®úJÉ Eò®ú {É®úJÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò CªÉÉ =xÉ¨Éå

¤ÉÉVÉÉ®ú Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä ={ÉªÉÖHò ½èþ iÉlÉÉ ¤ÉÉVÉÉ®ú EòÒ ºÉ¦ÉÒ
+É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ+Éå EòÒ {ÉÚÌiÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ*

ªÉ½þ IÉ¨ÉiÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò ´Éä ´ªÉÉ{ÉÉ®ú EòÉä ±ÉÆ¤Éä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ iÉEò
¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éå SÉ±ÉÉ ºÉEåò, =xÉEòÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ ¤ÉÉVÉÉ®ú Eäò |ÉÊiÉ
ºÉ¨É{ÉÇhÉ iÉlÉÉ =xÉEòÒ Ê´ÉÊkÉªÉ IÉ¨ÉiÉÉ, EòÉä {É®úJÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ
½èþ* <ºÉEäò +ÊiÉÊ®úHò VÉ¤É ÊEòºÉÒ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ uùÉ®úÉ ÊEòºÉÒ
=i{ÉÉnù EòÉä ¤ÉÉVÉÉ®ú ¨Éå ±ÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ iÉÉä =i{ÉÉnù EòÉ
|ÉºiÉÉ´É ºÉ¦ÉÒ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆÊvÉiÉ nùºiÉÉ´ÉäVÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉlÉ |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ ¨Éå
30 ÊnùxÉ Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä VÉ¨ÉÉ Eò®ú´ÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ* |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ
|ÉºiÉÉ´É Eäò +ÉvÉÉ®ú {É®ú ÊxÉhÉÇªÉ ±ÉäiÉÒ ½èþ ÊEò =i{ÉÉnù ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ

<ºÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ ¨Éå BEò ºÉÆxÉnùÒ ±ÉäJÉÉ ¸ÉÒ Eò¨É±É EÖò¨ÉÉ®ú
MÉÖ{iÉÉ uùÉ®úÉ Ênù±±ÉÒ ºÉä |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ ºÉä BEò |É¶xÉ {ÉÚUôÉ MÉªÉÉ
½èþ iÉlÉÉ =ºÉEäò Ê±ÉªÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ =kÉ®ú +É¨É VÉxÉiÉÉ Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä
|ÉEòÉÊ¶ÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ*

EZ. a§JmMmar
AÜ`j

¸ÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉ,
¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÖ´ÉÎCEò±É ¸ÉÒ ºÉÆVÉÒ´É +OÉ´ÉÉ±É B¨É b÷Ò, ¨ÉÖxÉ ¥Éè´É®úÒVÉ Ê±É. Eäò |ÉÊiÉÊxÉÊvÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¨Éé +É{ÉºÉä EÖòUô |É¶xÉ {ÉÚUôxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½ÚÆþ VÉÉä +É{ÉEòÒ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ (¨Éè]õ ±ÉÉ<¡ò <ÆÊb÷ªÉÉ
<Æ¶ªÉÉä®åúºÉ Eò. Ê±É.) EòÒ ºÉÉJÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå ½èþ* EÞò{ÉªÉÉ <ºÉ |É¶xÉ EòÉ =kÉ®ú nåù ÊVÉºÉºÉä +É{ÉEòÒ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ ¨Éå ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ ¦É®úÉäºÉÉ ¤Éfø ºÉEäò?
1. +É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB uùÉ®úÉ EòÉèxÉ ºÉä Eònù¨É =`öÉªÉä MÉªÉä ½éþ ÊVÉxÉºÉä ÊxÉ´Éä¶ÉEò EòÉ Ê½þiÉ ºÉÆ®úÊIÉiÉ ½þÉä ºÉEäò*
2. ªÉÊnù EÆò{ÉxÉÒ EÖòUô ´É¹ÉÇ ¤ÉÉnù +{ÉxÉÉ ºÉÆSÉÉ±ÉxÉ ºÉ¨Éä]õ ±Éä, BäºÉÒ +´ÉºlÉÉ ¨Éå ¨Éä®úÒ {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä EòÉèxÉ ÊVÉ¨¨Éä´ÉÉ®ú ½þÉäMÉÉ?
3. CªÉÉ B±É +É<Ç ºÉÒ Eäò {ÉÉºÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú EòÒ ®úÉVÉEòÒªÉ MÉÉ®Æú]õÒ ½èþ?
4. ªÉÊnù ¨Éä®úÉ BVÉå]õ ¨ÉÖZÉä Êb÷ºEòÉ=Æ]õ +É¡ò®ú Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ iÉÉä CªÉÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä º´ÉÒEòÉ®ú Eò®ú SÉÉÊ½þªÉä ªÉÉ ªÉ½þ MÉè®ú EòÉxÉÚxÉÒ ½èþ?
+É{ÉEäò VÉ±nù =kÉ®ú EòÒ |ÉÊiÉIÉÉ ¨Éå
Eò¨É±É EÖò¨ÉÉ®ú MÉÖ{iÉÉ
ºÉxÉnùÒ ±ÉäJÉÉ
Ê|ÉªÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ VÉÒ,
ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ- ¨Éè]õ ±ÉÉ<¡ò <ÆÊb÷ªÉÉ <Æ¶ªÉÉä®åúºÉ Eò. |ÉÉ. Ê±É. EòÒ
|ÉÉ¨ÉÉÊhÉEòiÉÉ*
+É{ÉEòÉ ÊnùxÉÉÆEò 7 +|Éè±É 2003 EòÉä ¨ÉèºÉVÉÇ ¨Éè]õ
±ÉÉ<¡ò <ÆÊb÷ªÉÉ Eäò Ê¤ÉGòÒ |É¤ÉÆvÉEò Ê¤Éº´ÉVÉÒiÉ nùÉºÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ
EòÉä Ê±ÉJÉÉ MÉªÉÉ {ÉjÉ ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå +É{ÉxÉä EÆò{ÉxÉÒ EòÒ
|ÉÉ¨ÉÉÊhÉEòiÉÉ {É®ú |É¶xÉ ÊEòªÉä ½éþ, ½þ¨Éå ¨ÉèºÉVÉÇ ¨Éè]õ ±ÉÉ<¡ò
<ÆÊb÷ªÉÉ ºÉä |ÉÉ{iÉ ½Öþ+É* BEò ºÉxÉnùÒ ±ÉäJÉÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¨Éé
ºÉ¨ÉZÉiÉÉ ½ÚÆþ ÊEò +É{É Ê´ÉkÉÒªÉ IÉäjÉ ¨Éå ½þÉä ®ú½äþ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉÉå Eäò
¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå {ÉÚ®úÒ iÉ®ú½þ VÉÉMÉ¯ûEò ½þÉåMÉä* Ê´É¶Éä¹É °ü{É ºÉä ´É½þ
±ÉÉ¦É VÉÉä +É¨É VÉxÉiÉÉ EòÉä ={É±É¤vÉ ½èþ* ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ ºÉä
xÉªÉÒ ´É {ÉÖ®úÉxÉÒ nùÉäxÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ, +É{ÉEäò {ÉjÉ ºÉä ªÉ½þ {ÉiÉÉ
SÉ±ÉiÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò +É{É ¨ÉÚ±É¦ÉÚiÉ °ü{É ºÉä ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ
½þÉä±b÷®ú Eäò ºÉÆ®úIÉhÉ Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä SÉÉ½þiÉä ½éþ* ¨Éé +É{ÉEòÉä =xÉ
Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉÉå EòÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ näùxÉÉ SÉÉ½ÚÆþMÉÉ VÉÉä {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ ½þÉä±b÷®úÉå
Eäò +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÉå Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå <ºÉÒ |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ xÉä ¤ÉxÉÉªÉä ½éþ*
<xÉ Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉÉå EòÒ BEò |ÉÊiÉÊ±ÉÊ{É +É{ÉEäò ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ Eäò
Ê±ÉªÉä +xÉÖ±ÉMxÉ EòÒ VÉÉ ®ú½þÒ ½èþ*
¨ÉÖZÉä Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ ½èþ <xÉ +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÉå Eäò |ÉÊiÉ xÉ Eäò´É±É +É{É
+{ÉxÉä ¨ÉÖ´ÉÎCEò±É ¸ÉÒ ºÉÆVÉÒ´É +OÉ´ÉÉ±É |É¤ÉÆvÉ ÊxÉnäù¶ÉEò
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¨ÉÖxÉ ¥Éä´É®úÒVÉ Ê±É. EòÉä ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ nåùMÉä ´É®úxÉÂ +É{É +xªÉ ºÉ¦ÉÒ
¨ÉÖ´ÉÎCEò±ÉÉå EòÉä ¦ÉÒ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ nåùMÉä ÊVÉºÉºÉä +É{ÉEäò ºÉ¦ÉÒ
¨ÉÖ´ÉÎCEò±ÉÉå EòÉä ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ ºÉÆ®úIÉhÉ EòÉ YÉÉxÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ ½þÉä ºÉEäò*
+É{ÉEäò |É¶xÉ Eäò ¨ÉÖJªÉ Ë¤ÉnÖù <ºÉ |ÉEòÉ®ú ½éþ*
1. +É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB uùÉ®úÉ CªÉÉ Eònù¨É =`öÉªÉä MÉªÉä ½éþ ÊVÉºÉºÉä
ÊxÉ´Éä¶ÉEòÉå Eäò Ê½þiÉÉå EòÒ ®úIÉÉ ½þÉä ºÉEäò?
+É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB ({ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ ½þÉä±b÷®ú Eäò Ê½þiÉÉå Eäò
ºÉÆ®úIÉhÉ) Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉ¨ÉxÉ 2002 ¤Ébä÷ IÉäjÉ ¨Éå ÊxÉ´Éä¶ÉEò
Eäò Ê½þiÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ* ÊVÉºÉEòÉ |ÉÉ®Æú¦É
|ÉºiÉÉ´É {ÉjÉ EòÒ |ÉÊiÉÊ±ÉÊ{É ±ÉäxÉä Eäò +ÊvÉEòÉ®ú ºÉä
¶ÉÖ°ü ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ* ÊVÉxÉ {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ Eäò ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ +ÆÊiÉ¨É
{ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ EòÒ |ÉÊiÉÊ±ÉÊ{É OÉÉ½þEò £òÒ ±ÉÖEò +´ÉÊvÉ
Eäò nùÉè®úÉxÉ OÉÉ½þEò EòÉä nùÒ VÉÉxÉÒ SÉÉÊ½þªÉä* ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ
¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ Eäò EòiÉÇ´ªÉ ºÉä´ÉÉ iÉlÉÉ {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ
Ê´ÉºiÉÒhÉÇ, iÉlÉÉ {ÉÉìÊ±ÉºÉÒ {É®ú ½ÖþªÉä nùÉ´Éä Eäò ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
nùÉ´ÉÉ ÊxÉ{É]õÉxÉ ¨Éå näù®úÒ Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ¤ªÉÉVÉ EòÒ |ÉÊiÉ¶ÉiÉ
¶ÉÉÊ¨É±É ½èþ* Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò xÉä BEò BäºÉÒ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ ¦ÉÒ
ÊxÉvÉÉÇÊ®úiÉ EòÒ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉEäò +ÆiÉMÉÇiÉ Ê¶ÉEòÉªÉiÉÉå EòÉ
ÊxÉ{É]õÉxÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ* <ºÉ¨Éå ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ ±ÉÉäEò{ÉÉ±É ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ
Eäò Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹]õ ºlÉÉxÉÉå {É®ú ¶ÉÉÊ¨É±É ½èþ* <ºÉEäò +ÊiÉÊ®úHò

+É<Ç+É®úb÷ÒB +ÊvÉÊxÉªÉ¨É |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ EòÉä ªÉ½þ
¶ÉÊHòªÉÉÆ näùiÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò ªÉÊnù ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉvÉÉ®úEò ºÉÒvÉä
|ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ ºÉä ºÉÆ{ÉEÇò ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®äú iÉÉä |ÉÉÊvÉEò®úhÉ
¨ÉvªÉºlÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ vÉÉ®úEò Eäò +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÉå
EòÒ ®úIÉÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ*
2. ³eefo keÀesF& kebÀheveer Dehevee heefj®eeueve kegÀí Je<e&
kesÀ yeeo meceehle keÀj os lees cesjer hee@efuemeer kesÀ
efue³es keÀewve GÊejoe³eer nesiee?
yeercee keÀe oMe&ve mJeb³e ceW ner uebyes mece³e keÀer
Je®eveye×lee yeerceekeÀlee& keÀer yeerceeOeejkeÀ kesÀ
Òeef l e nw ~ Yeejle ceW keÀes F & Yeer yeer c eekeÀlee&
DeeF&Deej[erS mes ueeFmeWme Òeehle keÀjves kesÀ yeeo
ner Dehevee keÀe³e& ÒeejbYe keÀj mekeÀlee nw~ Fme
ueeFmeWme keÀes efo³es peeves mes henues ÒeeefOekeÀjCe
DeeJesovekeÀlee& keÀer efJeÊeer³e #ecelee, meeKe leLee
Yeejleer³e yeepeej kesÀ Òeefle Je®eveye×lee keÀer peeB®e
keÀjlee nw Deewj "erkeÀ hee³es peeves hej ner ueeFmeWme
efo³ee peelee nw~
SkeÀ veerefle kesÀ ªhe ceW ÒeeefOekeÀjCe DeeJesovekeÀlee&
kesÀ Deeves Jeeues ome Je<e& kesÀ J³eeheej Òes#eheCe keÀes
osKelee nw efpememes ³en megefveef½ele efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ efkeÀ
keÀesF& cebmegyee Glheeo kesÀ ojeW/y³eepe keÀes veer®es ueekeÀj

·

AmnHo$ gdmb

Deheves ÒeefleÜbefo³eeW mes Deeies efvekeÀueves keÀer lees vener
nw~ pees yeeo ceW yeerceekeÀlee& keÀer meeKe #ecelee leLee
cepeyetleer keÀes Yeer ÒeYeeefJele keÀjs~
meeKe #ecelee keÀes Jele&ceeve DeeOeej hej yevee³es jKee
peelee nw~ kegÀí ner ceeceueeW ceW peneB peerJeve yeercee
J³eeheej mecem³eeDeeW ceW heæ[ mekeÀlee nw efJeefve³eecekeÀ
keÀes ³en MeekeÀer nw efkeÀ Jen otmejs yeerceekeÀlee& keÀes
ceev³elee Òeoeve keÀjs pees GmekeÀer ®eeuet os³eÊee³eW leLee
hee@ e f u emeer keÀef " ve mece³e ceW nmleeb  leef j le
keÀj ueW~
3. keÌ³ee SueDeeF&meer kesÀ heeme Yeejle mejkeÀej keÀer

jepekeÀer³e ieejbìer nw?
peerJeve yeercee efveiece DeefOeefve³ece ceW ÒeeJeOeeve nw
efkeÀ Yeejle mejkeÀej mes ieejbìer Òeehle nes Gve ceeceueeW
ceW efpeveceW SueDeeF&meer Üeje hee@efuemeer peejer keÀer
peeleer nw~ ³en ieejbìer mJeeceer (mejkeÀej Üeje) oer
ie³eer nw~
4. ³eefo cesje SpeWì cegPes ítì osves keÀer hesMekeÀMe keÀjs
lees keÌ³ee cegPes Gmes mJeerkeÀej keÀjvee ®eeefn³es ³ee
Ssmee keÀjvee iewj keÀevetveer nw?
SpeWì SkeÀ efJeOeeve kesÀ Debleie&le ÒeefleyebefOele nw efkeÀ
Jes efkeÀmeer ÒekeÀej keÀer ítì Deheves keÀceerMeve ceW mes

Òeoeve vener keÀjWies pees GvnW yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW mes efceuelee
nw~ ³en yeercee DeefOeefve³ece 1938 kesÀ Debleie&le
DehejeOe nw~ cegPes efJeéeeme nw efkeÀ Deehe Deye lekeÀ
Yeejleer³e yeercee yeepeej keÀer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀer
meeKe kesÀ yeejs ceW De®íer peevekeÀejer Òeehle keÀj ®egkesÀ
neWies~ Deye Deehe Fme efmLeefle ceW nesieW efkeÀ SkeÀ
DeeF&Deej[erS ÒeefleefveefOe kesÀ ªhe ceW ³en met®evee
Deheves efce$eeW leLee cegJJeefkeÀueeW lekeÀ hengB®ee oWies~
YeJeoer³e
nmlee#ej
Sve. jbiee®eejer
DeÒewue 21, 2003

DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce keÀe ÒeejbYe
DeYeer lekeÀ ceuesefMe³eve yeercee mebmLeeve kesÀ Jeefjÿ ÒeyebOekeÀ
kesÀ heo hej keÀe³e&jle Les ves mebmLeeve kesÀ cegK³e meb®eeuekeÀ
DeefOekeÀejer keÀe heo ûenCe efkeÀ³ee nw~
Þeer kegÀceej kesÀ Devegmeej peuo ner peesefKece ÒeyebOeve,
yeercee, efveJesMe ³eespevee SJeB heWMeve hej Dev³e Debleje&ä^er³e
keÀesme& ÒeejbYe efkeÀ³es pee³eWies~
DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce Yeejleer³e yeerceebkeÀkeÀ mebmLeeve
SJeB Yeejleer³e yeercee mebmLeeve kesÀ vepeoerkeÀ ceW jnkeÀj
keÀe³e& keÀjsiee~ FmekeÀe keÀe³e&¬eÀce Yeejleer³e Je Debleje&ä^er³e
ÒeeO³eehekeÀeW kesÀ meeLe Mew#eefCekeÀ, MeesOe SJeB keÀece mece³e
yeer c ee SJeB pees e f K ece Òeyeb O eve meb m Leeve
kesÀ keÀesme& ÒeejbYe keÀjves keÀe nw~ ³es keÀesme& UNCTAD,
(DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce) Dehevee henuee Mew#eefCekeÀ keÀe³e&¬eÀce
OECD, efJeée yeQkeÀ, Debleje&ä^er³e yeercee he³e&Jes#eCe
ceF& ceen kesÀ leermejs mehleen ceW pekeÀelee&, Fb[esvesefMe³ee
mebmLeeve Deewj Debleje&ä^er³e yeercee DeeOeej kesÀ men³eesie
ceW ÒeejbYe keÀj jne nw ~
mes ®euee³es pee³eWies~
yeercee SJeB peesefKece ÒeyebOeve ceW [sæ{ Je<e& keÀe ³en
DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce ves neue ner ceW Deheveer le=leer³e
mveelekeÀesÊej ef[hueescee keÀesme& J³eeheej SJeB efJekeÀeme
meb³egkeÌle jeä^ meefceefle kesÀ meeLe meb³egkeÌle lelJeeJeOeeve ceW FcejeEpeie ceekexÀìdme keÀe@vHeÀjsvme keÀe Dee³eespeve efkeÀ³ee
keÀje³ee pee jne nw ~ FmeceW Yeejleer³e, ³etjesefhe³e leLee pees meHeÀueleehetJe&keÀ meceehle ng³eer leLee keÀF& ueesieeW ves
SefMe³ee kesÀ ÒeeO³eehekeÀ Deheveer mesJee³eW oWies~ ³en keÀesme& Fme keÀe@vHeÀjsvme ceW efnmmee efue³ee~
Fb[esvesefMe³eve yeercee efJeefve³eceve kesÀ men³eesie mes keÀje³ee Jele&ceeve ceW DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce, huee@ì veb. 310, jes[
pee jne nw ~
veb. 25, pegefyeueer efnume, nwojeyeeo ceW keÀe³e&jle nw~
Þeerceleer cespeesve Deescej pees DeYeer lekeÀ ceuesefMe³eve
HeÀes v e veb . nQ 91-40-23556470 leLee
yeercee mebmLeeve kesÀ efveosMekeÀ heo hej keÀe³e&jle Leer ves
HewÀkeÌme veb. 91-40-23556471.
DeeF&DeeF&DeejSce kesÀ cegK³e keÀe³e&keÀejer DeefOekeÀejer keÀe
heo ûenCe efkeÀ³ee nw leLee Þeer pes. Sme. kegÀceej pees F&cesue nw email@iirmworld.com

OrdZ ~r_m
n[afX

Þeer heer . S. yeeueemeg y e´ n cCe³ece,
yeerceebkeÀkeÀ meom³e, DeeF&Deej[erS keÀes
Yeejleer³e peerJeve yeercee mebie"ve keÀer
peerJeve yeercee heefj<eo keÀe DeO³e#e ®egvee
ie³ee nw ~ ³en heo het J e& DeO³e#e
Þeer S®e. Dees. meesevf eie keÀer 31 efomecyej,
2002 keÀes mesJeeefveJe=eÊf e kesÀ he½eele efjkeÌle
nes ie³ee Lee~
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Make Me a Plan
K. Ragunathan

C orporate

securities transfers are
generally outsourced to Registrars and
Share Transfer Agents (Registrar). In
India, Registrars are to be registered as
an intermediary with Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and can
then undertake the activities of
securities transfer agents on behalf of
listed corporate clients. With the advent
of depositories in India, Registrars
perform the functions of Depository
Transfer Agent (DTA) too and service
physical (who hold physical scrips) and
electronic (who hold them in
dematerialised form) shareholders.
A Registrar generally performs the
functions of effecting security transfers,
attending to shareholder requests like
sub-division of shares, consolidation of
shares, effecting change of address of
shareholders, issue of duplicate share
certificates for those reported lost/
stolen etc., and many other shareholder
related service requests. DTA performs
the functions of converting the physical
holding of a shareholder into electronic
holding. Corporate actions like payment
of dividend, rights issue, bonus issue
etc., are also performed by the securities
transfer agents.
Work Flow at Registrar’s Office

The job functions of the Registrar
involve combination of manual scrutiny
of documents, computer database
updating, preparation of shareholder
intimations and reaching such
intimations to the shareholder.
Regulatory time limits have also been
prescribed by rules, statues, acts,
regulations and agreements, which a
transfer agent is supposed to follow in
processing various service requests from
shareholders.
Thus workflow at the office of a
securities transfer agent involves
management of manual and automated
tasks and of business rules, exception
and escalation procedures. While the
depository has substantially enhanced
electronic transactions in the securities
market, transfer agents continue to
handle reasonable amount of manual
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tasks, leading to errors and omissions.
Insurance coverage
Transfer agents are not able to cover
many of their risks with a single
comprehensive coverage policy. Some
of the important risks affecting the
transfer agents are given below.
Professional liability (Errors and
Omissions)
Errors and omissions may
accidentally creep into various manual
tasks that a Registrar performs in the
normal course of its business. Such
errors and omissions may lead to a
shareholder or investor suffering
financial loss, and thus ending up with
a claim against the Registrar.

In most Western countries,
a broad insurance and
surety coverage is made
available to all regulated
security transfer agents.
Unlike in India, regulators
in such countries have
made business risk
management compulsory.

transit or lost at the officer of the
Registrar in view of the volume of
transactions that are handled
manually. Such lost mail may contain
important documents which a
shareholder may send to Registrar like
an original copy of a will or probate
obtained from a court. To obtain
duplicates of such important documents
at times may be difficult, time
consuming and costly and a shareholder
may insist that such duplicating costs
be reimbursed by the Registrar for its
lapse.
Document waiver liability

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability
In every Registrar’s office, there is
a nominated compliance officer who is
responsible for compliance with various
rules and regulations. This officer can
be held responsible for lapses and thus
carry a liability due to the position she
or he holds. Further, most registry
organisations being joint stock
companies, the regulator may also hold
the directors of such companies liable
for various lapses.
Mail Lost Liability
A transfer agent is in receipt of bulk
inward mail from various shareholders
on a day-to-day basis. There are
possibilities of such mail being lost-in-

Various service requests that a
Registrar performs on behalf of its
principal (listed corporate entity) are
document driven. Sometimes, a
Registrar may waive some or all of the
documentary requirements that may
have to be submitted by a shareholder
on a case-to-case basis, appreciative of
the difficulties that a shareholder may
have to undergo. Often, a Registrar is
also forced to waive such documentary
requirements keeping the service factor
in mind. But at a future date, waiver of
such documents may lead to some
liability on the Registrar’s head, leaving
it exposed without any help from the
shareholder concerned for whom such
waiver was done.

THINKING CAP

Loss or destruction of securities/
records
One of the challenges faced by a
Registrar is to preserve the records of
various actions that were performed by
them. While SEBI regulations provide
most documents to be preserved for a
minimum period of three years, there
are also longer periods of retention of
documents prescribed as per provisions
of the Companies Act and the Income
Tax Act. At times, a Registrar is unable
to produce the required document or
record when demanded by a regulatory
authority and thus consequential loss
or damage may be suffered by the
Registrar or its principal. At times, a
Registrar may have destroyed the
documents in the normal course of its
business and thereafter, such destroyed
documents may be demanded to be
produced to defend a claim from a
shareholder.
Fiduciary liability
The Registry function sometimes
necessitates holding of securities in
trust on behalf of a shareholder and to
return them partially or in full, after the
completion of a corporate action. In such
an obligatory situation, accidental loss
or destruction of securities at the
Registrar’s end may end up with cost
and liability for the Registrar.

Information
Technology
special !

Employment practices liability
With the fast growth of depositories,
many Registrars would be faced with
the problem of reduced manual work
and would look for voluntary and
involuntary reduction of work force.
Such an action may lead to employment
related claims and may prove very
costly to a Registry organisation with
meagre financial net worth.
Securities custodial liability
A Registrar often holds blank
securities of its clients, which is required
for efficient and timely servicing of
shareholders. Such securities may be
misused by employees of the Registry or
stolen and misused by third party. Such
stolen security may change hands for a
valuable consideration and thus creating
financial risk on the Registrar.
Electronic business activity (e-risk)
Most actions in depository transfer
agency activity are electronically
performed by a Registrar. Some of them
may not be reversible and any error or
omission may lead to risk of claim from
investors or shareholders.
One stop shopping for Registrars
Registrars have not been favoured
with a single umbrella policy to cover
these and other related risks. Many

July’s IRDA Journal will look at IT issues in
the life and non-life insurance industries.
This is also a niche that the IT industry has
been looking keenly at.
Whether from the insurance point of view or
from the technology industry, write to us on
the topic and we will be happy to publish
your views.

registrars in India today operate with
considerable risks without even a
business risk policy and thus are
exposed to unlimited risk of claims from
investors, shareholder or others.
In most Western countries like the
US and UK, a broad insurance and
surety coverage is made available to all
regulated security transfer agents.
Unlike in India, regulators in such
countries have made business risk
management compulsory for such
security transfer agents.
Keeping the largeness of the Indian
securities market in mind, there is an
immediate need to design a
comprehensive product to meet the
needs of various security transfer
agents operating in the country. With
several foreign insurance players with
considerable experience now doing
business in India, one sincerely hopes
that a customised product will be
developed and offered. There are over
100 security transfer agents operating
in the country, leaving the smaller ones,
and they can be a good target market
for an insurance company to capture.
The author is Director, Sathguru
Management Consultants Pvt Ltd,
Hyderabad. He can be reached at
raguk@sathguru.com.

Uncovered?

Wish there was a product just for your needs?
Wish your policy gave you MORE?
We want to hear your suggestions and ideas for new products.
Send them to: Editor, IRDA Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at
irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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STATISTICS - NON-LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card:GENERAL
Business Booms for
Non-life Companies
The May issue of IRDA Journal
carried the premium performance
figures of the general insurers for
2002-03. These indicate that the industry,
at least revenue-wise, never had it so good.
A comparative analysis of the public
and private players for the last two
years sends out a powerful message that
liberalisation has worked wonders, as
the industry’s pie has grown by over
20 per cent in 2002-03 to record a
premium level of about Rs. 14,000 crores
from the previous Rs. 11, 600 crores.
Both the sectors seem to have
performed well. The four public players
have recorded an impressive growth of
13 per cent to reach Rs. 12,500 crores
up from Rs. 11,140 crores. It is, however,
the private players that have stolen the
annual show for the brighter
performance. Not only have they pulled

up the industry’s overall growth rate
higher to 20 per cent by their sectoral
performance of 180 per cent growth rate
but they have also made heavy inroads
into the profitable segments of Fire,
Marine and Engineering portfolios of
the market.
Private players
While the private players have
garnered a 9.5 per cent share of the
market up from 3.5 per cent last year,
it is even more remarkable that they
have captured 14 per cent
(Rs. 3,000 crores) market share in the
Fire, seven per cent (Rs. 1200 crores) of
the Marine and eight per cent (Rs. 9,700
crores) of the miscellaneous portfolios,
including 18 per cent (Rs. 720 crores) of
the Engineering portfolio. (Figures in
bracket are the figures for the market
as a whole.) The marketing strategies
of the private players seem pretty clear
and that is to ambush the public players
in the most sacred of their profitable
portfolios – that is the Fire and

Engineering portfolios that have a
market volume of Rs. 3,700 crores.
Health Insurance
The most interesting piece of
information for analysts is the fact that
the Health premium, a late starter in
the market, at a volume of over
Rs. 1000 crores, has outstripped the
traditional Engineering business
(Rs. 720 crores) transacted in the country
for over 50 years! Who deserves the
motivational credit for the rapid rise in
volumes, the insuring public, who
desperately want to buy medical
insurance or the insurers’ salesmen who
want to penetrate the market? Is medical
insurance going on the Motor trail, though
it is not mandatory? It seems to be
demand driven like the Motor business.
Motor Business
Private players have a market share
of only seven per cent in Motor, a very
wise move, to avoid getting in to too
much paper work, litigation and losses

Provisional Premium Figures of Non-life Insurers in 2002-03
(Rs. in crores)

Fire
Insurer
National
New India
Oriental
United India
Total
% Increase–public sector

2002-03

2001-02

536
877
528
616

496
859
531
636

2,557

2,522
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2002-03

Miscellaneous
2002-03

2001-02

223
341
227
331

211
339
214
255

2,131
2,711
2,027
2,021

1,732
2,313
1,753
1,889

2,890
3,929
2,782
2,971

2,349
3,512
2,498
2,781

1,122

1,019

8,893

7,687

12,572

11,140

103

1,206

55
32
132
104
55
38

28
19
11
36
46
18

8
26
9
18
9
13

1
9
0
3
2
3

Total

416

158

83

18

% Increase–private sector

258

Grand Total
% Total Increase
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293
2,973
11%

1,205
16%

2001-02

227
163
74
92
121
131

112
50
16
32
29
50

290
221
215
214
185
182

141
78
27
71
71
77

808

289

1,307

465

842

1,725
1,037

2002-03

1,432

519

168
2,680

Total

2001-02

Bajaj Allianz
Tata AIG
ICICI-Lombard
IFFCO-Tokio
Reliance
Royal Sundaram

Total Increase

38

Marine

9,701
22%

2,274
7,976

13,879
20%

11,605

STATISTICS - NON-LIFE INSURANCE

in the early stages of their operations.
After all, each public player sees both
their fellow players and the private
players as their fierce competitors. They
seem to be still in the toppling game
based on premium volumes. Size, not
necessarily quality, still counts a lot as
a market sentiment.
Future
With a narrow and clear focus on
their goals – garnering more profitable
Fire and Engineering business - the
private players are well poised to take
a further leap in 2003-2004 with the
active support of their more
enterprising promoters and a helping
hand from the hungry broking
community that has to marshal enough
business to stay on as a successful
player with a future. Acquiring 20 per
cent market share in 2003 - 4 is not an
impossible task for the private players,
given the momentum they have
generated. The public players need to
watch their backyards more carefully
and come up with strategies that can
checkmate their rivals in the business
game that is getting interesting!

CORRECTION
The non-life industry premium
statistics for 2002-03 published in
the May issue of IRDA Journal
(Page 38) carried some inadvertent
errors. The correct figures are
given below. The error is regretted.
– Editor
Health insurance premiums
stood at Rs. 1,045 crores or 7.32
per cent of the premiums of the
entire industry. Of this the public
sector wrote Rs. 962.77 crores
worth of business making up seven
per cent of their poftfolio and the
private sector Rs. 82.34 crores,
which was 6.18 per cent of their
business.

April 2003 Premiums Grow by 12.17 %
The non-life insurance premium grew by 12.17 per cent in the first month
of the current financial year compared to the same period last year. The total
premium of Rs. 1,87,576 lakhs was up from Rs. 1,67,211.85 lakhs for April
2002.
While private sector insurers accounted for Rs. 31,535.44 lakhs of that
(Rs. 14,485.15 lakhs in April, 2002) the public sector had the lion’s share of
Rs. 1,56,041 lakhs (Rs. 1,52,726.7 lakhs).
Growth rates for the private sector were much higher in general, given the
small base. The entire sector grew by 79 per cent. Tata AIG General Insurance
had a premium growth of 509 per cent topping the list, and ICICI Lombard
grew by 208 per cent while Reliance General showed a negative growth rate of
42 per cent.
The public sector grew at a slower 2.17 per cent in total, of which National
showed the highest growth rate at 16 per cent and New India grew at a negative
4.6 per cent.
The private sector players captured 16.81 per cent of the market in April,
2003, as against their combined marketshare of 8.7 per cent for the same month
last year. The market share of the public sector was 83.19 per cent in April,
2003, compared to 91.3 per cent for the comparative period.

Gross Premium Underwritten for the month of April, 2003
(Rs. in lakhs)

Insurer

Premium
April 2003

Premium
April 2002

Royal Sundaram

3,095.23

1,861.00

66

Tata AIG

6,727.40

1,105.00

509

Reliance General

1,916.23

3,325.00

-42

IFFCO-Tokio

5,571.22

2,374.97

135

ICICI-Lombard

7,528.78

1,448.00

208

Bajaj Allianz

5,359.85

3,371.18

59

283.73

–

NA

1,053.00

–

NA

New India

46,389.00

48,611.00

-4.6

National

34,674.00

29,904.00

16

United India

36,860.00

36,761.00

0.27

Oriental

38,118.13

37,450.73

1.78

Private Total

31,535.44

14,485.15

118

Public Total

1,56,041.1

1,52,726.7

2.17

Grand Total

1,87,576.54

1,67,211.9

12.17

HDFC Chubb
Cholamandalam

%
Growth

ECGC’s premium for April ’03 was Rs. 2,563.01 lakhs.
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Directors and Independence
R. Anand

Plenty has been
said and written
on the subject of
c o r p o r a t e
governance.
There have been
philosophical
statements that
c o r p o r a t e
governance is not
a piece of legal
document, but a ‘state of mind.’ Indian
companies are now feeling the heat and
pinch of implementation in the field of
good corporate governance. Questions
have been raised about to what extent
companies have to be transparent, to what
extent stakeholders and constituents of
companies should know the details of
corporate functioning, to what extent
directors are accountable and so on.
In the field of insurance, particularly
after the opening up of this industry, all
insurance companies, both in the public and
private sectors, have to fall in line with what
is legally accepted as corporate governance.
The debacle of big names in the US
has brought into focus trans-national
issues on published accounts and auditorauditee relationships. The Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002 announced to the world
immediate and urgent measures taken by
the super power to clean up its act on
corporate governance.

SECTION 252
HIGHLIGHTS

India quickly followed suit and now we
have the Companies (Amendment) Bill,
2003, focusing its attention on the role of
‘independent directors’ inter alia several
other matters.
The provisions of Section 252 of the
proposed bill is extracted below (see box
item).

The salient features of the proposal
are highlighted as under:
■
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First and foremost, every public company
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2. If, within the past five years, the
director or a member of the director’s
immediate family.
■

received more than $ 1,00,000 per year
in direct compensation from the listed
company, other than director and
committee fees and pension or other
forms of deferred compensation for
prior service that are not contingent
on continued service.

■

was affiliated with or employed in a
professional capacity by a present or
former auditor of the company or as
an executive officer of another
company of which any of the listed
company’s present executives served
on the compensation committee.

■

Incidentally, Section 303A of the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Rules
mandates that the majority of the directors
of a listed company be ‘independent
directors.’ The NYSE listing standard
defines a director not be independent in the
following circumstances:

is an executive officer or employee of
another company (a) that, within the
past five years, accounted for at least
two per cent or $ 1 million, whichever
is greater, of the listed company’s
consolidated gross revenues, or (b) for
which, within the past five years, the
listed company accounted for at least
two per cent or $ 1 million, whichever
is greater, of the other company’s
consolidated gross revenues.

1. If the director has a material
relationship with the listed company
either directly, or as a partner, shareholder

For purposes of the NYSE rule, an
‘immediate family member’ includes a
person’s spouse, parents, children,

The proposed provision applies to all
insurance companies, both in the public
and private sector for the reason that the
term public company under the
Companies Act means any company that
is not a private company, and not only
listed companies.
In fact, even public financial
institutions as defined in Section 4A of the
Companies Act, which includes LIC and
GIC, will come under the broad definition
of public company and the proposed
provisions would apply.
Position in the US

as defined in the Companies Act having
net worth of over five crore Rupees or
turnover of 50 crore Rupees has to
appoint ‘independent directors.’
■

The stipulation is that the majority of
the board shall be ‘independent directors’
and minimum should be seven directors
and maximum 15 directors.

■

There is also a proposal to prescribe the
minimum number of women directors
and the power is taken through rules
or notifications to prescribe this
number.

The statement of objects and reasons of
the companies (Amendment) Bill, 2003,
explains the background as under:
Further,
based
on
the
recommendations made by the Committee
on Corporate Audit and Governance (the
Naresh Chandra Committee), a number of
provisions are proposed in the Bill to
facilitate good corporate governance, of
which one is the
provision for the
appointment of independent directors and
women directors on the Board of Directors
of the company;

or officer of an organisation that has a
relationship with the company.

■

■

Clearly, the message is to have a quota
system on the board, projecting women
directors as the architect of good
corporate governance.
All insurance companies will fall under
the clutches of Section 252 of the
proposed bill.

■

The committee constituted by the
Securities Exchange Board of India
(SEBI) under the Chairmanship of
Mr. N. R. Narayanamurthy to review
the performance of corporate
governance endorsed the meaning of
‘independent director ’ defined by
Naresh Chandra Committee.

■

The term ‘independent director’ has to
be construed with reference to Section
252A of the proposed bill which reads
as under:

252A. (1) A person shall not be capable
of being appointed as independent director
of a company if –
(a) he is a whole-time director or a
managing director of the company; or
(b) he has any transaction with the
company (including its holding
company or subsidiary company) or its
chairman or managing director or
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siblings, mothers and fathers-in-law, sons
and daughters-in-law, brothers and
sisters-in-law (other than employees) who
shares the person’s home.
During the five years immediately
following the effective date of the new
NYSE listing standard, the five year ‘look
back’ period will be shortened to the period
since the effective day of the listing
standard.
It is the Board that should determine
that a director has no material relationship
with the listed company, and the NYSE
says, that in making ‘independence’
determinations, Boards should consider all
relevant facts and circumstances.
In particular, a Board should consider
the materiality of the director’s relationship
with a company not merely from the
standpoint of the director, but also from
that of persons or organisations with which
the director has an affiliation. The NYSE
says, material relationships can include
commercial, industrial, banking,
consulting, legal, accounting, charitable
and familial relationships, among others.
However, it does not view ownership of even
a significant amount of stock, by itself, as
a bar to an independence finding.
Issues and Concerns
In the Indian context, this proposal in
the Companies Act is bound to raise
eyebrows and create a major furore in the

corporate circles. Many of the companies
who may be public companies in name are
effectively glorified partnership firms. For
them the process of identifying
‘independent directors’ itself will be a
major, daunting, task.
Moreover, if the majority of directors
are independent, what will be the role of
the promoter who has put in his hard
earned money and is literally running the
company as a shop floor worker or as an
employee?
Secondly, even today, there is a dearth
of professional ‘independent directors’
without the proposed Sections 252 & 252A.
Finally, given the average board size of
eight, corporate India will therefore be
searching desperately for anything between
3,500 to 5,000 people to become independent
directors. This is a massive task – more so
since relatively few companies have given
serious thought to the issue.
Good companies follow corporate
governance not by compulsion, but by their
own lofty standards set over a period of
time. Legislating a numbers game on the
board by itself may not add value to the
process of enhancing shareholder value.
On the flip side, who is to appoint
‘independent directors?’ If ‘independent
directors’ are appointed by promoters,
then they cease to be ‘independent
securities of the company having voting
rights; or

whole-time director or secretary or
manager or any officer who can be
considered as an officer in default in
connection with business or profession
or in any other capacity; or

(h) he has been a director or an independent
director for a consecutive period of nine
years or more; or

(c) he is a relative of the chairman or
managing director or whole-time
director or secretary or manager or any
officer who can be considered as an
officer in default of the company; or

(i) he is holder of any equity shares of the
company in which he is an independent
director during his tenure as such a
director and six months after he ceases
to be an independent director; or

(d) he has held any post in the company;
or

(j) he is a nominee director or employee or
executive director of any bank or
financial institution or corporation
which has offered financial assistance
to the company; or

(e) he has been an auditor or internal
auditor or consultant (including
advocate or legal advisor) of the
company during any of the three
preceding financial years; or
(f) he is or has been a supplier or vendor
or customer of the goods or services of
the company; or
(g) he holds two per cent or more of the

(k) he is a nominated director in any other
company which has nominated a
director in the company in which he is
an independent director.
(2) No person shall be appointed as an
independent director unless he has taken

directors.’ If outsiders have to appoint
‘independent directors,’ then the
promoters are left out of a major decisionmaking process in corporate functioning.
We will then have a piquant situation
of promoters handling the nitty-gritty
aspects of company functioning, but will
have no say in appointing ‘independent
directors.’
While the proposal could be a tactical
message sent to the corporate world both
in the Indian and the international arena,
obviously it cannot be implemented in the
manner in which it has been drafted. The
existing provision of listing requirements
and constitution of the board and audit
committees can effectively serve the
purpose as long as they are properly
implemented and duly supervised by the
regulator. Over-regulation without
supervision will be counter-productive.
There is no doubt that enough debate and
controversy will be generated by the
proposed Sections 252 & 252A and, more
than anything else, journalists and the
organisers of seminars will have a field day.

The author is Vice President (Corporate
Affairs), Sundaram Finance Ltd. The
views expressed here are his own.

training, from such date as the Central
Government may notify, from an institute
notified by the Central Government, within
a period of two years prior to his
appointment as such:
Provided that an independent director
may take the training within eighteen
months of his appointment, from an
institute notified by the Central
Government in failing which he shall cease
to be an independent director and be not
eligible for appointment as an independent
director in any company till such time he
takes training but he may continue as a
director in that company:
Provided further that an independent
director
appointed
before
the
commencement of the Companies
(Amendment) Act, 2003, shall take training
from such date as may be notified under the
first proviso.
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Applied Insurance offers technology
US-based Applied Insurance Research (AIR), a catastrophic risk assessment and
management technology solutions provider, is seriously looking at the Indian
insurance industry through its subsidiary AIR Information Technology in
Hyderabad.
The company is involved in collecting data on natural calamities in different parts
of the country and initial data suggests that some Indian cities and areas are
vulnerable to such natural calamities.
Despite this, the Indian insurance providers are not going in for such assessment
tools and solutions as compared to the US and European insurers and reinsurers
at this stage.
The company says its technology is based on complex computer simulation models
of global natural hazards such as hurricanes, earthquakes, fire following
earthquakes, hailstorms, tornadoes and floods, adding that by incorporating AIR
solutions and tools, one can mitigate all problems by managing asset exposures,
determining insurance needs, pricing premiums, drawing pre-loss strategies,
providing valuable information for risk-hedging strategies, claims handling,
underwriting, reinsurance, other risk-transfer decision-making and overall
catastrophic risk management.
The parent company has databases, ranging between 100 years and 1000 years, of
31 countries across the world and is on the verge of acquiring the data of AsiaPacific and Middle East regions. India is also one of the countries which the company
is seriously looking at for marketing its products and solutions.

Swiss help for disaster
management
The Union Cabinet has approved an
agreement with the Swiss Government for
cooperation and assistance in disaster
management.
The agreement envisages coordination for
early warning systems, including sharing of
information on weather monitoring and
prediction methods. The pact is aimed at
enhancing capacity building, preparedness
and training of rescue teams and human
resource development (HRD).
Cooperation in HRD includes various
modules for training the disaster managers
at various levels, preparation of training
syllabus, deputation of resource persons and
trainers for getting specialised training.
The two countries would together study
emergency response mechanisms, training
and equipping of specialised response units
and the Swiss Government would offer free
of charge assistance in deployment of
search and rescue teams in the event of
disasters.
India at its own cost would make available
such logistic support as may be mutually
agreed upon.

A.M. Best Affirms Rating of
New India Assurance
A.M. Best Co. has affirmed the financial
strength rating of A (Excellent) of New
India Assurance Company Limited. The
outlook is stable.
The rating action reflects the
company’s excellent capital position, the
maintenance of its leading position in
the Indian domestic insurance market
and substantial returns from its
investment portfolio. Offsetting factors
include New India’s reliance on the
Indian investment and insurance
markets, continuing weakness in the
company’s underwriting performance in
the Indian motor market and
uncertainties surrounding the economic
environment in India, A.M. Best said.
New India’s capital adequacy is
excellent, according to the A.M. Best
risk-based capital model. The
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company’s capital fully supports its
plans for growth and diversification.
The company is the largest of the four
government insurers in India and also
writes a growing account of
international business from over
20 countries.

cause problems in India. In 2002, motor
business accounted for 39 per cent of the
company’s net written premiums. The
2002 net loss ratio was 124 per cent
(compared to 114 per cent in 2001) due
to the high level of motor third-party
liability claims experienced.

In 2002, the company’s net investment
income increased 7.3 per cent despite
unfavourable conditions in investment
markets and A.M. Best expects New
India to continue to produce substantial
investment returns, albeit at a lower
level, in 2003 as a result of the
investment environment.

A.M. Best said it continued to be
concerned about volatility surrounding
the economic development of India
despite stabilisation in its financial
markets over 2002 and 2003. Factors
affecting A.M. Best’s opinion include the
fiscal deficit, deceleration in economic
growth and regional instability.

A.M. Best expects improvement in New
India’s motor underwriting in 2003 as
a result of tariff increases, although the
performance of this class continues to

A.M. Best Co., established in 1899, is
the world’s oldest and one of the most
authoritative insurance rating and
information sources.
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A.M. Best Affirms Rating of GIC
A.M. Best Co. has affirmed the financial
strength rating of A (Excellent) of General
Insurance Corporation of India (GIC). The
rating outlook remains stable.
The affirmation reflects the company’s
excellent capital position, its leading
profile in the Indian insurance market and
substantial returns from its investment
portfolio. Offsetting factors include the
company’s reliance on its domestic
investment and insurance markets,
continuing weakness in its underwriting
performance in the Indian motor market
and uncertainties surrounding the
economic environment in India.
GIC maintains an excellent capital base,
according to A.M. Best’s risk-based capital
model. Underwriting leverage is
conservative, with net premiums written
to surplus at 0.6 times in 2002. A.M. Best
believes that the current level of
capitalisation provides scope for the
company to develop new underwriting
opportunities without the need to raise
additional capital.

experience substantial growth in business
volume – net written premiums increased
22 per cent in 2002. Outside India, GIC’s
approach has been more cautious, and only
a modest seven per cent of net premium is
written in the international market.
A. M. Best has stated that GIC’s operating
performance has been excellent, supported
by returns from its substantial investment
portfolio. The company’s approach to
investments is underpinned by its emphasis
on safety, liquidity and returns. A.M. Best
believes that GIC’s well diversified portfolio
should enable an acceptable return to
continue to be achieved, although weak
investment markets will result in lower
returns in 2003.

GIC is owned by the Indian Government
and is the sole reinsurer in the Indian
market. The company currently benefits
from a compulsory 20 per cent cession from
all Indian insurance companies, which
accounted for 78 per cent of net premiums
written in 2002. While foreign insurers
have made inroads following liberalisation
of the market in 2000, GIC continues to

Despite increases in Indian tariff rates
for motor business (32 per cent of 2002 net
written premium), GIC continues to suffer
from weak underwriting performance in
the domestic motor market—the
company’s net loss ratio in 2002 was 146
per cent, up from 132 per cent the previous
year. Although some improvement may be
achieved as a result of further rate
increases, adequate returns in this sector
remain elusive, says A. M. Best, adding
that it continues to be concerned about
volatility surrounding the economic
development of India despite stabilisation
in its financial markets over 2002 and
2003. Factors affecting A.M. Best’s opinion
include the fiscal deficit, deceleration in
economic growth and regional instability.

ICICI Lombard’s tie up
for overseas travel cover

get their policies issued immediately at the
agent’s office while doing their ticketing
and itinerary.

ICICI Lombard General Insurance has
announced its association with Galileo
India, the air travel ticketing systems
company.

Globetrotter is available as Globetrotter
Corporate (group) for employees of the
companies travelling abroad on business
and Globetrotter Leisure (individual) for
leisure/ individual travellers. It comes with
a user-friendly web interface that gives full
flexibility to the corporate traveller for
amending trips anywhere in the world,
permits last minute departures and enables
accurate premium and balance days
tracking, says a company press release.

This tie up will lead to Globetrotter
Leisure – ICICI Lombard’s overseas travel
insurance for individual travellers – being
distributed by Galileo’s network of travel
agents through a web-enabled online
policy issuance module. Consumers can

Govt plans sensitivity
index for services
The Government is working on a price
sensitivity index for five service sectors
including
banking,
insurance,
telecommunications, road transport and
railways. The scope of the index could be
expanded later.
The index will be merged into the wholesale
price index, which is used as a measure for
estimating the rate of inflation.
The index is still at a preliminary stage
and various regulatory agencies are coordinating with the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry to implement it. The IRDA
has appointed a nodal officer who has been
working with the Ministry on the
preliminaries of working out a model for
the insurance sector, and the Reserve Bank
of India had been assigned the task of
preparing the index for the banking sector.
The wholesale price index has three
category of products — an index for
primary articles comprising food and nonfood items, manufactured products
covering a gamut of product groups that
are classified into the food and non-food
category, and the index for fuel, power, light
and lubricants. Manufactured products
have the highest weight in the index at
63.75 per cent.
Once the system is implemented, a fourth
component will be added in the wholesale
price index to measure the price changes in
the service sector, which accounts for nearly
50 per cent of the country’s gross domestic
product. The weight to be assigned to the
sector is, however, still to be decided.
In the case of telecommunications and
railways, the respective ministries will be
used to source data, while a private party
will help the Government in preparing the
index for the road transport sector.
Once the framework is ready, the Central
Statistical Organisation (CSO) would be
consulted for fine-tuning the model and
implementing it.
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APRA to crackdown
on industry
Australia’s insurance regulator, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), has
signalled an impending crackdown on insurance industry practitioners in the wake of the
collapse of HIH insurance.
APRA says it is considering the need to disqualify or remove a number of individuals from
“responsible person” positions in the general insurance industry.
Under scrutiny are directors, senior managers, auditors and actuaries of general insurers.
APRA says the HIH Royal Commission added weight and substance to the regulator’s own
information.
The regulator now has a list of around 90 people who might have breached “fitness and
propriety” requirements in the Insurance Act, although it does not expect to disqualify all,
or even the majority of them.
However, it says substantial work will go into the decision-making over the coming
months.

Huge insurance losses from tornadoes
US insurers have taken another hit these
past few weeks as tornado season continues
to wreak havoc on the nation. The tornadoes,
which swept across parts of the US from May
2 to 11, have the potential to be the costliest
in US history, according to the Insurance
Information Institute (III).
Boston-based AIR Worldwide, which uses a
computer modelling programme to estimate
insured losses from catastrophes, has put the
damages at $2.2 billion. Actual claims filed
now exceed $1 billion, with damage
assessment continuing in the affected areas.
The 412 tornadoes during the first 10 days
of May were the most since the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
began record keeping in 1950. The previous
record for the first 10 days of May was 177
tornadoes set in 1999. More than 300
counties affecting 19 states suffered losses
and more than 40 deaths were blamed on
the storms.
The largest tornado-related loss in US
history was in April 2001, when tornadoes
and storms struck 16 states including
Missouri, Nebraska, Texas, Kansas, Illinois
and Pennsylvania, costing insurers $1.93
billion (adjusted to 2002 dollars). Prior to
2002, the largest tornado-related loss was in
May 1999, when tornadoes and storms
struck 18 states including Kansas and
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Oklahoma, costing insurers $1.6 billion
(adjusted to 2002 dollars).
The recent increase in homeowners
insurance rates has been attributed, in
part, to the frequency and severity of
catastrophes, which began to increase
dramatically during the 1990s. Over the
past 12 years, insurers paid out more than
$100 billion in catastrophe-related losses —
about $700 million per month — many
times more than in previous decades.
Catastrophes include well-known events
such as Hurricane Andrew and the
Northridge earthquake, but also hundreds
of smaller disasters associated with tropical
storms, tornadoes, wildfires, hail, ice and
snow.
According to the III, homeowners insurers
over the past decade paid out $1.18 in losses
and expenses for every $1 they earned in
premiums. In 2001 alone, homeowners
insurers paid out $8.9 billion more in losses
and expenses than they received in
premiums, the second worst year on record
(1992, the year of Hurricane Andrew,
produced losses of $11.5 billion). Losses in
the homeowners insurance line over the past
three years (2000 through 2002) are
estimated at $19 billion, rivalling the $20.3
billion in insured property losses from the
September 11 terrorist attack.

Silverstein sues
insurer
Larry Silverstein, leaseholder of the
destroyed World Trade Center complex, has
sued his insurers saying that there is not
enough insurance money to finish the
ongoing reconstruction of a building that
was part of the destroyed complex.
Silverstein, who is already battling his
insurers over compensation for the
destruction of the Twin Towers, said he had
filed a complaint in New York against
General Electric Co.’s Industrial Risk
Insurers, the sole insurer of 7, World Trade
Center.
The insurance policy on the building, which
was across from the Twin Towers and was
destroyed as a result of the September 11
attacks, is worth $860 million, but
Silverstein has only received $440 million
from Industrial Risk, the suit says.
That will not be sufficient to fund all the
construction costs of the new building, now
underway. It is scheduled to be completed
in the beginning of 2006, not within the two
years stipulated in the policy.
“It is physically impossible to complete the
construction of a modern high-rise office
tower such as 7, World Trade Center, in two
years,” the statement said.
But a spokesman for Industrial Risk said
that the policy was not written in a way to
compensate Silverstein for all costs.
Under the terms of the policy, Industrial Risk
spokesman Dean Davison said Silverstein
was entitled to the $440 million cash
payment and said it specifically covered only
the cost of construction completed within two
years of the building’s destruction.
Silverstein has also been fighting with 20 or
so insurers over compensation for the
destruction of the Twin Towers. He claims
that the attacks by two airplanes
represented two separate events, entitling
him to about $7 billion in damages. Insurers
led by Swiss Re have held that it was only
one event, entitling him to half that amount.
Industrial Risk was insurer of the Twin
Towers and is involved in the
litigation as well.

NEWS BRIEFS

Berkshire Hathaway
profit jumps on
insurance
Berkshire Hathaway Inc., the holding
company run by billionaire investor
Warren Buffett, reported its highest
ever quarterly profit for the first quarter
of year 2003, almost twice the last year’s
first quarter, powered by rising
insurance rates.
Berkshire, based in Buffett’s home city
of Omaha, Nebraska, reported a net
profit of $1.73 billion, or $1,127 a share,
for the first quarter. That compared
with $916 million, or $598 a share, in
the same quarter last year.
The sharp rise in profit was helped by
higher insurance and reinsurance rates
charged by Berkshire units, partly as a
reaction to the destruction of the twin
towers of the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001.

Munich Re Chief Executive
Officer Schinzler Resigns
Munich Re Chief Executive Officer HansJuergen Schinzler is stepping down as
head of the world’s largest reinsurer after
more than 10 years, as losses tied to stakes
in companies such as Allianz AG and HVB
Group mount.
Schinzler, 62, will be replaced by
management board member Nikolaus von
Bomhard on January 1, Munich Re said
in a statement. Von Bomhard, 46,
currently oversees regional divisions in
parts of Europe as well as Latin America.
Schinzler resigned after Munich Re
reported two straight quarters of losses as
falling markets forced the company to write
down the value of investments. Schinzler
has been slow to cut Munich Re’s decadesold stakes in Allianz and HVB Group,
holdings that have cost Munich Re more
than the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Re’s domestic shareholdings, investors
said. The stakes in banking and insurance
rivals, once seen as protection from hostile
takeovers, are now putting off investors
as they wipe out earnings, analysts said.
Munich Re lost 2.2 billion euros
($2.4 billion) in the fourth quarter after
1.4 billion euros of writedowns.
Munich Re owns stakes in at least
14 German companies, including
18.1 per cent of insurer Allianz, 26 per cent
of Munich-based HVB, Germany’s
No. 2 bank, and more than 10 per cent of
Frankfurt-based Commerzbank AG, the
country’s No. 3 lender.
On the one hand, the main reinsurance
business is improving, but there is opinion
that Munich Re is still too tied to the fate
of HVB Group and Allianz.

The new CEO will have to unwind Munich

Nippon Life warned over misleading cancer
insurance policies
Japan’s Fair Trade Commission (FTC) warned the nation’s largest life insurer
over misleading advertisements for its cancer insurance policies.
This is the first time that the government’s anti-monopoly watchdog has issued a
warning to a life insurance company.
Between January 2001 and last November, the Osaka-based Nippon Life Insurance
Co. stated in a leaflet for its cancer insurance policies that it would pay benefits to
completely cover policyholder’s hospitalisation costs for cancer treatment once they
are suspected of suffering from the disease, the FTC said.
Nippon Life’s salespeople also provided similar explanations to prospective
customers. However, the company actually paid benefits to cover hospitalisation
costs for policyholders only from the day when they were diagnosed as suffering
from cancer.
FTC inspectors issued the warning to the life insurer after concluding the
misleading advertisement constitutes a violation of the Law for Preventing
Unjustifiable Lagniappers and Misleading Representation.
From March, Nippon Life began to pay benefits to cover hospitalisation costs from
the day when policyholders were admitted to hospital for suspected cancer.

Insurers oppose FSA plan
to regulate Lloyd’s
UK insurers are opposing a proposal by the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) that the
Lloyd’s of London insurance market should
be brought within the industry’s
compensation scheme.
The Association of British Insurers (ABI)
has written to the City regulator expressing
‘deep misgivings’ about the proposal that
would leave its member companies exposed
to the fate of the world’s oldest insurance
market.
The FSA’s plan would only be triggered if
the Central Fund at Lloyd’s – the last link
in the market’s chain of security – was
exhausted.
Lloyd’s is also unenthusiastic about the
plan, since it in turn would have to
contribute if a UK insurer failed.
The FSA wants to bring Lloyd’s within the
scope of the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme that pays
policyholders if a UK insurer becomes
insolvent.
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YOUR QUESTIONS

In this new section, started last issue, we will answer
questions and doubts that readers have regarding the
insurance industry in their many capacities like
customers, potential customers, employees, students,
researchers and so on.
The following questions have been compiled from
phone-in programmes conducted on Doordarshan as
Public sector companies have Citizens Charters. Is there any
such system for private insurers?

The IRDA has come out with regulations to protect policyholders’
interests, called The IRDA (Protection of Policyholders’ Interest)
Regulations, 2002). In a way it codifies the service norms insurance
companies are supposed to ensure to their customers. It covers the
terms and conditions of an insurance contract right from the time
of issue of a policy to settlement of claims.
For instance, the agent/ intermediary has to explain the policyholder
the terms and conditions of the policy before entering into a contract.
In turn, the proposal form issued by the insurer bears vital questions
like personal history and family history which are to be revealed by
the proposer to make the contract a valid one. Both parties should
maintain transparency while entering into an insurance contract.
There are also norms for claims settlement. Life policy claims, for
instance, have to be settled or rejected in 30 days after the receipt
of all the relevant papers from the insured, and delay beyond this
will attract a penal interest of two per cent over the prevailing bank
rate payable to the claimant.
Such measures in the regulation ensure what a Citizens’ Charter
would set out to do.

The value of the sum assured on a policy issued by the LIC of
India is guaranteed by the Government of India. Will the same
be applicable to private insurance companies also?

The Government of India owns the LIC and, as an owner, has
guaranteed the returns on the corporation’s policies. This practice
does not obtain in the private sector, and indeed does not cover
the public sector non-life insurance companies either.
What the IRDA does is to ensure that only companies with
impeccable parentage and track records are registered to carry on
insurance business in India. Apart from this, companies intending
to start insurance business have to bring in a minimum capital of
Rs.100 crores. This has to be maintained at all times from inception
and also promoters have to inject further capital periodically based
on the volume of business they underwrite.
The IRDA has regulations and mechanisms to constantly monitor
the solvency margin, the pattern of investment to be made by an
insurer and so on, to ensure that every company has the financial
strength to honour its commitments.
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part of IRDA’s consumer awareness campaign on
insurance and pensions.
Please write in your doubts and questions and we will
do our best to respond to them in this section.
Will an insurance agent be affected due to the entry of brokers?

One of the reasons for opening up the insurance sector to private
players was the low penetration of the market by the state-owned
companies. Only 20 to 25 per cent of the insurable population is
covered by the public sector companies, and they operated only
through agents in the past. It is clear that individual tied agents
could not tap the vast market potential.
Agents represent the companies, but a broker represents the
customer and advises him or her to decide on that product from
any company which offers the most suitable terms and a competitive
price. Similarly, corporate agents are another type of marketing
channel, and they procure business from a different market segment.
There is place for all these different kinds of intermediaries to operate
in the market successfully and thus increase insurance protection
in the country.

Will private insurers pay claims promptly? Will they pay the
claim amount in full? What is the guarantee given by the IRDA
that they will not be fly-by-night?

According to the IRDA (Investment) Regulations, 2000, every insurer
has to invest the funds that it holds on behalf of its policyholders
strictly as prescribed by Section 27 of Insurance Act, 1938. These
norms were set out with the safety of policyholders’ funds as the
primary objective, giving returns a lower priority. It is also mandatory
for every insurer to report exhaustively its investment details on a
quarterly basis.
The IRDA also monitors regularly market developments like the
return on various types of investments and the risk profile of
investment instruments. This will be reflected from time to time in
its investment rules and circulars to companies with which the latter
are bound to comply.
All these measures are to ensure that insurers have the financial
strength to meet their liabilities. The insurers have to and will fulfil
their contractual obligations under each policy and, in cases of
dispute or customer dissatisfaction, there are a number of redressal
forums open to the consumers including grievance cells of the
insurance companies, of the IRDA, ombudsmen, consumer courts
and of course, civil courts.
Any applicant for registration as an insurance company goes
through stringent scrutiny on aspects like the reputation of the
promoters and their commitment to the market. This is in order to
ensure that they will not be ‘fly-by-night’ and will have the staying
power financially to serve the market.

ROUND UP

Non-Life Insurance CEOs Meet
The Chairman and Members of the IRDA held a
performance review meeting of the general insurance
industry with the Chief Executives and Appointed
Actuaries of all the companies on May 6, 2003, at
Hyderabad. Mr. Liyaquat Khan, President, Actuarial
Society of India (ASI), made a presentation outlining
the importance of the role of the actuary in the
general insurance industry.

L to R: Mr. R. C. Sharma, Member (non-life), IRDA, Mr. N. Rangachary,
Chairman, IRDA, Mr. P. A. Balasubramanian, Member (Actuary), IRDA,
and Mr. Liyaquat Khan, President, Actuarial Society of India (ASI)
at the Non-life CEOs meet.

Stock Brokers and Insurance
The Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) held a
meeting for its executives and member-brokers on
intermediation opportunities in the Insurance
industry on April 26, 2003. Mr. N. Rangachary,
Chairman, IRDA, addressed the participants on
“Growth of Insurance Sector and Role of Financial
Intermediaries.”

Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA, addressing the executives and brokers
of the BSE. Dr. Manoj Vaish, Executive Director and CEO, BSE, looks on.

Life Insurance CEOs Meet
The Chairman and Members of the IRDA held a
performance review meeting of the life insurance
industry with the chief executives of all the
companies on May 5, 2003, at Hyderabad.

L to R: Mr. N. K. Shinkar, Consultant Actuary, IRDA,
Mr. R. C. Sharma, Member (non-life), IRDA, Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman,
IRDA, and Mr. P. A. Balasubramanian, Member (Actuary), IRDA, at the Life
insurance company CEOs meet.

Send us a Picture!

Event?

Send us a write-up!
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YOU SAID

Dear Editor

Pension Plan

Illness and Insurance

I am truly impressed with the standard pension plan that
the life insurance companies are planning to launch, on the
basis of recommendations of the Shinkar committee and as
accepted by IRDA.
While, it incorporates several positive ingredients that were
envisaged in OASIS report on public pension, I feel, following
options could be planned for.
■ The policyholder should have the option to switch over from
one insurer to another, in case, he/ she is dissatisfied with
the returns given by the insurer. Maybe there could be
some withdrawal charge. Why should I be locked with one
insurer, if I am not happy with their fund management
skills?
This option should be viewed differently from premature
withdrawal, which has been planned for in the proposed
pension plan.
■ The policyholder should have some say in investment of
the fund also. This is the base of unitised product offered in
the UK and the US as mentioned in the standard pension
document itself. Yes, for those who are not able to decide,
there could be a default option.
■ The annual statement should be more explicit. For example,
it should show how much out of the premium paid during
the year, has been adjusted towards the life insurance
option (if exercised). I would presume this should be the
yearly renewal term (YRT) premium for the sum insured
chosen. Further, the charges levied (I presume these will
be back end charges) should be shown as ‘Charges @ 2%
on ....’
■ There should be facility for loan against the accumulated
value or cash withdrawal, subject to a minimum
accumulated value, in genuine cases, such as a medical
emergency.
■ It is not clear, as to what will happen in case one stops
contributing to the plan.
D. Pashupati
Ibexi Solutions Pvt.Ltd.
Bangalore
Thank you for your detailed response. The IRDA Standard Pension
Plan as outlined in the special bulletin along with the May edition of
IRDA Journal has at this stage only been proposed by the Shinkar
Committee. IRDA has sought to give it wide coverage to elicit responses
from the public before taking a view on it and then getting the
concurrence of life insurance companies to offer it as a product.
We will get these and other questions answered over the next few
issues. Your question about what will happen if one stops contributing
to the plan, stages at which the fund becomes paid up etc are all well
outlined in the committee’s report. It was only a shortage of space
that prevented us from giving all details.

This has reference to the following passage on Page 45 of the
April Issue: “Research shows that being uninsured takes
a serious toll on men, women and children. Uninsured men
are nearly twice as likely to be diagnosed with colon cancer
at a later, more dangerous, stage than are men with
insurance. Uninsured women with breast cancer are twice as
likely to die as insured women with the same disease.
Uninsured children are 70 per cent more likely than insured
children not to receive medical care for common childhood
illnesses as ear infections.”

Have your say!
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While the statistics might be accurate, and the incidence of
disease and death might be greater among the uninsured than
among the insured, I am surprised at the conclusion that it is
because they are not insured.
As everybody knows, the insured consist of select lives and
are expected to experience a better mortality rate. But to say
that the uninsured die because they are not insured is little
short of ridiculous. The data does not indicate the socioeconomic profile of the people experiencing a higher
mortality rate. Possibly they are having neither the
educational nor economic background to afford healthcare,
leave alone insurance. It is also possible that medical
examination of the proponent before insurance is compulsory
so that they know what is wrong with them and take better
care.
However that may be, this kind of research data is not useful.
It would be better not to publish such misinformation.
Nirmala Ayyar
Consultant, Back Office Processes and Software
Implementation
AMP Sanmar Life Insurance Company Ltd.
The thrust of the article you are referring to, which is about the US
market, is that the uninsured are likely to allow medical problems to
fester for a longer time because they cannot afford the medical bills
for preventive care or early medical attention and diagnosis as
compared to those who do have insurance. Hence it is not the incidence
of diseases, but their early detection and cure (and preventing its
becoming fatal), that is lower among the uninsured.

Questions, comments or just your reflections on what we published. We
would like to hear them, and so would our thousands of readers.
Write them down and send to:
Send your articles to: Editor, IRDA Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org

“

There is a lack of understanding even
among brokers who are already out in
the market as to really what the role of a
broker is; and the customers don’t know
it either. Brokers must not position
themselves as discounters, rebaters of
premium or glorified agents.

Mr. Peter J. Valentine, CEO,
HSBC Insurance Brokers, India

Munich Re’s stumbling blocks are the crossshareholdings. It’s time for a change of
generation just like at Allianz.

An analyst at M.M. Warburg Investment

”

Providing for old age will always be risky.
The risk may fall on a government which
may renege on its predecessors’ promises,
or on a company that may welch on its
contributions. Or on a money-manager
who may deliver rotten returns.
Increasingly, individuals will have to
decide how to invest their savings. It won’t
be easy, but then it never really was.

Leader in The Economist on the corporate
pension collapse in Europe.

It is a matter of regret that this theoretical situation
that unlimited liability is the cause for the abnormal
loss ratio is not convincingly proved with facts and
figures. Since it takes a long time for the claims to
be settled, the time lag is a factor to be taken into
account, particularly when it may lead to penal
interest as well as cost of litigation. Hence it is not
clear if the losses declared are entirely due to the
abnormal claims.

Justice T. N. C. Rangarajan in the report of the Committee
headed by him on Own Damage detariffing.

As business brought in through the channel
of bancassurance increases, we need more
regulatory intervention. This is because some
of the products are getting into the domain
of the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI).

Mr. R. Krishnamurthy, Managing Director, SBI Life
Insurance Company Limited

Establishing adequate independence
arrangements is crucial to reducing the
likelihood of political interference in the
supervisory process. The debate on regulatory
independence is at the same stage the debate
on central bank independence was two
decades ago.

Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA
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Events

June 2-3, 2003
Venue: World Bank headquarters, Washington DC
Financing the Risks of Natural Disasters: A New Perspective on
Country Risk Management
June 2-3, 2003
Venue: Jakarta Convention Center, Indonesia
Fourth Indonesia Reinsurance Seminar
“Building A Promising Future for the ASEAN Insurance Industry
in the Cyberspace Era”
June 8-10, 2003
Venue: Bangkok, Thailand
11th Annual LOMA/ LIMRA Strategic Issues Conference
June 23-25, 2003
Venue: Bangalore
5th Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition on IT &
e-Applications in Insurance
IT & e-Applications to Boost Business & Efficiency –
Getting Beyond the Hype & Mantras to Exploit the Right
Technologies Best Suited to your Business

July 8-9, 2003
2nd Conference on Catastrophes Insurance in Asia Seeking Real
Solutions to CAT Exposures in Asia Taiwan
July 13-16, 2003
Venue: New York
39th Annual International Insurance Society Conference
July 24-26, 2003
Venue: Singapore
Singapore Insurance Institute Conference – Towards
Professional Excellence

